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ABSTRACT 
LASER SPECTROSCOPY INVESTIGATIONS OF JET-COOLED 
METAL-CONTAINING FREE RADICALS 
ANAM CHANDRA PAUL 
NOVEMBER 6, 2019 
Metal-containing free radicals are important intermediates in metal-surface 
reactions and the interactions between metals and organic molecules. Among metal-
containing free radicals monovalent derivatives of alkaline earth metals have been 
extensively investigated by using spectroscopic techniques in a gas phase1, mainly in 
Broida ovens2 or under supersonic-jet-cooled conditions3. In the present study, the results 
of performed spectroscopic investigations of both metal-containing monoalkoxides 
(CaOR) and metal oxides (MO) radicals have been reported. 
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra of 
the A X−  electronic transition of the calcium CaOR radicals have been obtained under 
jet-cooled conditions. Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and 
coupled-cluster (CCSD) calculations on the free radical were performed to aid the 
assignment of vibronic transitions observed in the LIF/DF spectra. In addition to 
dominant spectral features that are well reproduced by vibrational frequencies and 
viii 
Franck-Condon (FC) factors calculated ab initio, the pseudo-Jahn-Teller interaction 
involving the A  state induces additional vibronic transitions that are not allowed under 
the harmonic oscillator approximation. A constant value for the spin-orbit splitting has 
been observed for all vibrational levels of the A  state accessed in the LIF experiment. 
Recently, alkaline earth monoalkyl (MR) and monoalkoxide (MOR) free 
radicals, e.g., CaCH3, CaOCH3, SrCH3, and SrOCH3, have been proposed as candidates 
for laser cooling of polyatomic molecules4. The implication of the present spectroscopic 
investigations has been conferred in the context of the proposed scheme of laser-cooling 
MOR (M=alkaline earth metals) molecules. Accurate determination of Franck-Condon 
factors (FCFs) is critical to laser cooling. Traditionally, FCFs of MORs are determined in 
LIF/DF measurements5. However, the accuracy of so determined FCFs is limited by the 
interference of scattering of the excitation laser. In addition, when a pulsed excitation 
laser is used, the FC-favored transitions may easily be saturated, which leads to under 
estimated FCFs for these transitions. A direct absorption-based cavity ring-down 
spectroscopy (CRDS) apparatus is used to find the saturation and corrected measurement 
of FCFs. 
 Dark states play a critical role in the laser cooling of atoms and molecules. 
Population loss due to the relaxation to dark states determines the maximum averaged 
number of scattering events an atom or molecule can experience. In MOs, the dark 
electronic state relevant to laser-cooling is the 𝐴𝐴′� 2Δ state that is in the close proximity to 
the ?̃?𝐴2Π. Since it is “dark”, the 𝐴𝐴′� 2Δ state doesn’t fluoresce significantly and cannot be 
detected by LIF spectroscopy with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, it can be 
detected using cavity ring-down (CRD) spectroscopy. In an aim to study the dark states, 
ix 
?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+  transition of the YO molecule which is one of the only three diatomic 
molecules that have been laser cooled, was detected using the pulsed-CRD spectroscopy. 
The sensitivity is  comparable to the LIF spectroscopy. A cw-CRD spectroscopy 
apparatus is under construction, which is expected to increase the SNR by two to three 
orders of magnitude.  
x 
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Almost no chemical reactions or very few chemical reactions proceed 
directly from reactants to products. In most of the cases, a reaction occurs via several 
elementary steps, each involving atomic or molecular chemical intermediates that are 
produced and consumed very rapidly during each stage of the reaction. In general, the 
reaction must be initiated by ‘activating’ one, or more of the bonds in the reactant and 
this may be achieved using heat or light or using catalysis to lower the activation energy 
of a key step. The chemical intermediates of any reactions cannot be easily isolated 
unlike the starting reactants or the final products. 
Chemical intermediates i.e. free radicals play a crucial role in the outcome of 
many reactions and processes in all areas of chemistry, ranging from biochemical events 
and catalysis, through to combustion, atmospheric and even interstellar processes. 
Detection and physical characterization of reaction intermediates inevitably lead to a 
complete understanding of the intrinsic role in many chemical pathways. However, due to 
the short lifetime and instability i.e. high reactivity of intermediates in most chemical 
reactions, their absolute concentrations are usually low.  
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                    Anciently, routine laboratory instruments, such as standard IR or UV/VIS 
spectrometers, have proved too insensitive to detect the low radical concentrations in 
chemical reactions mainly limited by the resolution and sensitivity of the techniques. In 
the last two decades, more specialized spectroscopic techniques, often involving light 
sources as laser, have made the study of free radicals much easier and are primarily 
responsible for the increased interest in these species, especially in the gas-phase. Laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) and Dispersed-fluorescence spectroscopy (DF)8 are the most 
widely used methods for detecting radicals, although it does suffer from significant 
limitations. Other highly sensitive laser-based spectroscopic techniques are also 
important, examples of which include resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionization 
(REMPI),9 diode laser spectroscopy10 and time of flight mass spectrometry (TOF). Most 
recently one of the highly sensitive absorption-based spectroscopic methods named 
Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) became very famous in detecting free radicals.  
Additionally, these techniques are often used to observe radicals that can be seeded, at 
low concentrations, into inert gas supersonic jets. Supersonic jets11 provides favorable 
environments for studying short-lived chemical species by creating very low vibrational 
and rotational temperature of the species. 
                    In the supersonic jet, molecules will undergo a very little number of 
collisions. Those collisions take place to the early stages of the expansion, occur with 
inert gas atoms and these have the effect of cooling the internal degrees of freedom of the 
molecules. The consequence of this effect is that spectra are considerably simplified by 
minimizing the number of electronic transitions in comparison with those recorded at 
room temperature since fewer molecular energy levels have significant populations. For 
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larger molecules, which may have very complex rotational and vibrational energy level 
manifolds, the simplification brought about by supersonic jet cooling is often a precious 
aid in spectroscopic analysis. A complete detailed discussion of supersonic jet expansion 
will be given in Chapter 2. 
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1.1     Metal containing free radicals 
                     The history of free radial studies is significant and interesting. Historically, 
free radicals were generated by using Broida type oven, pyrolysis, electric discharge and 
using laser photolysis.  The following discussion will concentrate on the development of 
techniques for studying and characterizing of metal-containing free radicals since these 
are the target in the current work. The interaction of metals with organic or inorganic 
molecules has significant importance in many areas of chemistry, with perhaps the most 
eminent areas being catalysis and synthetic organometallic chemistry. Many catalytic 
processes involve cleavage of a carbon-carbon sigma bond, via infusion of a transition 
metal directly into the bond.  
                    Another extremely important family of reagents, that are the most versatile in 
organic chemistry, are Grignard reagents (R-Mg-X, where R = alkyl and X = halide).12 
Very often, the specific mechanisms of magnesium-carbon bond formation in reactions 
involving Grignard reagents are imprecise. Clearly, identifying molecules that are likely 
to be involved in such mechanisms is important with respect to improving the efficiency 
of many organic syntheses which lead to the production of numerous types of new 
molecules. The interaction of metal atoms with organic ligands has important 
implications in biochemistry as well. Many key biological functions include the 
formation and breaking of metal-carbon bonds. For example, the role of metals, such as 
iron and magnesium, in hematology,  plant photosynthesis12 or polymerization13.   
                    Another major area where metal-ligand interactions are crucial is in the 
semiconductor industry. The optimum growth conditions such as temperature and partial 
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pressures of the precursors for preparing semiconductor materials are indispensable. Gas-
phase studies of the product decompositions and mechanisms of various organometallic 
semiconductor precursors ((CH3CH2)3Ga, (CH3)6Si2, etc.) should result in more 
competent methods for semiconductor preparation. 14 One of the keys to understanding 
these processes is to determine the nature of the metal-ligand interactions, and in 
particular to characterize the intermediates formed on decomposition and the manner by 
which the metal influences the dynamics and kinetics of the decomposition process. 
Other areas of chemistry which involve important contributions from metal-
containing free radicals include combustion, atmospheric and interstellar chemistry. 
Initially, the combustion chemistry of metals got attention because of the intense colors 
that are observed when metals or metal salts are burned in flames. The mechanistic 
aspects of combustion chemistry involving metals are still relatively unknown since they 
are thought to embroil highly complex radical reactions of metal monoxides and 
hydroxides. 15 Most recent studies of metal combustion have leaned towards elucidating 
the dynamical and kinetic aspects of these processes. 16Metal containing radicals are 
thought to play crucial roles in the complex chemistry of Earth’s upper atmosphere. The 
mostly known metals in this regard are iron, magnesium, and sodium. The upper 
atmosphere chemistry of sodium metal is particularly interesting. Sodium, and many of 
its compounds, are highly reactive and undergo many interactions, including those that 
are responsible for the sodium airglow.  
The basic mechanism for the sodium airglow (caused by emission from electronically 
excited sodium atoms (Na 2P-2S transition), was first suggested by Chapman, in 1939,17 
as, 
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𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 + 𝑂𝑂3  → 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂 + 𝑂𝑂2  1.1 
𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂 + 𝑂𝑂 → 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 + 𝑂𝑂2  1.2 
Although this may look like a relatively simple process, the specifics of the mechanism 
are still uncertain. The two lowest electronic states of sodium oxide (NaO, Na 2P-2S) are 
very close together and both are energetically accessible in reaction (1.1). It is thought 
that the specific electronic state of the NaO formed in reaction (1.1) has significant 
consequences upon the sodium (N) formed in reaction (1.2). Laboratory-based studies 
involving the characterization of the electronic states of NaO should ultimately be useful 
in identifying the precise role of NaO in the Chapman mechanism.  
Alkaline-earth metal-containing free radicals are also thought to be involved 
in both atmospheric and interstellar chemistry. It has been hypothesized that the ablation 
of metals from meteors results in the formation of CaOH in the upper atmosphere.18 
Additionally, a number of alkaline-earth metal-containing molecules should be present in 
the atmospheres of cool-oxygen rich stars.19 Other metal-containing molecules, notably 
magnesium containing molecules such as  MgNC 20 and MgCN, 21 have been identified 
in the circumstellar envelope of the IRC+10216 carbon star. It is probably only a matter 
of time before many other metal-containing molecules are detected in stellar and 
interstellar space. 
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1.2     Early studies of metal-containing free radicals 
At the beginning of the 1980’s, most of the spectroscopic information of 
metal-containing species involved diatomic molecules. Indeed, all the available 
experimental and theoretical information about metal-containing molecules obtained 
before 1977 was collected together by Huber and Herzberg and published in their book, 
entitled ‘Molecular spectra and molecular structure IV: Constants of diatomic 
molecules’.22 This contains complementary data for all diatomic, not only metal-
containing, derived from a wide variety of spectroscopic methods. Early production of 
metal-containing diatomic molecules had been carried out via methods such as flash 
photolysis,23 shock tubes,24 exploding wires,25 arcs,26 and in oxygen-hydrocarbon flames 
seeded with the appropriate metal compounds. Spectra of molecules formed in these 
sources were often extremely congested due to the high internal rotational temperatures 
of the molecules. Examples of spectroscopic investigations of polyatomic metal-
containing radicals were rare in the literature until the early 1980’s. The first polyatomic 
alkaline-earth metal derivatives were studied by Herschel as far back as 1823,27 when the 
monohydroxides were prepared in a flame environment and studied by emission 
spectroscopy. Significant flame emission studies of monohydroxides were carried out by 
Charton and Gaydon, amongst others, in the 1950’s and 60’s. They observed emission of 
many metal-containing oxides and hydroxides, including BaOH, SrOH, SnOH, MnOH 
and Al2O3. The inauguration of the Broida oven in 197528 provided a simple method of 
preparing metal-containing diatomics, such as BaO, BaF, and FeO, with significantly 
lower internal temperatures (-500 K) than had been obtainable with previous production 
methods. Therefore, the quality of spectra was considerably enhanced in many cases 
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using this technique. In a Broida oven, metal atoms are evaporated in a small ceramic 
crucible which is resistively heated using a tungsten wire basket. The vaporized metal 
atoms are entrained into a flowing inert carrier gas, such as argon or helium, which 
passes around the crucible. Products are formed by mixing the metal vapor with an 
appropriate oxidizing agent, a short distance above the crucible. 
A critical advantage of the Broida oven is the large number of product 
molecules (1013 molecules cm-3) that can be entrained into the carrier gas flow.29 Also, as 
a significant number of product molecules are formed in electronically excited states, the 
method is ideally suited to optical emission spectroscopies. A chemiluminescent flame is 
often observed above the mixing region. However, although the technique works pretty 
well for the metals which have a significant vapor pressure at temperatures below -1000 
K, the thermal insulation requirements of the Broida oven limit its use for metals with 
higher melting points. This is why, although investigations of many metal-containing 
diatomics were carried out using this method in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, they 
were mainly limited to molecules involving the alkali and alkaline-earth metals.  
30A new method for producing metal-containing diatomics, and simple 
polyatomic, of refractory metals, was invented by Trkula and Harris in 1982.31 The 
technique is based upon the well-established method of hollow-cathode sputtering to 
produce metal atoms in the gas-phase.32 However, the apparatus designed by Trkula and 
Harris efficiently mixes metal atoms into a flow of inert carrier gas by passing it through 
the hollow cathode. The metal atoms are carried into a mixing region where an 
appropriate gas is injected to produce the metal-containing molecules.  
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In a similar way to the Broida oven, a chemiluminescent flame is usually 
formed which can be probed via optical emission spectroscopy. The product molecules 
are produced at ambient rotational temperatures, ranging from 300-400 K. Examples of 
molecules produced via this method include CuO, CuH and CuOH. 33Indeed, this method 
is still used regularly to produce refractory metal-containing molecules, examples include 
AgO, FeH, TiH, and BeH. 
              34, 35Another flow-type method for generating metal-containing diatomics has 
been employed by several research groups and incorporates a combination of resistive 
heating and microwave discharge or electron bombardment. A solid metal-containing salt 
is resistively heated in a crucible to create gas-phase molecules. The molecules are 
entrained into a flow of inert carrier gas, containing a gaseous precursor/reactant 
molecule. The gas mixture is then subjected to a microwave discharge, or electron 
bombardment, resulting in the formation of the desired radical among many other 
possible products. Again, this method is specifically suited to optical emission 
spectroscopy since the species are frequently produced in electronically excited states. A 
large number of, predominantly, diatomic metal-containing molecules have been 
produced by this method, including TiO, SrF, ScO and CoO. 36, 37 For example, TiO was 
produced via resistive heating of Ti(C5H5)2Cl2 in a tantalum furnace prior to microwave 
discharge in the presence of oxygen gas and argon. 
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1.3     Molecular beam and supersonic jet expansions 
The obvious solution to the problems caused by relatively high temperatures 
is to generate molecules in the ultra-cold environment of a supersonic jet. One example 
of supersonic cooling over of molecules over high temperature is given in figure-1.138. 
The use of continuous and pulsed supersonic jet expansions to aid rotational and 
vibrational simplification of gas-phase spectra (see Chapter 2) has been recognized since 
the late 1970’s. Examples of the radical generation immediately prior to, or during the 
supersonic expansion, are commonplace in the literature. However, until the early 1980’s, 
most studied radicals involved inorganic, or organic, radicals that were produced by 
fragmentation of larger parent molecules. The conventional methods of radical 
production fragments included seeding of a suitable precursor into an inert carrier gas, 
followed by laser photolysis at the throat of the nozzle, 39electrical discharge prior to or 
during the expansion,40 or pyrolysis before the expansion41. 
Unfortunately, these methods are rarely appropriate for making metal-
containing species because of the dearth of suitable precursors. An important criterion of 
suitable precursor must not only possess a structure such that fragmentation of one, or 
more, bonds will yield the desired product, but it must also be reasonably volatile in order 
to obtain gas-phase species. At present, a number of metal-containing polyatomic which 
have been produced prior to, or during supersonic expansion by laser photolysis, 
electrical discharge or pyrolysis of a metal-containing precursor, are quite rare. 
Exceptions include experiments carried out by the Miller and Ellis research groups in the 
early and mid-1990s, involving the ZnCH3, ZnC2H5, and CdCH3 free radicals. 
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Supersonically cooled ZnCH342and ZnC2H543 were both successfully generated and 
studies by Ellis and co-workers following electrical discharge of the appropriate gas-
phase dialkyl-zinc precursor immediately prior to supersonic expansion. In a series of 
separate investigations by Miller and co-workers ZnCH3, CdCH3 and their inert gas 
complexes were prepared by laser photolysis of the respective dimethyl-metal precursors 
just after the supersonic nozzle44.  
In order to generate a wider range of supersonically cooled metal-containing 
molecules, an alternative production method was required. In 1981, a seminal article by 
Smalley and coworkers described a new technical method for creating small metallic 
clusters by laser ablation of a metal target prior to supersonic expansion45. Throughout 
the 1980’s a significant number of articles were published by Smalley and coworkers 
involving the spectroscopy of many neutral, and ionic, small metal clusters, including 
Cu2, Cr2, Mo2, Cu3, V2, Ni2, Si”, Al” and GaAs. Bondybey and coworkers were also 
contributed to a wealth of information throughout the 1980’s regarding gas-phase and 
matrix isolation studies of small metallic clusters prepared using the Smalley ablation 
nozzle46. In 1990, the first examples involving the combination of supersonic cooling in 
jet with laser ablation to produce non-cluster metal-containing polyatomic radicals were 
reported by Whitham et al.47 .These workers obtained LIF spectra of CaCCH, CaNC, and 
CaNH2 by this route. Whitham et al. proposed that calcium-containing molecules were 
created by insertion/elimination reactions of electronically excited calcium atoms formed 
by laser ablation with small organic and inorganic precursors, entrained into a pulse of 
helium or argon, 10-15 mm behind a supersonic nozzle. Laser ablation was carried out 
using the second harmonic of an Nd: YAG laser, operating at 532 nm. The potentiality of 
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laser ablation as a source of a distinct range of metal-containing molecules in the gas-
phase cannot be understated. All metals, no matter how refractory, can be ablated with an 
intense laser pulse. Indeed, since the first example of its use in 1981, a significant number 
of spectroscopic studies of supersonically cooled metal-containing radicals have been 
carried out using laser ablation in combination with supersonic expansion.  
      The Steimle group has produced many diatomic and polyatomic molecules, 
including alkaline earth containing species, such as CaOCH3 and CaNH2, through to 
transition metal molecules, such as YC2 and MoN48. Other groups have also been 
successful. The groups of Simard and Hackett, based in Ottawa, published numerous 
numbers of research articles involving metal-containing radicals prepared via laser 
ablation/photolysis, such as YCCH, LaF, and NbS49, 50. The research groups of Benath, 
Miller and Ellis have also published a vast number of articles describing the spectroscopy 
of supersonically cooled metal-containing molecules prepared by laser 
ablation/photolysis. Some of these include SrOH, LiO, MgCCH, CaC5H5, MgCH3, Al2O 
and CaNH251, 52. To date, a group of metal-containing molecules that have not received 
much attention are polyatomic molecules containing d-block metals. Due to the high 
density of electronic states, extreme congestion can lead to significant perturbations in 
the spectra of these molecules. Consequently, assignments of the full band system can be 
extremely difficult to achieve. Laser ablation does have drawbacks since it is usually 
combined with various forms of laser spectroscopy; multiple laser systems are required, 
including the ablation laser and one, or more, probe lasers. Consequently, the initial cost 
of setting up a laboratory is rather high. Another drawback is that the ablation process 
does not usually produce a clean source of metal-containing molecules. For example, 
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experiments in the Ellis laboratory have shown that laser ablation of calcium metal in the 
presence of acetone produces a number of metal-containing radicals including CaCCH, 
CaCH3, CaH, Ca2 and CaOH, in addition to other products such as C3, CH and OH. This 
can be a problem when using probe techniques such as laser-induced fluorescence 
spectroscopy, since all the above molecules does fluoresce and have strong LIF spectra. 
1.4     This thesis 
Highly reactive and unstable molecules, such as ions and free radicals, are 
known to be important species in many chemical reactions. As a result, there is a great 
interest in characterizing and understanding the properties of these molecules. However, 
due to the transient nature of these species, the experimental conditions required for their 
study is extremely challenging, often requiring the use of sensitive spectroscopic 
techniques such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and cavity ring-down spectroscopy 
(CRDS). Most of these studies have been on small- or medium-sized organic or inorganic 
species. There has been relatively less work on metal-containing free radicals. Metal-
containing free radicals are important intermediates in interactions between metals and 
organic molecules. For instance, Interaction between ethylene and a titanium metal 
center, for example, is involved in the Ziegler-Natta polymerization of ethylene1.              
These free radicals are of special interest to theoretical molecular 
spectroscopists too. Many such molecules, including the organometallic monomethyl 
radicals such as MgCH3, CaCH3, and SrCH3 as well as their corresponding methoxide 
radicals (MgOCH3, CaOCH3 and SrOCH3) have C3v symmetry and their first 
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electronically excited (?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸) state would be orbitally degenerate if there were no spin-
vibronic interactions. The ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state, however, is subject to spin-orbit (SO) and Jahn-
Teller (JT) interactions, both of which remove the degeneracy. Its potential energy 
surface (PES) is distorted by the JT interaction and further split by the SO interaction into 
two components, E1/2 and E3/2. Because both interactions compete for the orbital angular 
momentum, the SO splitting between the E1/2 and E3/2 states is quenched by the JT effect, 
and vice versa. 
Potential energy surface (PES) is one of the most important concepts in 
quantum chemistry and chemical kinetics. In quantum chemical calculations, the 
geometry optimization of a molecule is done by finding the minima on the PES. Given a 
PES, the energy levels of a molecule can in principle be determined by solving the 
Schrödinger equation. In chemical reactions, reactants usually have to overcome some 
barriers on the PES to form products. Figure 1.2a shows the PES of a two-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator, which is a good model for many molecules. 
The concept of PES is based on the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) 
approximation,53 which states that because of the large difference in the masses of 
electrons and nuclei, their motion can be treated separately. Although the BO 
approximation is usually valid in the studies of molecular dynamics and chemical 
kinetics, there are many cases in which it breaks down and the coupling between 
electronic and nuclear motion becomes significant54, 55. One important example of this 
breakdown occurs when two or more PESs are of the same energy, or degenerate, due to 
symmetry and another when the PESs lie very close in energy i.e., they are semi-
degenerate. In the former case, the orbital degeneracy is removed by the Jahn-Teller (JT) 
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interaction, and the two PESs form the “Mexican hat” potential (Fig. 1.2b). In the latter 
case, the “Mexican hat” is further distorted by the pseudo-Jahn-Teller (PJT) interaction, 
and the PES becomes even more complicated (Figs. 1.2c and 1.2d). In both cases, the 
nonadiabatic vibronic (vibrational-electronic) interaction distorts the geometry of the 
molecule and lowers its total energy. As a result, the two PESs meets at one or more 
conical intersections (CIs), singularities on the PESs, indicated in Figs. 1.2b-d.  
An effective approach to study the PJT interaction is by asymmetric isotope 
or methyl substitution of JT molecules. The asymmetric isotope substitution, such as 
deuteration, lowers the vibrational symmetry due to mass effect but the electronic 
symmetry, i.e., the symmetry of the PESs remains unchanged. To quantitatively 
understand the PJT interaction between two close-lying states in molecules with low 
symmetry, a systematic spectroscopic investigation of several groups of free radicals can 
be used.  The LIF study on the methyl-substituted CaCH3 and CaOCH3 radicals provide 
more information on the similarity and difference between single and double methyl 
substitutions and different orders of contributions of the PJT effect to the molecular 
constants.  
The study of the gas phase organometallic intermediates has been carried out 
mostly using a Broida type oven to generate these species in the gas phase. The Broida 
oven method uses a gas-phase synthesis approach involving metal vaporization in a 
crucible. Due to the heat produced by the furnace, the molecules have high internal 
temperatures and so that the transitions are highly congested and broadened due to 
Doppler and collision broadening. The observed spectra, therefore, contain only broad 
vibronic features and are very difficult to analyze. In addition, population transfer after 
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laser excitation is facilitated by the high temperature, leading to extra peaks in the 
spectra. 
An alternative to the Broida oven method is laser ablation. This technique 
can be easily combined with a supersonic jet expansion to produce a cold source of metal 
atoms. Laser ablation has proved to be an extremely successful in-situ method of 
producing gas-phase intermediates. A wide variety of molecules, including metal 
clusters, van der Waals complexes, and many organic and inorganic metal-containing 
intermediates, have been prepared using this method. An experimental apparatus for 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)/dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy under 
supersonic jet expansion conditions has been constructed. Laser ablation or discharge-
assisted laser ablation has been used to generate free radicals. Vibrational structures of 
the ground and excited electronic states reveal themselves in the DF and LIF spectra, 
respectively.  
     Quantum chemical calculations have been carried out to assist the 
identification of the spectral carriers and simulation of experimentally obtained spectra, 
from which molecular parameters such as electronic transition energies and vibrational 
frequencies of both electronic states can be determined. These parameters in return can be 
used to benchmark the calculations. Many free radicals cannot be studied by the LIF/DF 
technique due to low fluorescence quantum yield and/or an extremely short lifetime. 
Even for small systems, the vibronic band intensities are often contaminated by 
intramolecular relaxation dynamics, in such cases, these techniques cannot be used for 
reliable intensity measurements. For instance, both predissociation and intersystem 
crossing (ISC) in an excited electronic state lead to fluorescence quenching. In those 
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cases, a direct absorption technique can be used to measure the electronic spectra of jet-
cooled molecules. Another advantage of using cavity ring-down spectroscopy is the 
accurate measurement of the Franck-Condon (FC) factor. Fluorescence spectroscopy is a 
two-step process. In this method, it is very easy to saturate the transition using high 
photon flux which excites the excess population. But using CRDS as the intra-cavity 
photon is energy is very low, so the signal intensity will be quite accurate and much 
reliable than LIF.  
In our lab cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is used for investigation 
of molecules and free radicals. The method is based on the measurement of the time 
constant of decay of a pulse of light trapped in a high finesse optical cavity made of two 
high-reflectivity mirrors. CRDS is essentially a multipass absorption spectroscopic 
technique useful for observing relatively weak transitions. The extremely high sensitivity 
(sub-ppm) of the CRDS technique makes it particularly suitable for investigation of 
reaction intermediates in jet expansion, which usually are of low concentration. 
Furthermore, because most molecules have absorptions due to electronic transitions in the 
UV/visible region even when the excited state is radiationless, the absorption-based 
CRDS technique is more versatile than LIF/DF technique. In the current research work 
CRDS have been used to to compensate the power saturation of the observed transition 
intensities  in  LIF experiments. The CRDS along with LIF experiment and the vibronic 
analysis of the molecules will reveal  the eligibility  of laser cooling  and also electron 
elctro-dynamic measurement of finding new physics. 
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Figure 1.1: The LIF excitation spectrum of the  𝐴𝐴2Σ+ − 𝑋𝑋2Π electronic transition of NO 
at a) a rotational temperature of ~ 300K, and b) after supersonic cooling to a rotational 
temperature of~ 15K. The asterisk in a) identify P and Q branch banheads. 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of PESs of (a) a two-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator, (b) molecules with the JT interaction, e.g., methoxy 
(CH3O), CaCH3 and CaOCH3, and (c and d) molecules with the PJT 
interaction. (c) and (d) are of different energy separations and different 
magnitudes of PJT interaction. For instance, (c) represents the PESs of 
ethoxy, while (d) represents those of isopropoxy. The spin-orbit 




The chemical intermediates studied in research work for this dissertation 
were prepared under supersonic jet conditions using a pulsed laser ablation/photolysis 
technique. The applied experimental methodologies can be divided into two categories: 
fluorescence and direct absorption spectroscopy. For the fluorescence experiment, two 
types of pulsed laser-based spectroscopy were used to record electronic spectra, namely 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) for excited state vibronic structure investigations, 
dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy for the ground state vibronic structure 
investigations. For the direct absorption measurement, a highly sensitive technique, 
named cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) have been used. LIF/DF is used to study 
the electronic transition of metal-containing alkoxide radicals by measuring the 
fluorescence of visible excitation. CRDS is used in this research for two major purposes 
I) accurate measurement of the intensities of the metal-containing radicals that were
studied using LIF, II) Electronic transitions of yttrium oxide (YO) in the visible region. 
The two methodologies will be discussed separately in this chapter.  
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          2.1     Radical production 
All the laser ablation/photolysis experiments performed in this work were 
carried out under high vacuum conditions. The principal incentive for using such 
conditions arose from the physical requirements for attaining supersonic cooling (see 
section 2.2.3). However, a vacuum was also required in order to minimize the reaction of 
the radical species with residual background gas molecules during the laser ablation 
process. The experimental apparatus of LIF/DF consists of a vacuum chamber, gas 
delivery system, detection system, and laser system. Radical production in the LIF 
experiment worth explaining each of the components of the experimental apparatus 
separately. 
2.1.1     The LIF chamber 
The LIF chamber is essentially a hollow stainless-steel cylinder of external 
diameter 320 mm and length 350 mm. Situated around the chamber perimeter are six 
ports for vacuum pumping, the mounting of fluorescence collection optics and for 
admission of the individual laser beams and the laser ablation fixture. All the principal 
interface ports are designed to couple to standard stainless-steel circular flanges (7.25" 
diameter), fitted with specific apparatus pertaining to the function of the port. 
The working laser ablation flange can be attached, via a principal port, at the 
top of the LIF chamber. A stainless-steel tube of 0.25” diameter sent through the flange 
which holds he ablation nozzle at the end of the tube. From other ends of the tube is 
attached to a sample reservoir. The precursors along with buffer gas coming to the nozzle 
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from a gas cylinder through the sample reservoir. The bottom port of the chamber is 
connected to the vacuum system. The vacuum system consists of an Edward mechanical 
pump and a booster. The vacuum level can reach with the vacuum system is about 7 
mtorr.  
The left and right side of the chamber is the entry of the excitation (left side) 
and ablation laser (right side). Both ports are sealed with brewster plate sealing. The 
reason for using brewster plates is changing the polarization upon needs. The front port is 
used as viewing ports and as an aid in aligning the ablation laser to the slot of ablation 
and aligning excitation laser to the jet expansion. The backside is attached to the 
detection system. The fluorescence is collected by a lens that is seated 900 to the 
excitation laser direction and then sent to the photomultiplier tube (PMT) by directing a 
couple of mirrors for LIF measurements. After the lens, a flip mirror is used which can be 
flipped down and fluorescence can be sent to the monochromator. The monochromator is 
used to disperse the fluorescence. The working LIF flange simply consists of a 0.25" 
diameter stainless steel tube that is passed, via a compression seal, through a stainless-
steel circular flange. On the vacuum side of the flange, the tube is connected to the pulsed 
valve/laser ablation fixture assembly, while the other end of the tube is connected to the 
gas delivery system. All connections are made via Swagelok® fittings and a military-
style electrical connection adapter is attached to the flange to supply power to the pulsed 
valve.  
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2.1.2     Laser ablation and supersonic nozzle 
Metal-containing free radicals were synthesized, in the gas-phase, using the 
laser ablation/photolysis method. In principle, the technique involves simultaneously 
creating two sources of highly reactive species prior to supersonic expansion. Metal 
atoms are generated by laser ablation of an appropriate metal target. Molecular fragments 
are produced via photolysis of an appropriate molecular precursor which was introduced 
to the ablation region by buffer gas. Through subsequent collisions, in a defined mixing 
region, the metals atoms and photolysis fragments can combine to form one, or more 
products, including the desired radicals. By varying the length of the mixing region, the 
number of pre-expansion collisions can be altered to enhance reactions. The extent of 
vibrational cooling can also be manipulated by varying the length of the mixing region. 
Laser ablation was achieved using the fundamental output of an Nd:YAG laser 
(Continuum, Powerlite Precision II 80000). Pulse energies ranging from 10-50 mJ were 
routinely required to vaporize metal surfaces (the actual optimum pulse energy depending 
on the identity of the metal). The fundamental of YAG (1064nm) wavelength was enough 
to photolyze the organic or inorganic molecules, thereby potentially creating new reaction 
channels. 
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of the stainless-steel fixture used in 
the laser ablation experiments56. The ablation fixture, which is screwed on to the 
faceplate of a pulsed valve (General Valve Series 9), is 30 mm in length and incorporates 
a 2 mm diameter flow channel that passes through its central axis. In a typical 
experiment, a metal sample was positioned near to the exit orifice of the fixture such that 
its end protruded slightly into the central channel. Some metal targets could be purchased 
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as 4 mm diameter rods and these were clamped in the fixture without any further 
manipulation. As a matter of routine, the metal sample was filed to obtain a clean and 
relatively even surface.This design of the nozzle extension was limited by signal stability. 
As the laser was continuously heating to the spot of the sample, it was drilling a hole 
through the sample. The concentration of the ablated metal atoms was varying too 
frequently which made the instability of the signal.  
A combined gas nozzle and source material positioning/translating fixture 
was designed (Figure 2.2) to the stabilization of the signal57. Several design constraints 
were specified in order to ensure the design created the necessary conditions. Below are 
the design constraints 
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DESIGN CONSTRAINTS: 
1. Entire device must be vacuum safe.
a. Vacuum safety necessitated minimizing plastics in order to reduce outgas
contamination.
b. Heat management was difficult due to the lack of conductive heat dissipation, so
minimal power usage was required.
2. The device must mount on the pre-existing gas valve.
a. Overall size was tightly constrained to ensure action areas were as close as
possible to the outlet flange of the valve.
b. Device weight had to be as low as possible, to avoid excess bending moment on
the relatively fragile valve.
3. The device must survive incidental strikes from the ablation laser.
a. Aluminum provided sufficient heat resistance to maintain structural integrity after
laser strikes, but the aluminum of the device would ablate, causing contamination
of the desired samples.
b. Stainless steel, while sufficiently refractory to avoid being accidentally ablated,
was heavy enough to require significant weight reduction design features.
4. It must accurately align all components, stationary, mobile and optical.
a. This constraint necessitated a strong, accurately machineable material.
b. The constant sliding motion while in use required a relatively hard material.
5. It must provide simultaneous rotary and linear motion of the rod-shaped material
a. This was required to ensure maximum usage of the material.
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b. However, the minimization of components placed in the vacuum chamber was
desirable, to reduce potential contamination.
6. It must be manufacturable in the University Physics Department machine shop.
a. This machine shop is equipped with a three-axis computer-controlled milling
machine, enabling complex geometries and excellent accuracy.
b. This shop is not equipped to work in exotic materials such as Inconel or ceramics.
These design constraints resulted in the ultimate device being manufactured 
primarily from type 303 stainless steel, due to its characteristics of excellent 
machinability, high refractoriness, strength, and hardness. Particular attention was paid to 
weight reduction by minimizing cross-sectional size and material thickness. The simple 
mechanism of a motor tightly coupled to a screw, operated through a fixed threaded hole, 
with the rod of material fixed to the end opposite the motor, provided the prescribed 
motion. A system of microswitches and screw-mounted flags served to signal the limits 
of travel, allowing the control electronics to reverse direction as required.  
As many features as possible were designed into the main body, to ensure 
accurate alignment. The width of the main body was determined by the DC gear motor 
used to provide motion; with the channel, the motor slides in being just wide enough to 
allow free sliding motion but constraining the motor from rotary motion. The upper 
surface of the same channel is used to align the switching flags, constraining them to 
slide motion only. The threaded hole which translates the screw’s rotary motion into 
linear motion is placed in a boss machined at the same time as the motor channel, 
ensuring correct placement in relation to the channel. Simple set-screw couplers were 
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used to connect the motor to the leadscrew, and the leadscrew to the source material rod. 
The leadscrew was manufactured from a standard type 316 stainless steel threaded rod. 
Once the design was finalized with simulation and test, it was manufactured on a HAAS 
Toolroom CNC vertical machining center. The main body was milled from a single piece 
of material in several setups, each carefully aligned to ensure the accuracy of the final 
part. The several supporting pieces were individually machined on either the HAAS 
VMC or using appropriate manual machine tools. Final finishing and assembly were 
accomplished by hand, with each part being fitted to the rest to guarantee smooth, 
accurate function.  
To drive the gear motor a homemade circuit was designed and below is the description of 
the circuit: 
                     The circuit shown in figure 2.3 generates Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 
signal using a 555 timer. The timer is configured to operate in astable mode. An RC 
circuit (R1 and C2) is connected to the output of the timer that controls the state of the 
timer by sequentially charging and discharging the capacitor, C2. The charging and 
discharging path is defined using two diodes D1 and D2. During the charging cycle, the 
capacitor C2 gets charged through the right side of the variable resistor R1 (100kΩ 
potentiometer). And during the discharging cycle, capacitor C2 gets discharged through 
left side of the variable resistor. By changing the ratio of left-side and right-side 
resistance of the potentiometer, the charging and discharging time can be varied while 
keeping the frequency of the signal constant. So, we get a pulse width modulated (PWM) 
signal from the timer operation where the pulse width is controlled by the 100kΩ 
potentiometer, R1. The generated PWM signal is gated through two AND gates and 
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subsequently fed to a Motor Driver Module (MDM) that drives a gear motor. A flip flop 
controls the AND gates to let the PWM signal pass through one gate at any instance. The 
flip flop is set or reset by two external switches. The switches are normally connected to 
ground that does not change the state of the flip flop (as shown in table 2.1 as 5th state). 
But when one of the switches is actuated (i.e. it becomes high), the flip flop state changes 
(as shown in the table as of 6th and 7th state). Each AND gates have one input connected 
to Q or Q’ of the flip flop. Since at any instance either Q or Q’ is high, only one of the 
AND gates can pass the PWM signal through the gates. The AND gate output goes to 
Motor Driving Module. IN1 and IN2 pins of the MDM are connected to the AND gate 
outputs. The Motor Driving Module operates in different operating modes based on the 
input pin signals as shown in table2.2. When IN1 is fed the PWM signal, it drives the 
motor forward and when IN2 is fed the PWM signal, it drives the motor backward. In 
addition, the pulse width determines the power given to the motor that controls the speed 
of the motor rotation. In summary, the switches control the direction of the motor rotation 
whereas the potentiometer (by changing the pulse width) controls the speed of the motor 
rotation. 
The motorized stage nozzle extension made the experimental set much 
better in terms of signal stability and removes all difficulties of data taking procedure. 
The electrical circuit finally modified using an Arduino-UN microcontroller along with 
an L298 dual H-Bridge motor control module. Nowadays Arduino is very famous as the 
coding is very simple and straight forward. In our experimental apparatus as the direction 
control was done using microswitches and inside the vacuum chamber with a vacuum 
environment, the switches were dying easily that’s why we replaced the circuit with an 
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Arduino based circuit. Figure-2.4 representing the circuit component and code can be 
found in appendix A. In this new version of the motorized stage circuit, no feedback from 
the motor is needed to change the direction of the motor. Instead, the time duration was 
adjusted for the full use of the calcium rod. No micro-switches are needed for changing 
the direction. 
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2.1.3     Supersonic jets and molecular beams 
Spectroscopic applications of supersonic jets were less common until it was 
recognized that jet cooling could be accomplished to simplify molecular spectra. Band 
origins, vibrational progressions, and rotational structure can be much more readily 
identified due to the depopulation of rotational, and often vibrational, energy levels58.  
However, until the early 1970’s, most of the molecular spectroscopy had dealt with stable 
molecules that could be identified using slow detection techniques in higher vibrational 
or rotational temperature. It was later perceived that supersonic jets provide an excellent 
environment for the preservation of short-lived species, although spectroscopic 
observation was difficult until the commercial availability of laser. The supersonic jet in 
molecular spectroscopy to study free radical rapidly expanded in recent years and, at 
present, is one of the most important areas of spectroscopic research59. 
In our laboratory, supersonic free-jet expansion, which provides cooling of 
the rotational temperature (T ~ 30K), is formed using a commercial pulsed valve 
(General Valve 9 Series) with typically a 0.50 mm (sometimes .30 mm) circular orifice. 
Typically, helium or argon with ~200 psi backing pressure passes through the sample 
bomb. The inert gases behave as buffer gas which introduces organic precursor to the 
nozzle i.e. in the jet.The supersonic jet in molecular spectroscopy is extremely important 
in cooling molecules. Spectra involving complex vibrational and rotational structure 
associated with room temperature, or warmer molecules, can be greatly simplified under 
supersonic conditions. 
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In practice, a perfect free supersonic jet expansion can never be obtained as 
to achieve this requires expansion of the gas into a perfect vacuum. The extent of the 
favorable properties of a supersonic jet is in nominally depends on the pumping speed of 
the vacuum pump. Any residual background gas (especially leaks) will severely disrupt 
the properties of the jet by creating turbulence effects. Pulsed nozzle supersonic jets are 
used in spectroscopic work as pulsed lasers are employed, and in this case the demands 
on the pumping system are much less strenuous. This type of supersonic expansion was 
routinely used throughout the work described in this thesis.  
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2.2       Electronic spectroscopy 
In this section, the techniques of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation 
spectroscopy and dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy will be discussed. The 
sensitivity of these techniques is ideal for studying gas-phase free radicals.  
2.2.1      Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy 
Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation8 is widely used and a relatively 
simple spectroscopic technique for the investigation of optically excited states in both 
atoms and molecules. Its high sensitivity is one of the major reasons for the rapid 
advancement of this technique over the last thirty years. Combining supersonic jet 
technology with the LIF technique has also had a profound effect on the quality of 
molecular spectra. Low resolution, supersonically cooled LIF spectra, recorded using 
laser linewidths of above ~1 cm-1, routinely yield much clear, uncongested vibrational 
spectra. Higher-resolution spectra can provide fully rotationally resolved spectra for 
many small and medium-sized molecules. 
In principle, any molecule absorbs a photon of light, resulting in promotion 
to a higher energy electronic state. Conventional absorption techniques detect molecular 
absorption by monitoring the decrease in light intensity on passage through a sample of 
molecules. A limitation is introduced on this technique by the ability of the detector to 
observe small changes in the intensity of light. Clearly, if a laser was used as the light 
source in such an experiment, small changes in the high laser intensity would be difficult 
to detect. 
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Laser-induced fluorescence relies on the ability of an excited electronic state 
to decay via spontaneous emission of a photon. Fluorescence is distinctly proof of the 
initial absorption process and its detection is, therefore, an indirect observation of 
molecular absorption. One negative aspect of LIF spectroscopy is that not all excited 
states decay radiatively. Fluorescence spectroscopy will experience if other decay 
processes have a rate comparable to, or greater than spontaneous emission. Figure 2.5 
illustrates the different decay processes that can potentially occur following the 
absorption of a photon. In this work, the laser beam from a tunable dye laser (Spectra-
Physics, Cobra Stretch) was directed into the emerging supersonic expansion, 15-20 mm 
downstream from the end of the laser ablation fixture.  
In a typical experiment, the laser wavelength was scanned until it resembled 
the energy difference between two molecular energy levels. At these wavelengths 
absorption of a laser, photon could occur, promoting the molecule to an excited electronic 
state. Fluorescence at many wavelengths can occur following excitation corresponding to 
decay to various rovibrational levels in lower-lying electronic states, including the ground 
state. Figure 2.6 illustrates the absorption and fluorescence processes involved in LIF 
spectroscopy. Since the fluorescence is observed as a means of monitoring the absorption 
process, the total fluorescence can be detected. Fluorescence was collected, 
perpendicularly to the laser beam, via an f/1.5 lens and imaged onto a photomultiplier 
tube (PMT, Hamamatsu, H10721-01)60, 61. Positioning the PMT at right angles to the 
beam helped to minimize scattered light noise and, therefore, gave an improved 
sensitivity. The output from the PMT was integrated by a BoxCarr and then sent to PC by 
analog to digital converter. The digitized signal was passed to the PC on a shot-to-shot 
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basis. An excitation spectrum was obtained by plotting the total fluorescence intensity as 
a function of laser wavelength. The resulting spectrum is similar to a conventional 
absorption spectrum, although the signal intensity depends not only on the absorption 
probability but also on the excited state fluorescence quantum yield. The spectral 
resolution was governed by the linewidth of the exciting dye laser and typically spectra 
were recorded with a resolution of 0.1 cm-1. 
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2.2.2     Dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy 
A complimentary technique that is often used in concurrent with LIF 
excitation spectroscopy is dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy. Dispersed 
fluorescence usually yields information of ground electronic states, but also can be used 
to investigate low-lying excited electronic states. Dispersed fluorescence can be an 
important aid in the assignment of vibrational structure in the excited state for 
complicated excitation spectra, in which the vibrational assignment remains vague. This 
technique can also be used to elucidate the vibrational manifold of the ground and low-
lying excited electronic states. In a typical dispersed fluorescence experiment, the laser 
wavelength can be tuned to a specific electronic-vibrational transition, the so-called pump 
position, resulting in selective excitation to the excited state (figure 2.7). The resulting 
fluorescence was directed through the entrance slits of an Acton Research, SpectraPro 
300i dispersing monochromator via a series of optics3. The monochromator is equipped 
with an intensified CCD (iCCD) camera (Princeton Instruments, PI-MAX 512). A typical 
spectral resolution of ~20 cm-1 can be observed. The frequency of the monochromator 
was calibrated using a mercury arc lamp. The frequency uncertainty of the DF spectra is 
limited by the resolution of the monochromator to ~5cm-1. A schematic diagram of the 
LIF/DF experiment is illustrated in figure 2.8. 
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2.2.3     Experimental synchronization 
Since almost all the parts of the apparatus were pulsed (10 Hz), one of the 
most important features of an experiment was the accurate synchronization of all the 
pulses. The length and timing delays between various pulses were crucial for the 
successful implementation of an experiment, and therefore, pulse-generation electronics 
were used to control the experimental apparatus. Table 2.3 and figure 2.8 shows the delay 
timing and schematic diagram of the timing aspects of a typical experiment and outline 
some of the particular pulse lengths and timing delays. Typically, the opening of the 
pulsed valve (nozzle input) defined the start of an experiment (t = 0), or trigger pulse. The 
firing of the pulsed valve was controlled by a General Valve Iota One pulse driver. 
Control of the firing times of the Nd:YAG and tunable dye laser were achieved using a 
Stanford Research Systems DG365 Digital Delay/Pulse Generator. The Nd:YAG laser, 
which pumps the dye laser, was set to fire approximately 25 us after the ablation 
laser(continuum YAG), in order to probe the appropriate part of the supersonic 
expansion. Since shot averaging was employed in the data acquisition process, an 
appropriate stop-pulse was required by the dye laser, instructing it to move the cavity 
diffraction grating to a new position only when sufficient sampling had occurred at the 
current wavelength. An appropriate stop-pulse was also sent to the digitizer, instructing it 
to cease data sampling while the diffraction grating was moving to its new position. Since 
the optimum pulse lengths and delays varied from experiment to experiment, all of the 
timing delays were manually adjusted to visually optimize the real-time laser-induced 
fluorescence signal on a Tektronix DPO 3014 digital oscilloscope. 
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2.3      Cavity ring-down spectroscopy 
Many molecules and free radicals including metal-containing ones don’t 
have sufficient fluorescence quantum yields to be studied by LIF spectroscopy. In the 
future, we will use CRDS combined with laser ablation nozzles to study such free 
radicals. 
2.3.1     Principle of cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) 
Cavity Ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is a multipass absorption 
spectroscopic technique useful for observing relatively weak spectroscopic transitions. 
The most significant advantage of the CRDS technique is its high sensitivity. In a 
traditional absorption experiment, absorption of light by a sample is determined by Beer-
Lambert law. 
( )0I = I .exp -σNL    (2.1)
where I0 and I are the intensity of incident and transmitted light, σ is the absorption cross 
section of the molecule at a given wavelength, N is the number density of the molecules, 
and L is the path length of the region where light interacts with the absorbing species. 
Instrumental sensitivity of an absorption experiment is often limited by the path length 
and/or the sample concentration, which makes detecting weak transitions infeasible. 
CRDS provides a significant increase in instrumental sensitivity by increasing the path 
length, which makes it ideal to study weak transitions. The principle behind CRDS is a 
cavity defined by two highly reflective mirrors that are carefully aligned such that light 
injected into this cavity through one of the mirrors will be reflected back and forth 
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between the mirrors greatly increasing the effective path length of the light through the 
sample (Figure 2.9). A very small portion of the trapped photons leaks through each of 
the mirrors on each round trip. The light leaking out of the cavity decreases exponentially 
with consecutive round trips and the intensity of the radiation leaked out is measured as a 
function of time and recorded. The decay curve of the intensity as a function of time is fit 
to an exponential function, yielding the ring-down time.  
Beer-Lambert law can be adapted to calculate the fractional loss of the intensity of light 
in a cavity. 
( )t 0
loss number of reflectionsI =I .exp - number of round trips
reflection round trip
   
   
   
     (2.2) 
The number of reflections per round trip is 2, because of two mirrors in a cavity. The 
number of round trips (n) in time t would then be given by 
tcn =
2L
                                                     (2.3)
where L is the length of the ring down cavity and c is the speed of light. If R is taken as 
the reflectivity of the mirrors, then the loss per reflection would be (1-R).  Eq. (3.2) can 
then be modified as 
( )t 0





   (2.4) 
The intensity of light (It) then decays with a time constant, viz, the empty-cavity ring-
down time, τ0, which is defined as the time for the intensity to decay to the 1/e of the 






    (2.5) 
When an absorbing sample is introduced inside the cavity, the loss of intensity of light 
due to absorption is given by 
( )( ) ( ) tcabsorption loss= loss per round trip number of  round trip = 2σNl 2L                 (2.6)
where l is the length of the absorbing sample inside the cavity which could be smaller or 
equal to the length of the cavity L. The total loss in the intensity of light is then given by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tc tc tctotal loss= 1-R + σNl = 1-R + σNl
L L L
             
  (2.7)   
Beer-Lambert law for a rind-down cavity with an absorber is therefore: 
( )t 0
tcI =I .exp 1-R +σNl
L
   −     
           (2.8) 














                  (2.10) 
There are two main benefits of CRDS when compared with typical absorption 
spectroscopy experiments. The first is the greatly increased effective path length and 
hence the extremely high sensitivity. For a typical flow-cell CRDS experimental setup, 
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L=l=0.5 m, R=99.995%, the empty-cavity ring-down time is 33 μs and the effective path 
length is 10 km. Thanks to the long path length, a minimum detectable absorption 
coefficient of ~0.3 ppm per pass can be achieved. 
The second major advantage of CRDS is the insensitivity to fluctuations in incident 
radiation intensity. Unlike in traditional multipass absorption spectroscopy, in which 
intensity of the transmission is used to determine the absorbance, in CRDS, it is 
determined from change of the decay constant when the absorbing sample is introduced 
into the cavity. The intensity of the incident beam, therefore, doesn’t directly affect the 
















2.3.2     Experimental setup 
The experimental setup consists of a pulsed laser source, motorized ablation 
nozzle extension with general valve nozzle and an optical cavity. Second harmonic 
output (532 nm) from an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray 270, repetition 
rate=20 Hz) is used to pump a tunable dye laser (Sirah, Precision Scan). If needed, the 
visible output from the dye laser can be extended into the near-IR (NIR) and mid-IR 
(MIR) regions by stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) or difference-frequency generation 
(DFG), respectively. The laser beam is collimated by a telescope consisting of two 
confocal lenses (f=75 and 50 mm) and before being injected into the ring-down cavity. A 
100 μm pinhole is placed at the focal point of the telescope for mode selection. The ring-
down cell is 67 cm in length and it is formed by a pair of commercial cavity ring-down 
mounts and mirrors (Los Gatos Research) attached to the ends of two arms of a vacuum 
chamber evacuated by a mechanical booster pump (Edwards, 1200 m3 h-1)62-64. The 
mirrors are kept clean by continually flushing with N2. The transmitted radiation leaking 
from the exiting CRD mirror is collected by a focusing lens and detected by a PMT 
(Hamamatsu, H10721-01, for UV-visible) or an InGaAs Photodiode (Thorlabs, PDA400, 
for IR). Long-pass filters are used in front of the detectors to block background radiation. 
The ring-down signal is acquired with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO3014) and sent to 
a PC for processing and recording. Figure 2.10 shows a schematic for jet-cooled 
experimental apparatus. For the ablation laser source, another non-q-switched YAG laser 
will be used65.  
A LabVIEW program has been developed for data acquisition, fitting the 
ring-down curve to an exponential function, calculating absorbance, as well as 
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controlling wavelength scan of the Sirah laser.  Ring-down curves are averaged on the 
oscilloscope (typically by 32 times) before sent to the PC via a USB port. Further 
averaging of ring-down curves (typically by 32 times) may be performed by the 
LabVIEW program. Extraction of ring-down times is based on a Levenberg–Marquardt 
algorithm (programmed and complied in C and embedded in the LabVIEW program) 
allowing the shot to shot (at a repetition rate of 20 Hz) analysis of up to 10,000 data 
points. The program also allows fitting the transient decay in several (typically three) 
sections, offering the possibility of extracting multiple ring-down times thereby dealing 
with nonexponential behavior. At each wavelength, multiple averaged ring-down curves 
are fit, and the ring-down times derived, based on which the standard deviation (root-
mean-square) is calculated64.  
In order to remove background absorption and absorption due to the 
precursor, CRD signals with the ablation laser on and off were obtained at each laser 
wavelength, which is done by TTL control pulses generated by the LabVIEW program 
and sent via a serial port of the PC. The CRD spectrum with ablation off is then 
subtracted from that with ablation on to obtain the net spectrum due to free radicals. 
Delay and pulse generators (Stanford Research Systems, DG645, and DG535) are used to 
synchronize the Nd:YAG laser pulses, the dye laser scan, jet expansion, and data 
acquisition. Figure 2.9 and Table 2.4 is illustrating the time aspects and the time scale 













































































































Figure 2.3: Block diagram of electrical circuit for gear motor control 
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Table 2.2: Motor driver module motor driving modes 









































































































Figure 2.5: Decay process which can occur following an absorption process 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram showing the fundamental transitions involved LIF excitation 
spectroscopy. Red arrows indicate hot band transitions  
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 Figure 2.7: Transitions involved in laser-induced dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy. 





































Figure 2.9: schematic diagram of LIF/DF experiment 
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Figure 2.10:  Principles of CRDS. Ring-down cavity is defined by two highly 
reflective mirrors and the sample is introduced into the cavity. Transmitted 
photons leaking from exiting mirror are indicated by blue arrows when the cavity 




















































LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE AND DISPERSED-
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF JET-COOLED 
 CALCIUM METHOXIDE 
Metal-containing free radicals are essential intermediates in metal-molecule 
reactions, which are of significance at both the fundamental and applied levels. Studies on 
the mechanism of these reactions and the roles of the free radicals that they involve enhance 
our understanding of catalytic properties of metals, especially in bond activation. 
Specifically, there have been a large number of laser spectroscopy investigations of 
monovalent derivatives of the IIA and IIB group metals in the gas phase, which revealed the 
nature of molecular bonding and electronic structure of these metal-containing radicals. 
Typically, they are produced in Broida ovens28 or under supersonic-jet- cooled conditions,2, 
29, 66, 67, and interrogated with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) as well as dispersed 
fluorescence (DF) spectroscopy. 
Recently, alkaline earth monoalkyl (MR) and monoalkoxide (MOR) free 
radicals, e.g., CaCH3, CaOCH3, SrCH3, and SrOCH3, have been proposed as candidates for 
laser cooling of polyatomic molecules4, 68. These molecules can be regarded as methyl 
substitutions of metal monohydrides (MH) and hydroxides (MOH), respectively. Generally 
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speaking, the criteria for selecting candidate molecules and transitions for direct laser 
cooling include69, 70: (1) existence of strong vibronic transitions to ensure a sufficient rate of 
photon scattering for rapid laser cooling, (2) availability and convenience of lasers to excite 
such transitions. (3) absence of spontaneous emission to intermediate electronic states that 
may terminate the cooling cycle, and (4) within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation a 
highly diagonal Franck-Condon (FC) matrix for vibronic transitions between involved 
electronic states to avoid population leakage. .Electronic transitions between the ground (𝑋𝑋�) 
and the two lowest-energy electronic excited (?̃?𝐴 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐵𝐵�) states of MOR radicals possess 
high oscillator strength, thanks to their atomic-like nature. They lie in the visible or near-IR 
spectral region that can be covered by commercially available external cavity diode lasers. 
The A˜   state   is particularly suitable for laser cooling because of the absence of intermediate 
electronic states between the A˜  and X˜   states. The last of the criteria for direct laser cooling of 
molecules involves the FC matrix. For MR and MOR free radicals, transitions to lowest-
energy electronic excited states correspond to electron promotion to a nearly non-bonding 
orbital, a fact that suggests the existence of semi-closed transition loops for laser cooling. FC 
factors for the ?̃?𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋� the transition of MOR, as well as MR radicals with M=Sr and Ca, have been 
calculated ab initio68. It was predicted that the FC matrices are essentially diagonal for low 
vibrational energy levels.  The origin (v′  = 0 ← v′′  = 0) transition can therefore be used for
laser cooling. Surprisingly, experimental information related to FC factors of these 
molecules is scarce. To the best of our knowledge, our previous DF measurement of the 
calcium ethoxide (CaOC2H5)  radical provides the only experimental vibronic spectrum of 
alkaline earth monoalkoxide radicals produced under jet-cooled conditions3, although 
rotationally resolved LIF spectra of their ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition have been reported by 
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different authors48, 71 including a recent investigation71 of CaOH and CaOCH3 that also was 
motivated by an interest in their laser cooling. Recently we recorded LIF and DF spectra of 
a series of calcium monoalkoxide radicals. The present chapter reports experimental and 
computational studies on the smallest of them, namely, the calcium methoxide (CaOCH3) 
radical. 
For molecules the size of CaOCH3 or smaller, one would expect that quantum 
chemical calculations should provide a very useful guide for understanding the line positions 
and intensities in their spectra, particularly ?̃?𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋� transition in CaOCH3. Of course, quantum 
chemical calculation almost always assumes the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA), 
which separates electronic and nuclear motion. The degree of validity of BOA is open to 
question for open-shell, polyatomic molecules like CaOCH3, for more than one reason. 
Metal atoms give rise to moderately close-lying electronic states and symmetry, as occurs in 
CaOCH3, produces degenerate states. In addition, the quantum chemical calculations almost 
always ignore spin-orbit (SO) coupling, which, if treated at all, is done in a 
phenomenological way. CaOCH3 is a good molecule to investigate these approximations, as 
their breakdown in this molecule should be modest. Certainly the breakdown will become 
more pronounced for heavier metal atoms. Therefore the understanding of the degree of 
BOA breakdown and its ramifications is an important topic to be probed. 
Nominally, CaOCH3, as well as other metal mono-methoxides, belong to the 
C3v point group. However, their first electronic excited (?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸) state orbitally degenerate and 
hence subject to the Jahn-Teller (JT) vibronic interactions which, if sufficiently strong, 
could distort the equilibrium geometry and lower the molecular symmetry to Cs. As 
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demonstrated later in the present paper, the JT effect in CaOCH3 has both linear and 
quadratic contributions, with the latter analogous to the Renner-Teller (RT) effect in ?̃?𝐴2𝛱𝛱-
state CaOH. Molecular constants determined from the previous analysis 71-73 of the 
rotationally resolved LIF spectra ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 origin band suggest that the JT effect in the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state is weak and the molecules retains 𝐶𝐶3𝑣𝑣 symmetry in this state but further 
investigation is warranted to see if there exist any observable spectral effects. The ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state 
also interacts with the nearby 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 state via the pseudo-Jahn-Teller (pJT) coupling, which  
is  analogous  to  vibronic  interaction  between  the  ?̃?𝐴2𝛱𝛱  and  the  𝐵𝐵�2𝛴𝛴+ states  of  the 
linear triatomic CaOH radical74, 75. The pJT effect is expected to alter the vibrational 
structure of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state and affect the vibronic spectra of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition.  Of 
course, the SO interaction splits the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state into two SO components, further 
complicating the vibronic spectra.  As for CaOH, the SO constant of CaOCH3 is positive, 
which implies that the upper SO component of the ?̃?𝐴 the state is an E3/2 state, while the 
lower one is an E1/2 state. Due to the similarity between the spin-vibronic structures of 
CaOH and CaOCH3, the latter may be referred to as a “pseudo-linear molecule” when 
molecular rotation is omitted. The present work includes both experimental and 
computational investigations on CaOCH3. First, we report LIF and DF spectra of the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1transition, from which vibrational frequencies and intensities can be 
determined. Second, quantum chemical calculations using complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) and coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) methods have 
been carried out. The computational work yields harmonic frequencies of vibrational modes 
of both the  ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1  states.  In addition, FC factors and vibrational branching ratios 
(VBRs) for vibronic transitions between these two electronic states were computed. It is 
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important to note that for the emission spectroscopy, VBRs are determined by not only FC 
factors but also the transition frequencies (ν) because the Einstein A coefficient is 
proportional to ν3. Experimentally, VBRs correspond to normalized relative intensities of 
different vibronic bands in the DF spectra. Comparison between the experimental spectra 
and simulations using the calculated vibrational frequencies and intensities allows the 
assignment of most observed vibronic transitions. However, there exist experimentally 
observed transitions that are not predicted in the simulation. In particular, transitions to the 
CaOC bending (ν8) levels, a JT and pJT-active mode, are symmetry-forbidden under BOA 
but were observed in both LIF and DF spectra in the present work. Therefore, further 
calculations have been undertaken to try to explain these additional transitions by including 
the effect of vibronic coupling and SO interactions. 
CaOC bending levels have special significance in the search for the permanent 
electric dipole moment of the electron (eEDM) and time-reversal-symmetry-violating 
(TRSV) interactions. As proposed by Kozyryev1 and Hutzler76, degenerate vibrational and 
rotational motions of linear molecules (e.g., CaOH) and pseudo-linear molecules (e.g., 
CaOCH3) provide energy-level doublets that enable full polarization and internal co-
magnetometers. This allows the observation of the reversal of the EDM interaction without 
changing any lab fields and hence provides crucial robustness to systematic effects. In 
particular, vibrational states of the CaOH or CaOC bending mode with opposite parties 
related to the vibrational angular moment (l) can be easily polarized in electric fields. High-
precision measurements of energy level structure of these states and transition intensities are 
therefore critical to future laser cooling of CaOCH3 and similar linear and “pseudo- linear” 
molecules and detection of TRSV interactions. In spite of the lack of rotational resolution, 
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the present paper reports the first step toward quantitative understanding of energy level 
structure of these TRS-related vibrational states and transitions in which they are involved. 
   3.1.1     Experimental (LIF and DF) 
Our LIF/DF apparatus for the study of jet-cooled metal-containing free radicals 
produced with laser ablation has been described in a previous publication3. Recently, a new 
laser-ablation nozzle has been built and employed for efficient, stable, and enduring 
production of metal-containing molecules. The laser-ablation nozzle features a motorized 
stage that can drive simultaneously the rotational and translational motions of a metal rod57. 
The continuous motion of the metal rod ensures that each laser shot ablates a fresh spot on its 
surface and hence the stability of the metal vapor. In the present work, CaOCH3 radicals were 
produced by 1064 nm laser ablation of a calcium rod (ESPI metals) in the presence of 
methanol (Sigma-Aldrich) under jet-cooled conditions. Fundamental output of an 
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite Precision II 8000) was used as the ablation source. 
Both Helium and Argon (150 psi above atmosphere) were used as carrier gases. 
Approximately twice as large fluorescence signal was obtained using Argon, compared to 
He; however, the Helium carrier gas provides the lower vibrational temperature. The results 
presented in this paper were obtained using only Helium because of the relative absence of 
hot bands. The seeded flow expanded through a pinhole valve (0.3 mm in diameter) into 
the vacuum chamber (stagnation pressure=20 millitorr). A 12 mm thick Teflon extension 
with a 1.5 mm diameter orifice at the center was attached to the supersonic nozzle for 
additional vibrational cooling77. A dye laser (Spectra-Physics, Cobra Stretch) pumped by 
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the second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-4) output was used to 
excite the  ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1  transition of CaOCH3.  For the LIF experiment, fluorescence was 
collected by a lens system perpendicular to both the excitation laser beam and the jet 
expansion and focused onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu, H10721- 01). The 
spectral linewidth of the LIF spectra is ∼0.1 cm-1, limited mainly by the linewidth of the 
pulsed dye laser (∆ν =∼0.06 cm-1) and the residual Doppler broadening. The frequency of 
the pulsed dye laser was calibrated by a wavemeter (HighFinesse, W7). Because the 
rotational structure is not resolved (rotational temperature∼ 25 K), the accuracy of the 
vibronic transition frequencies in the LIF spectrum is limited by the width of the rotational 
contour and estimated to be ∼1 cm-1. 
For the DF experiment, fluorescence is focused into and dispersed by a monochromator 
(Acton Research, SpectraPro 300i) equipped with an intensified CCD (iCCD) camera 
(Princeton Instruments, PI-MAX 512). A typical spectral resolution of ∼20 cm-1 was 
observed for DF spectra. The wavelength of the monochromator was calibrated using a 
mercury arc lamp. The frequency uncertainty of the DF spectra is limited by the resolution 
of the monochromator to ∼5 cm-1. 
The intensities of the recorded LIF spectra were calibrated by the wavelength-dependent 
sensitivity of the PMT. Intensities of the DF spectra were calibrated by the grating 
efficiency and the quantum efficiency of the iCCD camera, both of which are wavelength 
dependent. Wavelength- dependencies of the PMT sensitivity, the grating efficiency, and 
the quantum efficiency of the iCCD camera are taken from specifications without 
experimental verification, which might introduce some error in the FC factors and VBRs. 
However, such errors are expected to be small because of the weak wavelength-dependence 
of the aforementioned quantities in the relatively narrow wavelength range covered in the 
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present work.  The experimental intensities for the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 (?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1) vibronic 
transitions are determined using the integrated intensities of the vibronic bands in the LIF 
(DF) spectra.  
A technical challenge in determining emission transition intensities is that 
dispersed fluorescence signal due to transitions to the ground vibrational level of the ground 
electronic state is contaminated by scattering of the LIF excitation laser because they have 
the same wavelength, i.e., the red-shift is zero for these emission transitions. In addition, the 
iCCD camera demonstrates nonlinear response with high fluorescence intensities62, for 
instance, for the origin band emission. Experimentally the measured intensity for the origin 
band transitions are therefore likely not particularly accurate. 
Several measures have been taken in an effort to improve the precision of 
experimental intensities in the excitation spectrum. For example, the LIF excitation laser 
was attenuated to ∼10 mJ/cm2 to minimize the power-saturation of transitions. Nonetheless, 
we decided to perform separate pulsed-laser cavity ring-down (CRD) spectroscopy 
measurements of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 000 and 401 transitions to calibrate the LIF measurements. 
The CRD apparatus employed the same dye laser source as the LIF but with significantly 
lower pulse energy (∼ 400 µJ). Details of the jet-cooled CRD apparatus78, 79  are presented 
in Section 3.2.2.  Thanks to the weak intra-cavity laser field and because re-emission to the 
ground electronic state (∼50 ns) are significantly faster than the ring-down time (∼7 µs at 
the peaks of the original band), power-saturation is negligible in pulsed-laser CRD 
spectroscopy. Comparing the LIF and CRD spectra confirms that the origin (000) transitions 
were saturated in the LIF experiment even with the lowest laser powers. Comparing the ratio 
of the integrated intensities of 000 and 401 bands in the CRD and LIF spectra
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(Figure 3) allows a scaling factor, SF = 10.75±0.66 to be determined for the ratio of the 
bands’ intensities.  It is important to consider in some detail the uncertainty assigned to SF , 
as it is the dominating error for the 000  and 401  band intensities.   The assigned uncertainty 
in SF represents the random error in measuring the intensities of the ratio of the  000 and 401 
bands in the CRD spectra. For the other bands error arises from two principal sources: (i) the 
S/N in the spectra which is higher in CRD than in the LIF spectrum and (ii) intensity 
fluctuations in the CaOCH3 concentrations due to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the ablation 
laser power and its efficiency of ablation at different locations on the rotating Ca rod. The 
S/N limitation (≈0.002 of the normalized LIF intensity, ≈0.005 for CRD) is independent of 
transition intensity. The concentration fluctuations (≈ 5%) are proportional to the transition’s 
intensity. 
Beside random errors in the CRD experiments, one must consider the existence 
of possible systematic errors. We can identify two possible systematic errors that might 
make non-negligible contributions. One is the assumption of no power saturation of the 
transition in the excitation spectrum. In principle, the degree of saturation could be 
determined by measuring the 301 in the CRD experiments. However, we found that 301 
intensity transition was too weak to observe, which, given the S/N on 401, would imply an 
upper limit for SF of ,:S 2 times the value above. 
Finally, it is known that in CRD spectroscopy multi-exponential ring-down can 
occur which limits the measured intensities of the strongest lines to less than their true 
values. This process is discussed in some detail in an early work80 which shows that in the 
limiting case of an infinitely narrow laser, these effects vanish and can be minimized when 
using a finite laser linewidth by considering only the early part of the ring-down curve.  
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Our experimental protocol samples only the first 1/3 of the ring-down curve, i.e., the faster 
component. Using the plots in Ref. 79, we conclude that with our laser bandwidth and 
sample absorption an upper limit can be estimated for an increase of SF by a factor of ,:S 2. 
The overall uncertainty of the integrated transition intensity of an individual vibronic band 
is calculated as the sum in quadrature of error sources listed above. Uncertainties of 
experimentally determined FC factors and VBRs are calculated from normalized transition 
intensities and their relative errors using standard error propagation analysis. (See Section 
4.2 of chapter 4 for more details.) 
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3.1.2     Experimental (cavity ring-down spectroscopy) 
The CRD apparatus used in the present work is similar to the room-temperature 
CRD setup described in our previous papers62, 78, except that the free radicals are produced 
by laser ablation under jet-cooled conditions as described in the main text. CRD mirrors 
(Los Gatos Research, R > 99.995%, center wavelength=620 nm) were mounted on two 
arms of the vacuum chamber to form a ring-down cavity with a length of L = 76 cm. The 
ring-down mirrors were purged by an N2 flow continuously to prevent contamination 
(mainly by the metal vapor). Transmission of the ring-down laser beam (Sirah, Precision 
Scan) through the cavity was focused onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu, 
H10721-01). The signal was acquired with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO3014). The 
empty-cavity ring-down time (τ0) was about 50 µs. Typically, the ring-down curves were 
averaged 64 times on the oscilloscope at each laser wavelength before being sent to a PC 
via a USB port. The averaged ring-down curves of up to 100,000 data points were fit to a bi-
exponential decay function. The longer of the two fit time constants was used to calculate the 
absorption (in ppm/pass). Ring-down signal was collected at each wavelength with the 
ablation laser on and off. The “ablation laser off” CRD spectrum is subtracted from the 
“ablation laser on” spectrum to obtain the net spectrum of radicals. The ablation and ring-
down laser pulses, the supersonic expansion nozzle, data acquisition and processing, and 
wavelength scan of the ring-down laser are all controlled by a home-made LabVIEW 
program and synchronized by a digital pulse and delay generator (Stanford Research 
Systems, DG645) at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. 
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3.2     Quantum chemical calculations 
 
                    In the present work, the ground (𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1) and the first excited (?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸) electronic 
states of CaOCH3 were calculated using CASSCF and CCSD methods with the cc-pVTZ 
basis set. CASSCF calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program package80, 
while CCSD calculations with the CFour software81. 
                    The ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 the electronic transition of CaOCH3 corresponds to the 
promotion of the unpaired electron in the 4s orbital of Ca+ to its 4pσ (px or py) orbitals 
weakly perturbed by the presence  of a methoxy group82, 83. The active space used in the 
CASSCF calculation, therefore, contains 3 electrons in 6 molecular orbitals (MOs). The 
chosen MOs are characterized by the 3s, 4s, 3𝑎𝑎𝑧𝑧2, 4px, 4py, and 4pz orbitals of the calcium 
cation, although the first one is mixed with the 2s orbital of the oxygen atom (Figure 1). Of 
these six MOs, the first one (Ca 3s) is doubly occupied in the ground electronic state, the 
second one (Ca 4s) is singly occupied, and the rest are virtual orbitals. The properties of 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state are calculated by averaging over the two degenerate components of the electronic 
state with equal weights and restricting the molecule to 𝐶𝐶3𝑣𝑣 symmetry. 
                    Singles and doubles coupled cluster treatment using a cc-pVTZ basis set was 
employed for the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 state. The JT interaction in the excited state ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and the pJT 
coupling between the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 states are treated using the equation of motion electron 
excitation coupled-cluster theory (EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ). The two target degenerate 
components of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state is accessed using the same method as described in the 
literature (c.f. Refs. 83-85). Cs groups (an abelian subgroup of the 𝐶𝐶3𝑣𝑣 group) are used as they 
transform as 2𝐴𝐴′ and 2𝐴𝐴″. This method has been used for studying JT active and vibronic 
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coupling cases for a number of molecules. The reference state for the EOMEE-CCSD 
calculation is the ground state of CaOCH3. 
Geometry optimization of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 states provide equilibrium bond 
lengths and bond angles, as well as rotational constants, of both states that are summarized 
in Table 1. Since the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state is orbitally doubly degenerate and subject to the JT effect, a 
state averaged calculation with equal weights was carried out for its geometry 
optimization, which determines the minimum of the conical intersection (CI) seam. 
Geometric parameters of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state in Table 1 are therefore for the CI geometry that 
belongs to the 𝐶𝐶3𝑣𝑣 symmetry. The largest change in geometry upon the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 
excitation is in the CaO bond length (𝛥𝛥𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟∼30 mÅ). Therefore, one expects vibronic 
transitions to the CaO stretch levels in the LIF/DF spectra, to be the strongest non-diagonal 
transitions. 
Compared to previous experimental values, both CASSCF and CCSD 
calculations predict the CH bond and OCH angle of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 states accurately. 
The calculated CaO and CO bond lengths are less accurate. However, the calculated 
changes in the bond lengths upon the electronic excitation are close to experimentally 
determined values. 
Vibrational assignment of LIF and DF spectra in the present work is guided by 
the quantum chemical calculations (see Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2). CaOCH3 has 8 
vibrational modes, including 4 “a1’’modes and 4 doubly degenerate “e’’ modes. Harmonic 
frequencies of both the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state vibrational modes are listed in Table 2. 
Calculation of FC factors for both absorption and emission transitions under the harmonic 
oscillator approximation was performed using the ezSpectrum software84.  The LIF 
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spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition with v′′ = 0 and the DF spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ←
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition with v′ = 0 were simulated using the calculated vibrational frequencies and 
FC factors. In simulating the LIF spectrum, the vibrational temperature is set to 50 K. The 
Gaussian line shape with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 cm-1 and 25 cm-1 was 
used to generate the simulated LIF and DF spectra, respectively. 
A diabatic spin-vibronic model was employed to simulate the spectral properties 
of forbidden transitions. JT coupling within the ?̃?𝐴 state was calculated by PES scanning 
along with the JT active modes using the CFour software. The pJT coupling is calculated 
using the method described by Ichino et.al85. The numerical values of these couplings are 
presented in chapter-4. Spin vibronic eigenvectors were computed for the ?̃?𝐴   state using 
SOCJT286, 87, and vibronic transition intensities were calculated as described in chapter 4. 
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3.3        Results 
3.3.1     LIF Spectrum 
The experimental LIF spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 the transition of CaOCH3 
(Figure 2c) features six doublets with a frequency interval of ∼67 cm−1 between each pair of 
peaks. The frequency interval is consistent with the SO splitting of the vibrational ground 
level of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state determined in fitting the rotationally resolved ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 origin 
band in the LIF spectrum of CaOCH3.  By comparison, the SO splitting of all accessed 
vibronic levels of the ?̃?𝐴2𝛱𝛱-state CaOH radical is also ∼ 67 cm-1.  The observation that 
CaOH (?̃?𝐴2𝛱𝛱) and CaOCH3(?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸) have essentially identical SO splitting again suggests that 
the methyl substitution has minimal influence on the electronic structure of the molecule 
and the vibronic interaction scheme in the CaOCH3 radical is similar to that of CaOH. 
The strongest doublet centered at ∼15920 cm−1, is assigned to the origin 
transition, with the higher and lower frequency peaks assigned to the  ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and 
the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transitions, respectively.  By comparing to the simulation in terms of 
both vibrational frequencies and transition intensities, doublets centered at 502, 1156, and 
1387 cm-1 to the blue of the origin band can be assigned to transitions to the v′ = 1 levels of
the CaO stretch mode (401), the asymmetric CaOC stretch mode (31), and the CH3 umbrella 
mode (21), respectively. The remaining strong doublet, centered at 1001 cm-1, is assigned to 
a transition to the v′ = 2 level of the CaO stretch mode (402).
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                    The weaker doublet observed centered at 149 cm-1 blue of the origin band, is 
not predicted by either the CCSD or CASSCF simulation. The most reasonable assignment 
of this doublet is the transition to the v′ = 1 level of the CaOC bending mode (801), for which 
the CASSCF and CCSD calculations predict a harmonic frequency of 157 and 122 cm−1, 
respectively. The doublet results from the splitting of the vibrational transition into two SO 
levels similar to the other lines in the spectrum. Due to its vibrational symmetry, transitions 
between the 81 level of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state and the vibrationless ground level of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 state is 
forbidden. However, such transitions often gain intensity through vibronic interactions, 
which we will consider later. 
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3.3.2     DF spectra obtained by pumping the origin transitions 
Figure 4c illustrates the DF spectrum obtained by pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 
the transition of CaOCH3. In addition to the strong origin band, all observed peaks can be 
assigned to transitions to the v′′ = 1 levels of the CaO stretch mode (ν4), asymmetric CaOC 
stretch (ν3), CH3 umbrella (ν2), or the overtone and combination levels of these modes (See 
Figure 3.4c for assignment.) These transitions are predicted in the simulated DF spectra. 
The peak at 1450 cm−1 is assigned to the 210 transition. It may also be assigned to the 430 
transition if only the vibrational frequency is considered. However, intensity simulation 
supports the present assignment. The DF spectrum obtained by pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ←
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition (Figure 3.4d) also contains the aforementioned peaks. However, it has 
additional spectral features. First, the strongest peaks (000 , 410 , 310 ) that are present in the 
DF spectrum obtained when pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 LIF transition is all accompanied 
by a weaker “child peak” to the red in the DF spectrum. The separation between the parent 
and child peaks is ∼ 67 cm−1, identical to the SO splitting of the vibronic levels of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 
state. The presence of these “child peaks” is therefore ascribed to collision-induced 
population transfer from the upper ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  SO level to the lower ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  SO level
88. The 
subsequent ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transitions are red-shifted relative to their counterparts in the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�
2𝐴𝐴1transition, i.e., their “parent peaks”, and the magnitude of the red-shift is 
equal to the SO splitting of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state. Second, the DF spectrum obtained by pumping 
the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 origin transition contains an extra peak at 278 cm
−1 red-shift. This peak 
is absent in the DF spectrum obtained by pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 origin transition.  
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The position of this peak matches that expected for the v′′8 = 2 level of the CaOC bending 
mode in the simulated DF spectrum. Possible explanations for the presence of this peak, 
only seen when pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  origin is discussed below. As stated in Section 3.2, 
direct experimental determination of the intensity of the origin transition from the DF 
spectra is difficult due to contamination from the scattering of the excitation laser. It is 
therefore fixed to the value determined in the CRD experiments. Relative intensities of 
other transitions in emission are determined by the maintenance of their experimentally 
determined intensity ratios in DF, while keeping the sum of the VBRs normalized. 
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3.3.3     DF spectra obtained by pumping other vibronic bands 
DF spectra obtained by pumping strong vibronic bands in the LIF spectrum, 
namely, 801, 401, 402, and 301 , are illustrated in Figure 5b-e. Compared to those obtained by 
pumping the origin band (Figure 5a), DF transitions from a vibronic level of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state 
to those 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1-state vibrational levels of the pumped mode gain intensity thanks to larger 
FC factors. Additionally, transitions to combination levels of the pumped mode and other 
modes may also gain intensities because of the Duschinsky mixing88, 89. A simple technique 
that reveals this relation is to blue-shift DF spectra by the ground-state frequencies of the 
pumped modes. The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 6. As demonstrated there both the 
CaOC stretch (ν3) and the (p)JT-active CaOC bending (ν8) modes are mixed with the CaO 
stretch (ν4) mode, which can be explained by the elongation of the CaO bond length upon 
the electronic excitation, and hence the large mixing between the CaO stretch and other 
modes. To a lesser extent, the ν3 and ν8 modes are also mixed because both involve the 
same atoms and the frequency of the 31 the level is close to the 88 level. Such mixing 
manifests itself in two features in the DF spectra. First, a weak transition to the 8131 level is 
observable in the DF spectra when the 801 band is pumped (see Figure 5b). Another 
observation that can be attributed to the mixing between these two modes is the long ν ′′8 
progression in the DF spectra obtained by pumping the 301  transition (see Figure 3.5e). 
Because of the e symmetry of the ν8 mode, only transitions to the 8v′′ levels with even v′’ 
transitions are allowed, as they have a1 components. 
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When the 401 (CaO stretch) band in the LIF spectrum is pumped, the DF 
spectrum contains, among others, a strong peak at 1143 cm−1, designated by an “X” in 
Figure 3.5c. This peak defies any reasonable assignment to transitions of CaOCH3 
especially when one considers that it is absent in the DF spectra obtained by pumping the 402 
band (see Figure 5d). It is probably due to impurity. Similarly, another peak in the spectrum 
obtained by pumping the 401 band, labeled “Y” in Figure 3.5c cannot be assigned either and 
also is attributed to impurity. 
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3.4     Discussion 
3.4.1     Comparison of CASSCF and CCSD calculations for the 𝑨𝑨� and 𝑿𝑿� 
states with experiment 
                    The simulated spectra using both CASSCF and CCSD results reproduce a 
number of features of the experimentally recorded spectra quite well. The calculated 
vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 3.2 in comparison with the experimental values. 
In general, the CCSD calculation predicts both the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1-state vibrational 
frequencies somewhat more accurately than the CASSCF calculation, especially for the 
CaOC stretch (ν3) mode. The CCSD calculation predicts the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 − ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 transition 
frequency with fortuitous accuracy: 15918 cm−1 compared to the experimental value of 
15925 cm−1.  
                   Both CASSCF and EOM-CCSD calculations predict that the harmonic 
frequencies of vibrational modes in the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 states are quite similar, 
suggesting similar PESs for these two states. Indeed, vibrational frequencies determined in 
the experimental LIF and DF spectra have verified the prediction. Consequently, the 
calculated FC matrix for the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1transition of CaOCH3 is highly diagonal. 
Experimental values for the line intensities determined in the LIF and DF spectra are listed 
in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 in comparison with calculated ones. In general, the observed 
intensities of the strong transitions agree well with those predicted by both the CASSCF 
(calc. 1) and CCSD (calc. 2) calculations. In Table 3.4, both FC factors and normalized 
VBRs from calculations are listed. If one pumps the 000 band of the ?̃?𝐴 state, roughly 90% of 
the spontaneous emission occurs via the 000   band, with most of the remainder via the 410  
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(mainly) and the 310  bands. However, it should be noted that the weaker bands, putatively 
involving ν8, are predicted to have no intensity while lines are clearly observed in the 
spectrum. 
3.4.2     Corrections to the quantum chemical results 
The nominally “forbidden” bands observed in both the LIF and DF spectra are 
attributed to transitions to the ν8 levels. They deserve further comments because of their 
critical roles in the spin-vibronic analysis as well as in the proposed search for eEDM and 
TRSV interactions (see Section 3.1). A fundamental reason why these bands may not be 
predicted accurately by the quantum chemical calculations is that the calculations assume 
the BOA and the harmonic approximation, and neglect SO coupling. The clear implication 
is that the appearance of these bands results from the limitation of these approximations. 
Therefore their understanding should be pursued since open-shell polyatomic molecules 
containing heavier atoms are a place where these approximations might be expected to fail 
to an even greater extent. 
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3.4.2.1     Vibronic coupling within and between the 𝑨𝑨� and 𝑩𝑩� states 
                    Possible vibronic interactions which are not taken into account by the ab initio 
calculations are briefly summarized here. These interactions conventionally have been 
attributed to either JT or pJT interactions. The JT interactions, which we consider first, 
occur within the ?̃?𝐴 electronic state and are sub-divided into linear and quadratic JT effects, 
depending on whether they arise from terms in the power series expansion of the potential 
that are linear or quadratic in the normal coordinates. There is one linear term for each of 
the four e JT-active modes which include ν5-ν8. The quadratic terms can be segregated 
according to the normal coordinates involved and are typically referred to as (a) quadratic 
JT, if they involve only a single JT mode, (b) bilinear terms including a JT-active and a 
totally symmetric vibrational mode, and (c) cross-quadratic ones involving two different JT-
active e vibrational modes. To these terms, we add the phenomenological SO coupling term, 
a∥LzSz, which is diagonal in our spin-vibronic ?̃?𝐴 state basis with values a∥ΛΣ, where a∥ is 
the SO constant along the 3-fold molecular symmetry axis, and Λ and Σ are the projections 
of the electronic orbital (L) and spin (S) angular momenta upon the same axis. 
As is described in detail in the chapter 4, we construct the spin-vibronic Hamiltonian matrix 
H with our SOCJT2 software and obtain the spin-vibronic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 
                    For the SOCJT2 calculation, the various JT coupling terms can be 
parameterized in terms of the derivatives of the adiabatic PESs with respect to the normal 
coordinates. These derivatives are determined numerically by scanning the PES using 
EOMEE-CCSD methods. The SO coupling constant is taken from the experimental value 
reported for CaOH or the measured intervals in the CaOCH3 LIF spectrum, which yield 
essentially equal results of a∥ = 67 cm−1. 
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Although technical and quantitative details of our spin-vibronic analysis are 
given in the chapter 4, it is beneficial to present here the overall structure of the energy 
levels of (non-rotating) CaOCH3 radical and describe how the JT and SO interactions alter 
the energy level structure and induce vibronic transitions that are forbidden under BOA 
(Figure3.7). In the absence of vibronic interactions (Figure 3.7a), the origin transition (v′ = 0 
← v′′ = 0) of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 system is allowed, while the (v′ 8 = 1 ← v′′ = 0) transition is 
forbidden because of its vanishing FC constant. The linear (first-order) JT effect lowers the 
vibrationless ground (v′ = 0) level of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state, and splits the v′ 8 = 1 level into two 
vibronic levels (Figure 7b). The upper and lower components of the v′ 8 = 1 vibronic level 
are of e and a1+a2 symmetry, respectively. The quadratic (second-order) JT effect further 
lowers the v′ = 0 level, but it remains unsplit. The quadratic JT effect lowers the e sub-level 
of the v′ 8 =1 vibronic level and splits its a1+a2 sub-levels (Figure 3.7c). According to 
quantum chemical calculations and vibronic analysis (see below), the energy ordering of 
these three components (from low to high) is: a1, e, a2. Finally, when the SO interaction is 
taken into account (Figure 3.7d), both the v′ = 0 level and the e sub-level of the v′8 = 1 level 
are split into two SO components. Since the SO constant of CaOCH3 is positive, the e3/2 
component of the v′ = 0 level is higher in energy than its e1/2 component. For the e sub-level 
of the v′ 8 = 1 level, the energy ordering is the opposite. The SO interaction also couples the 
a1 and a2 sub-levels of the v′ 8 = 1 level so that the former (latter) sub-level shifts down 
(up). Both of these two sub-levels are e1/2 levels (|Ω| = 1=2). 
The linear JT interaction couples the v′8 = 1 sub-levels to those of v′ = 0 and, to a much 
lesser extent, energy levels of totally symmetric vibrational modes (ν1-ν4), following the 
selection rule of Δj = 0, where j = l +Λ=2 is the JT quantum number. (l is the vibrational 
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angular momentum quantum number.) Due to the mixing of vibrational wave functions, 
transitions from the v′′ = 0 level to the two j =1/2 sub-levels of the v′8 =1 level gain 
intensities (solid arrows in Figure 7d). When the quadratic JT effect is involved, the 
vibronic coupling scheme becomes more complicated. In particular, interactions between 
Δv = 2 levels are possible.33 The quadratic JT effect mixes vibronic wave functions with Δj 
= ±3 so that transitions from the v′′ = 0 level to the two j = 3/2 sub-levels of the v′8 = 1 level 
are also allowed (dashed arrows in Figure 7d), although their intensities are small for the 
CaOCH3 according to our calculations. 
To estimate the intensity of the nominally forbidden 810 LIF transition, the 
vibronic eigenfunctions are determined by a SOCJT2 calculation using the values of the JT 
parameters listed in chapter 4. In order to be observed the 801 band needs to borrow intensity 
from the allowed vibronic ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transitions from the zero-point level of the 𝑋𝑋� state. 
The only such allowed transitions within the ?̃?𝐴 state is to the vibrationless (v′ = 0) level and 
the totally symmetric vibrations. The latter has smaller oscillator strength than the former, 
so the most significant intensity “borrowing” is from the vibrationless level of the ?̃?𝐴 state. 
In addition, we consider the effect on the 801 eigenfunctions from pJT mixing of the nearby 
𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 state, which experimentally has T00 = 1757 cm
−1 higher than that of the ?̃?𝐴 state. The 
coupling mechanism of the pJT effect is similar to that of the linear JT effect. The v′8 = 1 ← 
v′′ = 0 transition of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 − 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 system also gains intensity via such a pJT interaction.  
The pJT derivative coupling term again can be calculated using CFour. Using these values, 
perturbation theory indicates that only the vibrationless level of the 𝐵𝐵�  state provides a non-
negligible admixture of intensity into the 801 transition but somewhat surprisingly the 
predicted intensity via pJT borrowing is actually greater than that via JT borrowing. 
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Calculated intensities for the observed transitions are listed in Table 3 along 
with the experimental intensities. Since the calculated JT splittings of each spin-component 
are not resolved (see Figure 7 experimentally the calculated intensities of the 801 band are 
obtained by summing the 4 nearly degenerate JT levels within each of the two spin-vibronic 
components. From Table 6 (“calc. 3”, see also chapter 4) it is clear that while the vibronic 
coupling does provide intensity for 801 , there is still a quite significant discrepancy between 
the calculated and observed intensities. The calculated values of both spin components of 
the 801 transition is about an order of magnitude too low compared to experiment, and while 
the higher-frequency spin component is predicted to be (slightly) weaker than the lower 
one, the calculated intensity ratio (∼1:1) is less than the experimental one (4.5:1). This 
problem could be solved by scaling the JT mixing coefficients to values which best 
reproduce the observed intensities. However, we find such a scaling requires values over an 
order of magnitude larger than the ones calculated by CFour. 
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3.4.2.2     Spin-Orbit coupling 
Faced with these results, we considered other possible intensity borrowing 
mechanisms. In particular, we considered SO coupling since it is a moderately strong 
interaction in CaOCH3. As with pJT coupling, the SO interaction can couple the relatively 
closely lying ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 states. For symmetry reasons, only the perpendicular 
components of the SO interaction couple these two states. In principle, the SO coupling 
interaction can be treated by the same Van-Vleck transformation as used for the pJT 
coupling in the chapter 4. However, it has not been included previously in such treatments 
because the SO coupling only adds a constant term of the form, S2−S2z, to the effective ?̃?𝐴 
state Hamiltonian, which does not shift the spectroscopically observed frequencies of a 
doublet state. Moreover, since the pJT and SO interactions do not couple a given ?̃?𝐴 state 
level to the same 𝐵𝐵�  level, treating the two interactions together produces no additional terms 
from the Van Vleck transformation. 
Therefore we treat the SO interaction separately since arguably that produces a 
clearer physical picture of this previously neglected interaction. We write the perpendicular 
terms of the SO Hamiltonian that couple the ?̃?𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵�  states as: 
𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑎𝑎⊥(𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 + 𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦) 
𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃  couples the ?̃?𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵�  levels with the same vibrational quantum number v and for which 
Λ and Σ are aligned anti-parallel. Note that there is no coupling between the  𝐵𝐵�  state and the 
?̃?𝐴 state when Λ and Σ are parallel. We deduce, by first-order perturbation theory, that for the 
anti-parallel spin and orbital components of a given vibrational level of the perturbed ?̃?𝐴 
state, the new ?̃?𝐴 state basis functions can be written as 
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|𝛬𝛬, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑗𝑗,𝛴𝛴,𝛺𝛺〉′ = | ± 1, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑙𝑙 ± 12 ,∓12 ,−𝑙𝑙 ± 12〉 + 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵|0, 𝑙𝑙, 𝑙𝑙,∓ 12 ,−𝑙𝑙 ∓ 12〉 
where Ω = Λ+Σ−l,33 and 
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 𝑎𝑎⊥
√2𝛥𝛥𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵−𝐴𝐴 ≈ 67√2 × 1757 = 2.65 × 10−2 
where ΔEB−A is the energy separation between the two electronic states. In Eq. (3), it is 
assumed 
that the unpaired electron is entirely localized in an unperturbed 4p orbital on Ca, which 
yields 
a⊥ = a∥. The experimental values for a∥ and the energy separation, ΔEB−A, are used in Eq. 
(3). A derivation of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) is presented in Section 5.5 of chapter 5. The ?̃?𝐴 state 
ν8 = 1 anti-parallel components can couple with those of v = 0 of the ?̃?𝐴state via the liner JT 
interaction, 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1  . The effective coupling matrix element within the ?̃?𝐴 state becomes  
〈?̃?𝐴, 𝑣𝑣8 = 1|𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|?̃?𝐴, 𝑣𝑣 = 0〉 = 𝑘𝑘8 + 2𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝜆𝜆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 0.85 + 2 × 0.0265 × 150cm−1 ≈ 8.8cm−1 
Where 𝑘𝑘8=0.85 cm
-1 is the LJT coefficient for ?̃?𝐴 –state𝑣𝑣8, and 
𝜆𝜆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 = 〈𝐵𝐵� ,𝑣𝑣8 = 1|𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|?̃?𝐴, 𝑣𝑣 = 0〉 = 〈?̃?𝐴, 𝑣𝑣8 = 1|𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|𝐵𝐵� ,𝑣𝑣 = 0〉 = 150cm−1 
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is calculated for the (linear) pJT term between the ?̃?𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵�  state. The factor of 2 in front of 
λAB on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4) reflects the fact that both the v = 0 and the v = 1 levels 
of the ?̃?𝐴 state is coupled to the 𝐵𝐵�-state vibrational levels with the same v (see Eq. (3) and 
Eq. (5)). The observed and calculated intensities of the individual spin components are 
given in Table 6 (“calc. 4” and “calc. 5”). In calc. 4, only diagonal SO correction is 
included, while in calc. 5, both diagonal and off-diagonal SO corrections are included. 
Clearly, both the overall intensity and relative spin-component intensities (calculated, 3.7, 
and experimental, 5.3) of the 810 spin components show reasonably good agreement 
between calc. 5 and observed values, likely confirming the SO mixing as the most important 
mechanism producing intensity to the 801 transition. The overall FC factors and VBRs of 
other vibronic transitions calculated in this manner with JT coupling, pJT coupling, and 




3.4.2.3     The 𝟖𝟖𝟐𝟐𝟎𝟎 band in DF spectra 
                    The other observation involving ν8 is the appearance (when pumping the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  000 , but not when pumping ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  000 ) in the DF spectrum of a band whose 
frequency is consistent with emission to 2ν8 in the 𝑋𝑋� state. The possibility of this band being 
assigned to an impurity, as suggested earlier for the X and Y bands, is largely ruled out 
because the emission transition to the 82 level was observed when LIF transitions to the ν′4 
= 1 and ν′3 = 1 levels were pumped (see Figure 3.5c and Figure 3.5e).  
 
                    However, the FC factor for the 820 transition, under the harmonic-oscillator 
approximation and BOA, is calculated to be essentially zero (1×10−4), and would be exactly 
zero if the ?̃?𝐴 and 𝑋𝑋� states have identical geometries. However, this calculated value is about 
two orders of magnitude smaller than the experimentally observed value of 8×10−3. In 
addition, it would predict comparably intense emissions when pumping to either the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ or ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  component, something not observed experimentally. We can include the 
corrections for SO coupling and vibronic interaction in predicting the transition intensities 
in the DF spectra. Using the same Hamiltonian and parameters as we did for the 810 
calculations, we obtain the results given in Tables 4.12 and 4.13 for the intensities of the 820 
transitions pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  000 bands, respectively. The corrections are not 
negligible as we now obtain calculated intensities almost an order of magnitude larger than 
those without SO and vibronic interactions. These corrections arise almost entirely from the 
quadratic JT and pJT terms in the Hamiltonian and show a significantly larger intensity ratio 
(≈ 2:5) for pumping the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  compared to pumping the  ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  000 band. Nonetheless, 
the overall calculated intensity is still an order of magnitude smaller than the experimentally 
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observed one. Therefore we doubt that either vibronic coupling or SO coupling is a 
sufficient explanation for the strength of the 820 transition observed experimentally. 
Moreover, for any intensity borrowing mechanism within the ?̃?𝐴 state, it would be 
impossible for the VBRs of the 810 vs 820 and 810 vs 820 to switch between the LIF and DF 
spectra. (This statement does not hold if unique perturbations exist between the ν8 levels in 
the ?̃?𝐴 or 𝑋𝑋� state by a third state, e.g. the 𝐵𝐵�  state. However, a mechanism for such 
perturbations of appropriate magnitude is not at all obvious.) 
Given this situation, we believe that the most likely explanation for the DF 
band observed 278 cm−1 red of the origin when pumping  ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ 000 , is a result of intensity 
borrowing by the 820 Level from ν3 and ν4 in the 𝑋𝑋� state. There is clear evidence of coupling 
between these levels elsewhere in the emission spectrum (see Section 4.3). The 820 emission 
occurs relatively strongly when pumping the 401 and 301 bands. Indeed a long progression 
including 840 and 860 appears when pumping the latter band. Presumably the mixing of the 8𝑣𝑣″0  (v′′ is even) and the totally symmetric levels is caused by anharmonic coupling in the 𝑋𝑋� 
state. Therefore we have used the routines available in CFour to calculate cubic and quartic 
coupling coefficients between 82 and both 31 and 41 in the 𝑋𝑋� state. These values are listed in 
Table 4.14 and 4.15 of chapter 4 and one can see that they are quite significant. Combining 
these values with the cubic and quartic normal coordinate operators and the use of 
perturbation theory allows one to estimate the admixture of 31 and 41 characters into the a1 
component of the nominal 82 wavefunctions and estimate qualitatively via perturbation 
theory its intensity borrowing from these allowed bands. The resulting estimate for the 
intensity of the 820 transition is on the order of 10% of the 410 transition, corresponding to a 
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net intensity of about 0.2% of the origin, consistent with the observed value of <1% given 
in Table 3.4.  
 
                    The final question involves the dependence of the 820 emission upon which SO 
component of the origin band is pumped. Why is the 820 emission observed only from the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  level but not the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  level? While it is not presently possible to calculate 
anharmonic terms for the degenerate ?̃?𝐴 state with the CFour software, we believe that such 
terms are likely responsible for the spin-dependence. Note that Figure 5e shows a relatively 
strong spin dependence of the 3182 emission intensity on the pumped SO components of the 310 band. A stronger 3182 emission is observed when pumping to the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  31 level than 
the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  3
1 level. Such dependence could be transferred to the origin band by the 
anharmonic terms in the ?̃?𝐴 state. Further investigation of the ν8 levels of the 𝑋𝑋� state as well 
as the ?̃?𝐴 state by rotationally resolved spectroscopy would be useful for sorting out the 











3.5     Comparison with previous experimental values of VBRs 
Recently, Kozyryev et al.13 reported VBRs of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 →
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1transitions of CaOCH3 measured by DF using a continuous-wave (cw) excitation laser, 
under jet-cooled conditions to excite individual rotational level. In Table 3.5, VBRs 
determined in the present work are compared with those reported by Kozyryev et al. (Note 
that authors of Ref. 71 did not adopt the Herzberg notation in numbering the vibrational 
modes.) Inspecting Table 5, we see that there is generally good consistency between the 
present results and those of Ref.71. However, it must be noted that our measurements have a 
significantly larger uncertainty. Nonetheless, they represent confirmation of most of the 
previous results using a largely independent approach, e.g. pulsed vs cw laser, use of CRD 
spectroscopy to determine the 000 band intensity, etc.  
There are, however, two matters concerning the 000 band that deserves further 
comment. While the 000 (e1=2) VBRs agree with experimental error, the values of Ref. 71 do 
lie towards the upper end of our expected error. We mentioned earlier that there were two 
possible systematic errors, both of which could increase the observed emission from 000 and 
hence it’s VBR. (See Section 2.) If one considers upper limits estimated for either effect we 
find that the origin VBR increases to 0.928, which is near that of Ref. 71.  
There is also a relatively large discrepancy between the VBRs for the 310 bands 
determined in our work and reported in Ref. 71. The VBR for the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1  310 band 
is reported as 0.006 in Ref. 13, while the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 310  band was not observed. (The 
lower VBR value is also much more consistent with that predicted by our quantum chemical 
calculations.) In the present work, these VBRs from experiment are 0.025 and 0.028, 
respectively. The reasons for this discrepancy are unidentified at this stage but might be 
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attributed to difference in experimental apparatuses or conditions. A cw laser was used in 
Ref. 71 to excite individual rotational lines in the electronic transitions, whereas a pulsed 
laser was used in our work, which might affect the measurements of intensities of weak 
transitions. Alternatively, an “impurity" band like X or Y in Figure 5 might overlap the 
position of the 310 band in our DF spectra. However, we have tried without success varying 
conditions to alter the intensity of these 310 bands compared to other emission bands. 
Nonetheless, we have considered the hypothetical situation where the 310 relative intensity is 
reduced to that reported in Ref. 13. We find a value of the 000 VBR increased to 0.915, while 
the calculation also demonstrates that the VBRs of the other bands are little changed. The 
other point concerns the VBR of the 000 (e3/2) band which Ref. 13 finds to be larger than 000 
(e1/2), with the difference beyond their uncertainty. (Our results with larger uncertainties 
cannot distinguish between the e1/2 and e3/2 values.) We find that surprising for the 
following reason. Our excitation spectrum shows that 810 is clearly observable.  Moreover, 
our vibronic analysis shows that, mainly due to energy approximate, 810 (e3/2) steals more 
intensity from the origin than does 810 (e1/2) and indeed does a reasonable job of predicting 
its magnitude. Clearly, this stolen intensity should result in diminished emission on the two 000 band spin-orbit components with the decrease for the e3/2 component significantly 
greater. VBRs for the origin transitions, ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1are not always 
consistent with Ref. 71 within the error bars. This may be explained by the fact that several 
weak emission transitions were observed in our DF spectra but are absent in the DF spectra 
reported in Ref.71. 
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3.6 Implications to direct laser cooling of CaOCH3 and TRSV 
measurements 
We now discuss the implication of the determined FC factors to direct laser 
cooling of the CaOCH3 radical. In such an experiment, pre-cooled molecules are excited to 
the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  state. Besides the origin transitions, spontaneous emission to both the 41 level 
and even the 31 level is significant. If a cooling laser is used to excite the origin band and 
two re-pumping lasers are employed to return the population from the 41 and 31 levels to the 
cooling cycle, the sum of VBRs for spontaneous emission transitions to 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1-state 
vibrational levels other than 00, 31 and 41 is 0.012, which implies that a molecule will 
experience on average ∼84 scattering events before it decays to vibrational “dark” states 
that are not addressed by the re-pumping lasers. 
Measurement of energy level structure of fundamental and overtone levels of 
the Ca-O-C bending mode (ν8) and transitions involving them is a prerequisite of the 
proposed investigation of TRSV interactions and the detection of eEDM.18 The ν′′8 =1 state 
is the proposed eEDM measurement state. Population transfer from the ground vibrational 
level of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 state to the ν′′8 = 1 state can be achieved using stimulated Raman 
adiabatic passage (STIRAP)39–42 using ν′8 = 1 as the intermediate state. As demonstrated 
in the present work, JT, pJT, and SO interactions significantly increase the efficiency of 
STIRAP process by breaking the BOA and harmonic oscillator approximations and mixing 
the ν8 states with non-degenerate totally symmetric vibrational states (ν3 and ν4). 
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3.7     Conclusions 
We report vibrationally resolved LIF and DF spectra of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 
transition of the calcium methoxide radical. The vibrational assignment has been made on 
the basis of CASSCF- and CC-calculated vibrational frequencies and FC factors for the 
allowed vibronic transitions. It has been found that both ab initio methods predict the 
vibrational frequencies to a significant degree of accuracy. These calculations also do a 
reasonably good job for the intensity of the allowed, strong transitions. However other 
forbidden transitions are weakly observed in the spectrum which is not predicted to have 
intensity by either calculation. These vibronic transitions, 810 in the LIF spectra and 820 in 
the DF spectra, are not predicted under the BOA and harmonic oscillator approximations. 
The former, observed in the excitation spectrum, are ascribed to the pJT and SO interaction 
between the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and the 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 states. Correspondingly, the latter observed in DF spectra is 
due to emission from the origin band to levels involving 8v′′ (v′′=even) are attributed 
primarily to the anharmonic coupling of these levels with 31 and 41 in the 𝑋𝑋� state. Such 
nominally “forbidden” but observed transitions are important for two reasons. They alter the 
efficiency of laser cooling, and they offer an opportunity to access levels of particular 
significance to the detection of TRSV interactions. In the present work, relative intensities 
were determined in LIF and DF measurements, but our measurements have two limitations. 
First, the fluorescence signal is contaminated by the excitation laser scattering. Second, the 
excitation transitions of the origin band are power saturated. The second issue could be 
largely avoided by using continuous-wave (cw) excitation laser sources.  
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However, weak transitions could not be observed in the LIF/DF experiment using cw 
excitation sources. In the present work, we compensate for these two issues by making use 
of the jet-cooled pulsed-laser CRD spectra. The signal-to-noise ratio of the current CRD 
measurement is somewhat lower than the LIF experiment. It can be significantly improved 
if cw laser sources are used. To achieve higher accuracy in determining the intensities, a 
two-beam CRD spectroscopy technique may be applied91. The frequency of the first laser is 
fixed and in resonance with a certain transition, e.g., the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 origin transition, 
whereas that of the second laser is tuned. The transition intensities, measured using the 
second (scanning) laser, are normalized by that of the first (fixed frequency) laser. 
Uncertainty in transition intensity measurement induced by the fluctuation of ablation laser 
power, free radical production, and other experimental factors can, therefore, be largely 
eliminated. 
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Table 3.1: Geometric parameters, rotational constants, and ?̃?𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋� excitation energy of the 
CaOCH3 radicals 
a Calculated at the CAS(3,6)/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
b Calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
c Ref. 14.
a Geometry optimization is at the conical intersection.
e Defined as energy separation between the ground state minimum and the conical
intersection of the A˜2E state.
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Table 3.2: Harmonic vibrational frequencies of CaOCH3 in the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 states (in cm
-
1). Vibrational modes are numbered following the Herzberg convention. 
a Calculated at the CAS(3,6)/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
b Calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a Determined using the DF spectra. Left column refers to emission from the e1/2 
spin-vibronic level of the A˜ state, left e3/2. See text for further information about 
uncertainties. 
b Calculated at the CAS(3,6)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
c Calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
d Spin-vibronic calculation including JT, pJT, and SO corrections. 
Table 3.5: Comparison of VBRs for 2 2 1A E X A→  emission transitions determined in the 
present work reported in Ref. 13. 
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08  excitation transitions 
a  Each vibronic transition in the spectrum is doubled due to the SO splitting in the 
excited A˜ 2E 
state. The double-group symmetry of each of these two accessed levels is either 
e1/2 or e3/2. For the totally symmetric vibronic levels, like 00, 41, e1/2 lies lowest in 
energy, while for e vibronic levels, like 81, e3/2 lies lowest. This pattern is clearly 
illustrated in Figure 7. In parentheses are vibronic symmetries of the upper 
energy levels. 
b Calculated at the EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
c Spin-vibronic calculations including JT and diagonal SO coupling. 
d Spin-vibronic calculations including JT, pJT coupling and diagonal SO coupling. 
e Spin-vibronic calculations including JT, pJT coupling and complete SO corrections. 
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Figure 3.1: The molecular orbitals of CaOCH3 included in CASSCF calculation 
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Figure 3.2: (a and b) simulated and (c) experimental LIF spectra of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 transition of 
CaOCH3.  Wavenumbers are relative to the origin band at 15925 cm-1. Numbers in parentheses are 
relative wavenumbers in cm-1. The peaks in each doublet correspond to transitions to the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  
(lower frequency) and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  (higher frequency) SO components. 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of (a) LIF and (b) CRD spectra of the origin and 41
band transitions of CaOCH3 that shows the power saturation of the origin 
transitions in the LIF experiment 
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Figure 3.4: (a and b) Simulated DF spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1origin transition of 
CaOCH3.  DF spectra obtained by pumping the (c) ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1and (d) ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ←
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1origin transitions.  Numbers in parentheses are red-shift in cm
-1.  The asterisked 
peaks in (d) are due to collision-induced ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 population transfer following 
laser excitation. (See text). 
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Figure 3.5:  DF spectra obtained by pumping different vibronic bands of the 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1  transition.  The asterisked peaks are due to collision-induced 
?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸3 2⁄ ← ?̃?𝐴
2𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  population transfer following laser excitation.  “X” and “Y” 
denote unidentified transitions.  (See text) 
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Figure 3.6:  DF spectra obtained by pumping different vibronic bands of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 ←
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1transition. Spectra of bands other than origin band in the LIF spectrum are blue-













Figure 3.7: Qualitative energy level scheme of the spin-vibronic energy levels of the  ̃
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      CHAPTER IV 
 THEORY OF PSEUDO-JAHN-TELLER MOLECULES 
4.1      Estimated relative errors of experimentally determined Franck-
Condon (FC) factors 
The Franck-Condon (FC) factor of the ith vibronic band in an electronic transition system
with N vibronic bands can be calculated as: 
where In’s are the integrated line intensities of the vibronic bands in the excitation spectrum so 
that In is proportional to FCn and independent of the transition frequency. The error of FCi, 
denoted by σFCi , can be calculated from experimental errors of the line intensities, σIn ’s, 






































The normalized integrated line intensities (In′ ) and their corresponding errors are defined
as: 
and 




4.2    Vibronic Hamiltonian 
 
The well-known spin-free non-relativistic Hamiltonian of a molecule is: 
 
H = Tn + Te + Vne + Vnn + Vee (4.2.1) 
In static Born-Huang basis , the Hamiltonian takes a nice matrix form: 
                                                      H = [𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋�+ Tn]I + V (4.2.2) 
 
The potential energy matrix is expanded in terms of dimensionless normal coordinate’s qi. 
In the past literature, generally Cartesian normal coordinates have been used to expand the 
potential energy matrix V site papers here. We have used the cylindrical form of the normal 
coordinates for degenerate modes. 















Diagonalization of H gives the complete vibronic eigenvectors within the non-
relativistic framework. In the above equation, each electronic sub-block is further 
projected onto a basis of vibrational wave functions. In the case of no vibronic 
interactions, (the crude Born-Oppenheimer approximation), the hamiltonian (H), Eq. 
(4.2.2) is block diagonal for each electronic state. It is to note that all the electronic states 
are expanded in the same complete set of normal coordinates, qi, that are appropriate for 
the ground state. In is an identity matrix of the same dimension as the truncated vibrational 
basis. I is an identity matrix that spans the complete electronic⊗vibrational space. 
Each element of this matrix spans the vibrational space and is too large to 
obtain it’s eigenvalues by direct diagonalization without approximations. The pseudo-
Jahn-Teller coupling between the X˜       and the A˜       state and the B˜     are pretty small and 
henceforth, will be ignored. The energy separation between the X˜      and the A˜       state is 
calculated, using EOMEE-CCSD/ccPVTZ, to be 15918 cm-1, compared to 2827 cm-1 
between the A˜     and the B˜ state and thus, the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the A˜    and 
the B˜ should dominate. The corresponding experimental T0 values are 15925 cm-1 and 1757 
(4.2.6) 
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cm-1. By ignoring the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the X˜      and the A˜     and B˜      states 
we can block diagonalize this matrix and separate the X˜      states. The second approximation 
that we have made is that we have treated the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling between the A˜ 
and the B˜ states perturbatively, using the Van-Vleck transformation. This leads to the 








By including the nuclear kinetic energy (excluding rotation) we can define the classic Jahn-
Teller Hamiltonian to second order 
The conventional harmonic frequencies (ωi) and Jahn-Teller coupling coefficients ki, gi j 
and bi j are related to the derivative of adiabatic electronic potential energy surface (H ) 










The second-order contribution obtained by the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling of the ?̃?𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵�  
are also included in the effective vibrational frequency ωi
eff and the quadratic Jahn-Teller 
coupling constant gii. Similar corrections due to the smaller cross quadratic and bilinear 
couplings (although negligible) are also included. 
We use CFOUR (quantum chemistry package) to calculate these coefficients. CFOUR uses 
Cartesian representation for degenerate components of electronic states and degenerates 
normal modes. The two degenerate components of the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 electronic state are 
distinguished as they transform differently in the Cs symmetry group, an abelian subgroup 
of the C3v group, with one component transforming as A′ irreducible representation and 
the other as A′′.  The relation between the Cartesian and cylindrical representations is: 
We calculate the intrastate and interstate coupling constants by perturbing along the totally 
symmetric mode (A′) and then use finite differences to calculate first and second
derivatives. Table 4.2 lists the values of harmonic frequency, linear and quadratic Jahn-
Teller coupling constants, κi and gii, the pseudo-Jahn-Teller coupling constant for the 




          4.3      Intensity calculation 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the spin-vibronic Hamiltonian are obtained using 
SOCJT 2. The spin-vibronic eigenvectors, when taking Jahn-Teller coupling into account, 
are of the form 
The index n enumerates the eigenvectors in increasing order of energy. Table S.5 gives the 
energy and labels of the states of relevance. 
So the dipole moment for the transition between the nth ?̃?𝐴 state spin-vibronic level and the 𝑋𝑋�
state vibrationless level would be given by 
When the pseudo-Jahn-Teller term was eliminated from the matrix, to create the matrix 
in  Eq. (S.3.7), the latter’s basis set was altered to include a contribution from the B˜ state. 





where c0 is the coefficient of the vibrationless basis function and c1α is the coefficient of the 
term    |𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼 = 1〉𝛱𝛱𝑘𝑘=1
𝑘𝑘≠𝛼𝛼
3𝑁𝑁−6|𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 = 0〉 
The vibronic eigenvectors are obtained using SOCJT2. The transition dipole matrix 
elements are calculated using EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ. Table S.7 lists the values of the 
electronic transition dipole matrix element. Table 4.8-Table 4.13 presents in detail, the 
intensity calculations for both excitation and emission spectra using this formulation. 
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4.4       Vibronic and Spin-Orbit interactions between the 𝑩𝑩�𝟐𝟐𝑨𝑨𝟏𝟏 and the 
𝑨𝑨�𝟐𝟐𝑬𝑬  states 
The SO Hamiltonian can be written 
  If we introduce the spherical tensor operators 
and the same for S then 
does not couple an E and an A state for symmetry reasons so we neglect it and we write the 
perturbing Hamiltonian 









Therefore the two required equivalent matrix elements of the sum in Eq. (4.4) are of the 
form 
with q = ±1. Hq, therefore, couples the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 levels with the same v and for which 
Λ and Σ are aligned anti-parallel. Note that there is no coupling between the B˜    state and the 
A˜ state when Λ and Σ are parallel. Applying first-order perturbation theory with Hp, one 




Table 4.1: Harmonic frequency and Jahn Teller coupling parameters in cylindrical 
coordinates. H e is the electronic potential at the symmetric configuration, which 






























































































































Table 4.3: Cross-quadratic coupling constants calculated at EOMIP-CCSD 
level using cc- pVTZ basis. All values are in units of cm-1. 
 
Table 4.4: Bilinear coupling constants calculated at EOMIP-CCSD level using 



































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.9: Intensity calculations for 𝑋𝑋� ← ?̃?𝐴00𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  emission spectra using 𝑋𝑋� state 
normal coordinates for the parameter set in Table 5.2 excluding the spin orbit 
coupling between ?̃?𝐴  and 𝐵𝐵�  states. a∥ = 67 cm−1 and a⊥ = 0 calculated using 
SOCJT2 
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Table 4.10: Intensity calculations for 𝑋𝑋� ← ?̃?𝐴00𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  emission spectra using 
𝑋𝑋� state normal coordinates for the parameter set in Table 5.2 excluding 
the spin orbit coupling between ?̃?𝐴  and 𝐵𝐵�  states. a∥ = 67 cm−1 and a⊥ = 0 
















































































































Table 4.12: Intensity calculations for 𝑋𝑋� ← ?̃?𝐴00𝐸𝐸1 2⁄  emission spectra using 𝑋𝑋� 
state normal coordinates for the parameter set in Table 4.2 excluding the spin 
orbit coupling between ?̃?𝐴  and 𝐵𝐵�  states. a∥ a⊥  = 67 cm−1 calculated using 
SOCJT2 
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Table 4.13: Intensity calculations for 𝑋𝑋� ← ?̃?𝐴00𝐸𝐸3 2⁄  emission spectra using 
𝑋𝑋� state normal coordinates for the parameter set in Table 4.2 excluding 
the spin orbit coupling between ?̃?𝐴  and 𝐵𝐵�  states. a∥ a⊥  = 67 cm−1 
























































































































































































































































































































Table 4.16: Frank Condon factors fv′v′′ = | ⟨v′|v′′⟩ |2 for ?̃?𝐴 ← 𝑋𝑋�00transition 
Table 5.17: Frank Condon factors fv′v′′ = | ⟨v′|v′′⟩ |2 for 𝑋𝑋� ← ?̃?𝐴00transition 
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CHAPTER V 
LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE AND DISPERSED 
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF JET-COOLED  
CALCIUM ETHOXIDE 
Metal-containing free radicals are important intermediates in metal-surface 
reactions and interactions between metals and organic molecules. Among these metal-
containing radicals, monovalent derivatives of alkaline earth metals have been well 
studied spectroscopically in the gas phase2, 29, 66, 67 (in Broida ovens28  or under supersonic 
jet-cooled conditions. They are of special interest to theoretical molecular spectroscopists 
too. Many such molecules, including the organometallic monomethyl radicals such as 
MgCH392, CaCH393, and SrCH393, as well as their corresponding methoxide radicals 
(MgOCH3, CaOCH348,71, and SrOCH394), have C3v symmetry and their first electronically 
excited ( 2A E ) state would be orbitally degenerate if there were no spin-vibronic 
interactions. The 2A E state, however, is subject to spin-orbit (SO) and Jahn-Teller (JT) 
interactions, both of which remove the degeneracy. Its potential energy surface (PES) is 
distorted by the JT interaction and further split by the SO interaction into two 
components, E1/2 and E3/2. Because both interactions compete for the orbital angular 
momentum, the SO splitting between the E1/2 and E3/2 states is quenched by the JT 
effect95. 
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For alkaline earth molecules, the molecular symmetry is lowered from C3v to 
Cs or C1 and the JT effect is reduced to pseudo-Jahn-teller (pJT) effect. In the Cs 
symmetry case,  the 2A E state of organometallic monomethyl radicals is split into two 
states with A′  and A′′ symmetries. The energy separation between these two states is 
determined by SO and vibronic interactions, as well as the difference between their zero-
point energies (ZPEs) 96, 97. The vibronic structures of the pJT molecules may also be 
significantly different from those of the JT ones. Historically, energy level structure and 
intramolecular dynamics of JT-active molecules have been studied extensively by 
molecular spectroscopy, with both vibronic or even rotational resolution80, 86. There are, 
however, much fewer spectroscopic works on the pJT molecules. Bernath and coworkers 
first reported laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and dispersed fluorescence (DF) spectra of 
alkaline earth monoalkoxide radicals (M-O-R; M = Ca, Sr, and Ba). These radicals were 
made in a Broida-type oven by the reaction of a metal vapor with an oxidant (alcohol, 
acetone, or acetaldehyde). The observed DF spectra revealed the ground-state vibrational 
structure, while the energy separation between the nearly degenerate 1A  and 2A  states 
was directly measured in the LIF experiment. In Chapter 3 we reported the LIF and DF of 
CaOCH3 which reveals clearly the vibronic structure of it. In the present chapter LIF and 
DF spectra of CaOCH2CH3 have been reported and quantum chemical calculations using 
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and coupled-cluster (CC) methods have been 
carried out. The computational work provides harmonic frequencies of vibrational modes 
of both ground and excited states. Comparison between the experimental spectra and 
simulation using the calculation of vibrational frequencies and FC constants allows 
assignment of most observed vibronic transitions. Experimentally observed transitions 
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that were not predicted in the simulation can be attributed to the pJT interaction. The 
spectroscopic and computational results will help to scrutinize the CaOCH2CH3 as 
potential candidates for the laser-cooling of nonlinear polyatomic molecules. 
5.1     Experimental 
CaOC2H5 radicals were produced by 1064 nm laser ablation of calcium 
metal rod with an Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Powerlite Precision II 8000) in the 
presence of ethanol under supersonic jet-cooled conditions. Our motorized stage laser 
ablation nozzle can drive a metal rod in a channel both rotationally and translationally has 
been described in previous publications. A Teflon extension was attached to the 
supersonic nozzle to ensure the lowest vibrational temperature. The methanol was stored 
in a stainless steel reservoir at room temperature and was entrained in a helium flow by 
passing high-pressure helium (backing pressure 180 psi above atmosphere) through the 
reservoir. The seeded flow was then expanded through a pinhole valve (0.3 mm diameter) 
into the vacuum chamber (stagnation pressure = 20millitirr). A 12 mm thick Teflon 
extension with a 1.5 mm diameter orifice at the center was attached to the supersonic 
nozzle for additional vibrational cooling. A dye laser (Spectra-Physics, Cobra Stretch) 
pumped by the second harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-4) output 
was used to excite the transitions. For the LIF experiment, the laser-induced fluorescence 
was collected by a lens system perpendicular to both the excitation laser beam and the jet 
expansion, focused onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The spectral linewidth of the LIF 
spectra is ∼0.1cm−1, limited mainly by the linewidth of the pulsed dye laser (∼0.06cm−1), 
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and the residual Doppler width. The frequency of the pulsed dye laser was calibrated by a 
wavemeter (HighFinesse, W7). Accuracy of the vibronic transition frequencies in the LIF 
spectra is limited mainly by the width of the rotational contour and estimated to be 
∼1cm−1. 
For the DF experiment, fluorescence is focused into and dispersed by a 
monochromator (Acton Research, SpectraPro 300i) equipped with an intensified CCD 
camera (Princeton Instruments, PI-MAX 512). A typical spectral resolution of ∼20 cm−1 
was observed for DF spectra. The wavelength of the monochromator was calibrated using 
a mercury arc lamp. Frequency uncertainty of the DF spectra is limited by their linewidth 
and is estimated to be ∼5 cm−1.  
For the maximum accuracy of the intensity determination, we used a similar 
technique that has been described in chapter 3. We separately used the CRDS experiment 
to calibrate the observed intensities in LIF (see Figure 5.6). Details about CRD can be 
found in chapter 3. 
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5.2     Quantum chemical calculations 
In the present work, the ground (𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′) and the first two excited electronic 
(?̃?𝐴1 and ?̃?𝐴2) states of CaOC2H5 were calculated using the complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF) method with the cc-PVTZ basis set. All ab initio calculations 
have been performed with the Gaussian 09 program package. The ?̃?𝐴1 ← 𝑋𝑋�, ?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋�, and 
𝐵𝐵� ← 𝑋𝑋� electronic transitions of CaOC2H5 correspond to promotion of the unpaired 
electron in the 4s orbital of Ca+ to the three components of its 4p orbital (px; py; pz) 
perturbed by the presence of an ethoxy group98, 99. These four orbitals (4s; 4px; 4py; 4pz) 
were therefore included in the active space used in the present work. In addition, the 3pz 
and 3dz2 orbitals were included for the convergence of the CASSCF calculations because 
of mixing between orbitals3. In total, the active space contains 3 electrons in 6 molecular 
orbitals (MOs) characterized by the 3pz; 4s; 4px; 4py; 4pz, and 3dz2 orbitals of calcium. 
Of these six MOs, the lowest-energy one (Ca 3pz) is doubly occupied in the ground 
electronic state, the second-lowest one (Ca 4s) is singly occupied, and the rest are virtual 
orbitals. Figure 5.1 illustrates the MOs used in the CASSCF calculations. Moving the d 
orbital out of the active space or adding more MOs does not change the calculated results 
significantly. Neither does use cc-PVDZ basis set instead of cc-PVTZ. Geometry 
optimization of the ground (𝑋𝑋�) and the ?̃?𝐴1 ?̃?𝐴2⁄  states provided equilibrium bond lengths 
and bond angles that are summarized in Table 1, along with the rotational constants of 
both states. The ?̃?𝐴1 and the ?̃?𝐴2 states, originating from the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 state of CaOC2H5 ,are 
nearly degenerate and strongly coupled. A state-averaged calculation with equal weights 
for the two states was therefore carried out for geometry optimization, which determines 
the minimum of the conical intersection (CI) seam. Geometric parameters of the ?̃?𝐴1 ?̃?𝐴2⁄  
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state in Table 1 is hence for the CI. The largest change in geometry upon the 1 2/A A X−    
excitation is the CaO bond length (30 mÅ). One, therefore, expects strong transitions to 
the CaO stretch levels. The same calculation suggests that the symmetries of the ?̃?𝐴1and 
the ?̃?𝐴2 states are A′  and A′′  , respectively. The vibrational assignment of the DF spectra 
in the present work (Section 5.5) is guided by quantum chemical calculations. Vibrational 
frequencies were calculated at the CASSCF(3,6)/cc-PVTZ level of theory. Calculation of 
FCFs was performed using the ezSpectrum software100. Both the harmonic frequencies of 
the X  state and ?̃?𝐴1 ?̃?𝐴2⁄  -state vibrational frequencies listed in Table 2. Gaussian 
lineshape with full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 cm-1 was used to generate the 
calculated spectrum of ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′/?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′and 30 cm-1 was used to generate the 
calculated spectrum of the 2 2 21 2/A A A A X A′ ′′ ′→   transition in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 
respectively. The energy separation between the minimum of the ~X state and the CI of 
the ?̃?𝐴1 and the ?̃?𝐴2 states (without zero-point-energy corrections) was found to be 15,390 
cm-1, which shall be compared to the experimentally observed 2 21A A X A′ ′←  and the 
2 2
2A A X A′′ ′←  origin band transition frequencies: 15,850 and 15,913 cm-1, respectively. 
The relatively small discrepancy between the experimental and calculated excitation 
energies suggests that dynamic electron correlation corrections to CASSCF calculations 
of the ground and the excited electronic states cancel to a large extent. We also performed 
CCSD calculation similar to CaOCH3 and detailed can be found elsewhere101. 
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5.3         Results 
5.3.1      LIF spectrum 
The experimental LIF spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴 ← 𝑋𝑋�  transition of CaOC2H5 
features six doublets with a frequency interval of about 67 cm-1 between each pair of 
peaks. The left and right peaks of each pair represent 𝐴𝐴12�?́?𝐴 ← 𝑋𝑋�2?́?𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴22�?́?𝐴 ← 𝑋𝑋�2?́?𝐴 
transition respectively (see Figure 5.2).  
The strongest doublet centered at 15882 cm-1 is assigned to the origin 
transition. Three pair of doublets centered at 390, 532 and 1170 cm-1 to the blue of the 
origin band can be assigned to transition to the ?́?𝑣 = 1 levels of the CaO stretch mode 
(1201), the OCC bending mode (1101) and the CO stretch mode (801), respectively.  
Two pairs of weaker doublets observed with centered of 93 cm-1 and 130 cm-1 
blue of the origin band is not predicted by either CCSD or CASSCF simulation. The most 
reasonable assignment of this doublet is the transition to the ?́?𝑣 = 1 level of the CaOC 
bending mode in plane (1301) and out of the plane (2101) for which the CASSCF and 
CCSD calculations predict a harmonic frequency of 93 cm-1 and 140 cm-1 respectively. 
The doublet results from the splitting of the vibrational transition into two SO levels like 
the other lines in the spectrum. Due to the vibrational symmetry, transitions from 
vibrationless ground level of the 𝑋𝑋�2?́?𝐴 to the 131 level of the 𝐴𝐴12�?́?𝐴  state and 211 level of
the 𝐴𝐴22�?́?𝐴 state are forbidden. However, such transitions often gain intensity through
vibronic interactions. 
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As stated in section 2, the origin transitions are power-saturated therefore, jet-cooled 
pulsed-laser CRD spectroscopy measurements have been undertaken for better 
determination of the VBRs of the origin transitions. LIF and CRD spectra of the origin, 1201 and 1101 are compared in figure 5.3. The determined saturation factor for the origin 
transitions in the LIF experiment is 2.75. Therefore, FC factors for non-origin transitions 
determined from the LIF spectrum are reduced by a factor of 2.75 relatives to the origin 
transitions followed by normalization. The saturation-free FC factors are listed in Table 
3. The FC factor, i.e., VBR of the origin transitions so determined (f = .841) is estimated
to have a relative error of 10% (determined from the error of 3 repeated experimental 
trace) mainly due to the fluctuation of free radical concentration in the jet expansion and 
the issue involving the CRD calibration to avoid effects of saturation.  
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5.3.2     DF spectra obtained by pumping the origin transitions 
Figure 5.3c and 5.3e illustrate the DF spectra obtained by pumping the 
1A X←  and 2A X←  origin bands, respectively3. Because these two spectra have the 
same lower electronic state, the same strong transitions are present in both of them. In 
both spectra, close to the zero-redshift peak (the 1A X→  or 2A X→  origin band), there 
is a peak shifted by ∼ 65 cm-1 with respect to the origin band. In the 1A X→   spectrum it 
is blue-shifted, while it is redshifted in the 2A X→  spectrum. In addition, several other 
weaker peaks are observable in the DF spectra either blue-shifted (in the 1A X→ 
spectrum) or redshifted (in the 2A X→  spectrum) by ∼ 65 cm-1 from stronger peaks. The 
interval of ∼ 65 cm-1 corresponds to the energy separation between the ~A1 and ~A2 zero-
point levels determined in the LIF spectrum. The weaker ‘‘satellite” peaks, asterisked in 
Figure. 5.3c and 3e are therefore attributed to collisional induced population transfer 
between the 1A and the 2A  states. Previously, Bernath and coworkers2 reported relaxation 
from the 2A state to the 1A state after laser excitation to the 2A  state of CaOC2H5 and 
other similar alkaline earth monoalkoxide radicals produced in a Broida oven. In that 
work, 1A X→  and 2A X→   transitions possess similar intensities in the DF spectra. In 
the present DF spectra of the jet-cooled CaOC2H5, peaks due to population transfer are 
much weaker than their ‘‘parent” peaks, indicating much less efficient relaxation or 
redistribution of excited-state population. Almost all strong peaks in the DF spectra are 
reproduced in the simulated spectrum and can be assigned on the basis of the calculated 
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vibrational frequencies and FCFs. The peaks at 386 cm-1 and 514 cm-1 were observed in 
the previous work by Bernath et al.2 using a Broida oven. The center frequencies are 
determined in the present jet-cooled experiment with higher precision thanks to the better 
resolution. In Ref. 2 these two peaks were assigned to transitions to the CaO stretch (𝑣𝑣12) 
and OCC bending (𝑣𝑣11) modes, respectively. The present CASSCF calculation predicts 
these two vibrational modes to have vibrational frequencies of 367 and 514 cm-1 and 
large FCFs (Figure 5.3a), which confirms the previous assignments. Two relatively 
weaker peaks were observed at 916 and 1170 cm-1 in the present jet-cooled experiment. 
CASSCF calculation predicts two transitions with considerable intensities at 974 and 
1294 cm-1. The former transition is due to CC stretch (𝑣𝑣10) while the latter due to CO 
stretch (𝑣𝑣8), both of which are in conjunction with CaO bond stretch. The peaks at 916 
and 1170 cm-1 are therefore assigned to the CC stretch and the CO stretch, respectively. 
In the 1A X→  spectrum, one peak is observable at 93 cm-1 that is absent in the 2A X→ 
spectrum. This difference can be explained by the fact that the 1A  and A  states have 
different symmetries ( A′  and A′′ ) and are coupled by the pJT effect, which distorts the 
PESs96, 97 . Although the A′  state PES retains its Cs symmetry, the A′′  state PES is 
reduced to C1 at its minima. The displacement is along coordinates of the pJT modes. 
Such distortion of PESs and the lowering of symmetry result in different FCFs for 
transitions from the zero-energy levels of the A′  and the A′′  states to the ground-state 
vibrational levels of the pJT modes. Frequency calculation at the CASSCF(3,6)/cc-PVTZ 
level of theory shows that both the symmetric ( a′ ) and the anti-symmetric ( a′′ ) pJT 
modes are Ca-O-C bending, with the a′  mode in the Cs plane and the a′′  mode out of 
the plane. The predicted harmonic frequencies of the a′  (ν 13) and the a′′  (ν 21) pJT
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modes of the ground state are 96 and 140 cm-1, respectively. The observed peak at 93 cm-
1 is therefore assigned to the in-plane Ca-O-C bending mode. The FCF calculation 
predicts that the first overtone of this mode has stronger intensity than the fundamental 
(Figure 5.3a). The discrepancy between the experimental observation and the prediction 
may be explained again by the distortion of ?̃?𝐴1 ?̃?𝐴2⁄  -state PESs. Because of the vibronic 
coupling, transition intensities of pJT active modes are no longer determined only by 
their symmetries and FCFs. Instead, vibronic symmetries need to be taken into account. 
Transition to symmetric ( a′ ) pJT mode was observed only in the 1A X→   spectrum, but 
not the 2A X→   spectrum. Such observation suggests that the ?̃?𝐴1 state is of A′  
symmetry, while the ?̃?𝐴2 state is of A′′  symmetry, which is consistent with the CASSCF 
calculations (Section 3). 
In the present work, we are reporting mainly the VBRs and FC factors. In 
addition to CASSCF we also reports the CCSD simulation ( 3b and 3d) in the present 
work. As stated in 2, the experimental determination of the origin-transition FC factor 
from the DF spectra is difficult due to the contamination of the scattering of the 
excitation laser. It is therefore fixed to the value determined in the LIF and CRD 
experiment (.841). FC factors of the other transitions are determined by the maintenance 
of their experimentally determined intensity ratios while keeping the FC factors 
normalized.  
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5.3.3     DF spectra obtained by pumping other vibronic bands 
DF spectra obtained by pumping strong vibronic bands in the LIF spectrum, 
namely, 1301, 2101, 1201, 1101, 801, are represented in 5b-f. Compared to those obtained by 
pumping the origin band (5a), DF transition from a vibronic level of the ?̃?𝐴 state to those 
𝑋𝑋� -state vibrational levels of the pumped mode gain intensity. Additional because of the 
Duschinsky mixing transitions to combination levels of the pumped mode and other 
modes may also gain intensities. 
A simple technique that reveals this relation is to blue-shift DF spectra by 
the ground-state frequencies of the pumped modes. The resulting spectra are shown in 
Figure 5.4 and 5.5. As demonstrated, there are both CaO stretch (𝑣𝑣12 ) and (p)JT -active 
CaOC bending ( 𝑣𝑣13) in-plane modes are mixed with the OCC bending (𝑣𝑣11) mode, 
which can be explained by the elongation of the CaO bond length upon the electronic 
excitation, and hence the large mixing between the CaO stretch and other modes. 
When the 1101(OCC bending) band in the LIF spectrum is pumped, the DF 
spectrum contained, among others, a strong peak at 1130 cm-1 for V00+502 and 1160 for 
V00+568. They are assigned as “Y” and “Z” respectively. These two transitions are not 
line up with strong transition around 1170 cm-1. One possible reason of the shifting is 
probably fermi-resonance. But as we do not have any experimental evidence or 
theoretical support, that’s why we assigned them as unanalyzed transitions. Another peak 
in the spectrum obtained by pumping 1301 labeled ‘’Y’’ in 5b cannot assigned either can 
be attributed to impurity. 
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5.4   Implications to direct laser cooling of CaOC2H5 and TRSV 
measurements 
We now discuss the implication of the determined FC factors to direct laser 
cooling of the CaOC2H5 radical. In such an experiment, pre-cooled molecules are excited 
to the 𝐴𝐴1� state. Besides the origin transitions, spontaneous emission to both the 121 level 
and even the 111 level is significant. If a cooling laser is used to excite the origin band 
and two re-pumping lasers are employed to return the population from the 41 and 31 
levels to the cooling cycle, the sum of VBRs for spontaneous emission transitions to 
𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1-state vibrational levels other than 00, 111 and 121 is 0.083, which implies that a 
molecule will experience on average ∼20 scattering events before it decays to vibrational 
“dark” states that are not addressed by the re-pumping lasers. 
Measurement of energy level structure of fundamental and overtone levels of 
the Ca-O-C bending mode (ν13 and ν21) and transitions involving them is a prerequisite of 
the proposed investigation of TRSV interactions and the detection of eEDM. The ν′′13 =1 
state is the proposed eEDM measurement state. Population transfer from the ground 
vibrational level of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 state to the ν′′13 = 1 state can be achieved using stimulated 
Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP)39–42 using ν′13 = 1 as the intermediate state.  
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5.5     Conclusion 
                    We report vibrationally resolved LIF and DF spectra of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋� 
transition of the calcium methoxide radical. Vibrational assignment has been made on the 
basis of CASSCF- and CC-calculated vibrational frequencies and FC factors for the 
allowed vibronic transitions. It has been found that both ab initio methods predict the 
vibrational frequencies to a significant degree of accuracy. These calculations also do a 
reasonably good job for the intensity of the allowed, strong transitions. However other 
forbidden transitions are weakly observed in the spectrum which is not predicted to have 
intensity by either calculation. In the present work, relative intensities were determined in 
LIF and DF measurements, but our measurements have two limitations. First, the 
fluorescence signal is contaminated by the excitation laser scattering. Second, the 
excitation transitions of the origin band are power saturated. The second issue could be 
largely avoided by using continuous-wave (cw) excitation laser sources. 
A separate cavity-ring down experiment has been performed to compensate these two 
issues by making use of the jet-cooled pulsed-laser CRD spectra. The signal-to-noise 
ratio of the current CRD measurement is somewhat lower than the LIF experiment. It can 
be significantly improved if cw laser sources are used. 
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Figure 5.1: The molecular orbitals of CaOCH2H3 included in CASSCF calculation 
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5.2   ( for the 
?̃?𝐴1
2𝐴𝐴′ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and  ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  transition of Ca-ethoxide. to the 
origin band at 15882 cm−1. Numbers in parentheses are relative wavenumbers in cm-1. 
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Figure 5.3: (a) simulated by state average CASSCF method. (b and d) simulated for the 
?̃?𝐴1
2𝐴𝐴′ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and  ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  transition of Ca-ethoxide. DF spectra by pumping the 
(c) ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and (e) ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  origin transitions. Numbers in the parentheses 
are red-shift in cm-1. The asterisked peaks in (d) are due to collision-induced population 
transfer.  
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Figure 5.4: DF spectra by pumping different vibronic bands of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋�  
transitions of ca-ethoxide. Numbers in the parentheses are red-shift in cm-1. “X”, “Y” and 
“Z” denotes unidentified transitions. 
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Figure 5.5: DF spectra by pumping different vibronic bands of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋�  
transitions of ca-ethoxide. The numbers in the parentheses are red-shift in cm-1. Spectra 
of bands other than origin band in the LIF spectrum are blue-shifted. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of (a) LIF and (b) CRD spectra of the origin and  band 
transitions of CaOCH2CH3 that shows the power saturation of the origin transitions in 
the LIF experiment 
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Table 5.2: Harmonic vibrational frequencies of CaOCH2CH3 in the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 states (in 








































































































































































LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE AND DISPERSED-
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF Ca-ISOPROPOXIDE 
The complicated excited-state structure of metal-containing molecules 
achieved great interest in theoretical molecular spectroscopy. The importance of studying 
these molecules has been described in chapter 1. We also described the importance of 
studying these molecules as in fundamental physics as recently calcium metal-containing 
alkoxide radicals have been proposed as a candidate molecules for laser cooling process4. 
The conical intersection in the excited state, where two spin-orbit component overlap 
makes the theoretical study of these molecules more difficult.   
An effective approach to study the PJT interaction is by asymmetric isotope 
or methyl substitution of JT molecules. The asymmetric isotope substitution, such as 
deuteration, lowers the vibrational symmetry due to mass effect but the electronic 
symmetry, i.e., the symmetry of the PESs, remains unchanged. Asymmetrically 
deuterated isotopologues, therefore, work as a “bridge” between the JT effect and the PJT 
effect. Asymmetric methyl substitution, which lowers the molecular symmetry from C3v 
to Cs, can, therefore, be used to induce PJT effect. In chapter, we have described the 
effect
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of asymmetric methyl-substitution. The ?̃?𝐴2E state split into two near-degenerate states, 
one with 𝐴𝐴′  and other with 𝐴𝐴" symmetry. The near degeneracy of these two states results 
in strong vibronic interaction (PJT effect) and the formation of a CI. Further substitution 
of a methyl group to ca-ethoxide lowered the molecular symmetry from Cs to C1.  In this 
chapter, the harmonic frequency assignment of the molecular vibration of Ca-
isopropoxide by laser-induced fluorescence and dispersed-fluorescence will be 
illustrated. The experimental condition was used similar to ca-methoxide and ca-
ethoxide.  
102For the calibration of the saturation factor we performed cavity ring-down 
spectroscopy measurement and essentially the experimental conditions were similar 
except for the radical generation we used propanol in presence of calcium metal vapor 
and carrier gas as Helium.  
As we already noticed from the study of ca-methoxide and ca-isopropoxide 
the couple-cluster (CCSD) method predicts the vibrational frequency and intensities 
much accurate the complete-active space self-consistent (CASSCF) method, so for the 
harmonic frequency assignment we used only CCSD method for Ca-isopropoxide.   
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6.1     Quantum chemical calculation 
           Singles and doubles coupled cluster treatment using a cc-pVTZ basis set was 
employed for the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1 state. The JT interaction in the excited state ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and the pJT 
coupling between the ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 and 𝐵𝐵�2𝐴𝐴1 states are treated using equation of motion electron 
excitation coupled-cluster theory (EOMEE-CCSD/cc-pVTZ)102. Cs groups (an abelian 
subgroup of the 𝐶𝐶3𝑣𝑣 group) are used as they transform as 
2𝐴𝐴′ and 2𝐴𝐴″. This method has 
been used for studying JT active and vibronic coupling cases for a number of molecules. 
The reference state for the EOMEE-CCSD calculation is the ground state of 
CaOCH(CH3)2. 
Geometry optimization of the 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴1and ?̃?𝐴2𝐸𝐸 states provide equilibrium 
bond lengths and bond angles, as well as rotational constants, of both states that are 
summarized in Table 1. The largest change in geometry upon the ?̃?𝐴1 ?̃?𝐴2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋�2 
excitation is in the CaO bond length (𝛥𝛥𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟∼ 28 mÅ). Therefore, one expects vibronic 
transitions to the CaO stretch levels in the LIF/DF spectra, to be the strongest non-
diagonal transitions. The vibrational assignment of LIF and DF spectra in the present 
work is guided by the quantum chemical calculations. CaOCH(CH3)2 has 30 vibrational 
modes, including 17 a’ modes and 13 a’’ modes. Calculation of FC factors for both 
absorption and emission transitions under the harmonic oscillator approximation was 
performed using the ezSpectrum software.31  The LIF spectrum of the 1 2/A A X←  
transition and the DF spectrum of the 1 2/A A X→    transition were simulated using the 
calculated vibrational frequencies and FC factors (See figure 1a,1b, 2a and 2b for CCSD 
simulations).  
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In simulating the LIF spectrum, the vibrational temperature is set to 50 K. The Gaussian 
line shape with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 cm-1 and 25 cm-1 was used 
to generate the simulated LIF and DF spectra, respectively3, 102. 
6.2     Results 
6.2.1     LIF spectrum 
The experimental LIF spectrum of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋� transition of 
CaOCH(CH3)2 (Figure 1c) features six doublets with a frequency interval of ∼68 cm−1 
between each pair of peaks. The strongest doublet centered at ∼15844 cm−1, is assigned 
to the origin transition, with the lower and higher frequency peaks assigned to the 
?̃?𝐴1
2𝐴𝐴′ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′(15878 cm-1) and the ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ (15810 cm
-1) transitions, respectively. 
By comparing to the simulation in terms of both vibrational frequencies and transition 
intensities, doublets centered at 318, 443, and 556 cm-1 to the blue of the origin band can 
be assigned to transitions to the v′ = 1 levels of the CaO stretch combined with CCCH
waggling (1501), COCC umbrella mode (1401), and the CO stretch (1301), respectively.  
The weaker doublet pairs are observed centered at 83 cm-1 and 101 cm-1 blue 
of the origin band. The doublet centered at 101 cm-1 comparing with the simulation can 
be assigned as CaOC bending in-plane (3001). Another doublet centered at 83 cm-1 which 
is not predicted in the simulation can be most reasonable assigned as CaOC bending out 
of a plane. The doublet results from the splitting of the vibrational transition into two SO 
levels similar to the other lines in the spectrum. Due to its vibrational symmetry, 
transitions between the 171 level of the ?̃?𝐴 state and the vibrationless ground level of the 
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𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ state is forbidden. However, such transitions often gain intensity through vibronic 
interactions. In chapters 3 and 4 the vibronic transition has been discussed. In the LIF 
spectra, one big issue that has been introduced in chapter 3 and chapter 5 is the 
overestimation of the intensity of the forbidden transition and underestimation of the 
origin band. A separate cavity ring-down spectroscopy measurement (figure-6.5) has 
been performed to find out the extent of saturation. The intensity estimation by ab-initio 
calculation requires more work. For Ca-isopropoxide to improve the simulation the 
incorporation of vibronic coupling with ab-initio calculation is mandatory. You are still 
working on the calculation. However, the current chapter is showing a tentative 
assignments.
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6.2.2     DF spectra obtained by pumping the origin transitions 
                   Figure 2c illustrates the DF spectrum obtained by pumping the ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ 
transition of CaOCH(CH3)2. In addition to the strong origin band, all observed peaks can 
be assigned to transitions to the v′′ = 1 levels of the CaO stretch combined with CCCH 
waggling (ν15), COCC umbrella mode (ν14), and the CO stretch (ν13). The peak at 1102 
cm−1 is assigned to the 1110 transition which corresponds to CO stretch by comparing 
with the simulation. Another weak spectral feature has been observed around 98 cm-1 
which by comparing it with simulation can be assigned as CaOC bending out of plane 
mode (ν30). The DF spectrum obtained by pumping the ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ transition (Figure 
2d) also contains the aforementioned peaks. However, it has additional spectral features. 
First, the strongest peaks (000 , 1510 , 1410 ) that are present in the DF spectrum obtained 
when pumping the ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ transition are all accompanied by a weaker “child peak” 
to the red in the DF spectrum. The separation between the parent and child peaks is ∼ 68 
cm−1, identical to the SO splitting of the vibronic levels of the ?̃?𝐴 state. The presence of 
these “child peaks” is therefore ascribed to collision-induced population transfer from the 
upper ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ SO level to the lower ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ SO level
29. The subsequent ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ 
transitions are red-shifted relative to their counterparts in the ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′ transition, 
i.e., their “parent peaks”, and the magnitude of the red-shift is equal to the SO splitting of 
the ?̃?𝐴 state. A band appeared around 1182 cm-1 which is the combination of 3001 and 1701 
modes. The observation of a combination band in DF spectra is the effect of dushinski 
mixing that has been described in chapter 3. 
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6.3     DF spectra obtained by pumping other vibronic bands 
DF spectra obtained by pumping strong vibronic bands in the LIF spectrum, 
namely, 1701, 3001, 1501, 1401 and 1301 , are illustrated in Figure 3b-f. Compared to those 
obtained by pumping the origin band (Figure 5a), DF transitions from a vibronic level of 
the ?̃?𝐴  state to those 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′-state vibrational levels of the pumped mode gain intensity 
thanks to larger FC factors. Additionally, transitions to combination levels of the pumped 
mode and other modes may also gain intensities because of the Duschinsky mixing.88, 89 
A simple technique that reveals this relation is to blue-shift DF spectra by the ground-
state frequencies of the pumped modes. The resulting spectra are shown in Figure 4. 
When the 1701 (CaOC bending in-plane) band in the LIF spectrum is pumped, the DF 
spectrum contains, among others, a peak at 590 cm−1, designated by an “X” in Figure 5b. 
This peak defies any reasonable assignment to transitions of CaOCH3 especially when 
one considers that it is absent in the DF spectra obtained by pumping the 1701 band 
another component (see Figure 5d). It is probably due to impurity. Similarly, another 
peak in the spectrum obtained by pumping the 401 band, labeled “Y” in Figure 5c cannot 
be assigned either and also is attributed to impurity. 
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6.4      Conclusion 
We report vibrationally resolved LIF and DF spectra of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋� 
transition of the calcium methoxide radical. The vibrational assignment has been made on 
the basis of CASSCF- and CC-calculated vibrational frequencies and FC factors for the 
allowed vibronic transitions. It has been found that both ab initio methods predict the 
vibrational frequencies to a significant degree of accuracy. These calculations also do a 
reasonably good job for the intensity of the allowed, strong transitions. However other 
forbidden transitions are weakly observed in the spectrum which is not predicted to have 
intensity by either calculation. In the present work, relative intensities were determined in 
LIF and DF measurements, but our measurements have two limitations. First, the 
fluorescence signal is contaminated by the excitation laser scattering. Second, the 
excitation transitions of the origin band are power saturated. The second issue could be 
largely avoided by using continuous-wave (cw) excitation laser sources. 
              A separate cavity-ring down experiment has been performed to compensate 
these two issues by making use of the jet-cooled pulsed-laser CRD spectra. The signal-to-
noise ratio of the current CRD measurement is somewhat lower than the LIF experiment. 
It can be significantly improved if cw laser sources are used. 
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𝑨𝑨�𝟏𝟏 𝑨𝑨�𝟐𝟐⁄  
state st 
rCaO (Å) 2.120 2.092 
rCO (Å) 1.421 1.429 
rCC(Å) 1.535 1.534 
∠CaOC (deg.) 179 179 
∠OCC (deg.) 110 110 
A (cm-1) .047 .047 
B (cm-1) .267 .267 




aCompared to the experiment value of 15844 cm-1 
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Figure 6.1:  a and b is simulated for the ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and  ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  transition of 
Ca-isopropoxide. Wavenumbers are relative to the origin band at 15844 cm−1. Numbers 
in parentheses are relative wavenumbers in cm-1.  
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Figure 6.2: (a and b) Simulated for the ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and  ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ → 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  transition of 
Ca-isopropoxide. DF spectra by pumping the (c) ?̃?𝐴12𝐴𝐴′ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  and (d) ?̃?𝐴22𝐴𝐴″ ← 𝑋𝑋�2𝐴𝐴′  
origin transitions. Numbers in the parentheses are red-shift in cm-1. The asterisked peaks 
in (d) are due to collision-induced population transfer.  
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6. DF spectra by pumping different vibronic bands of the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋�
transitions of ca-isopropoxide. Numbers in the parentheses are red-shift in cm-1. “X” 
and “Y” denotes unidentified transitions. 
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Figure 6.4: DF spectra by pumping different vibronic bands of  the ?̃?𝐴1/?̃?𝐴2 ← 𝑋𝑋�  
transitions of ca-isopropoxide. Numbers in the parentheses are red-shift in cm-1. Spectra 
of bands other than origin band in the LIF spectrum are blue-shifted. 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of (a) LIF and (b) CRD spectra of the origin and 151
band transitions of CaOCH(CH3)2 that shows the power saturation of the 
origin transitions in the LIF experiment. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CAVITY RING-DOWN SPECTROSCOPY OF JET-COOLED 
YTTRIUM OXIDE (YO) 
Spectroscopic studies on yttrium oxide (YO)  have a special interest in both 
astrophysics and chemical physics since the first study and analysis of the visible 
spectrum of the yttrium oxide (YO) molecule in 1930s103, 104. YO has long been known to 
astrophysicists as the observational detection of its optical absorption spectrum has been 
suggested as a key indicator in cool stars105. The spectroscopic data determined from 
laboratory experiments, 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱 − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ and 𝐵𝐵2𝛴𝛴+ − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ electronic transition system in 
the orange and blue regions have used to interpret local physical and chemical processes 
in various objects. Besides the interest of studying YO in astrophysics, it has also been 
suggested as one of the benched marked molecules used for laser cooling and trapping. 
YO is one of the diatomic molecules that have been laser-cooled. One of the important 
criteria for choosing a candidate molecule for laser cooling is the absence of any 
intermediate states between two involve electronic states. In a laser cooling, presence of 
any intermediate state especially if there is any “dark state” terminate the cooling cycle 
by population leakage. Past investigations of electronic structure analysis by Uhler and 
Akerland106 concluded that the spin splitting in the 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ state was negligible and the 
spin-orbit splitting in the  𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱 state was 428 cm-1 and the two spin orbit states are 
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𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱1 2⁄ and 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄  where 𝛱𝛱3 2⁄ component is higher in energy.  Initially, the 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱1 2⁄ −
𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ electronic transition of YO used for laser cooling and the cooling temperature was 
as low as 2 mK in a 2D-magneto optical trapping (MOT) by Jun Ye group. The 7, 
107population leakage to the 𝐴𝐴′𝛥𝛥3 2⁄  of YO was limiting the cooling temperature.  By 
rotational state microwave mixing Ye7 group was able to minimize the population loss. 
Recently, the same research group achieved cooling temperature down to 10 µK by using 
the 𝐴𝐴′𝛥𝛥3 2⁄ − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ dipole-forbidden transition of YO.  
The 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+, 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱, 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥3 2⁄  ,𝐵𝐵2𝛴𝛴+and 𝐷𝐷2𝛴𝛴+electronic states have been known 
for YO molecules and have been studied in jet-cooled or room-temperature conditions 
either using fluorescence or absorption spectroscopy. The 𝐵𝐵2𝛴𝛴+ had been studied using 
cavity ring-down spectroscopy by Cheung at al108.  To our knowledge, there is no direct 
absorption spectroscopy for 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱 state or 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥3 2⁄  for YO. The advantage of cavity ring 
down spectroscopy over fluorescence spectroscopy is that fluorescence is a two steps 
process and easily the transition can be saturated in the process whereas cavity ring down 
is a single step. With cavity ring-down spectroscopy, intensity can be measured much 
accurately as in this technique the optical saturation is negligible due to relatively weak 
inter-cavity laser field and insignificant effects of excitation laser scattering102. We used 
cavity ring-down spectroscopy in an aim to study the 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥3 2⁄  and 𝐴𝐴′
2𝛥𝛥5 2⁄  state of this 
molecule. 
In the present work, we report the cavity ring-down spectra of both 
𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱1 2⁄ − 𝑋𝑋
2𝛴𝛴+ and 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄ − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transition of YO under jet-cooled conditions. 
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Accurate molecular constants for 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱 state has determined by fitting the experimentally 
observed transition using p-gopher.  
7.1     Experimental 
 The laser vaporization free-jet expansion and the cavity ring-down laser 
absorption apparatus used in this study have been described in detail in our earlier 
publications. Here, we used a similar chamber and nozzle as LIF described above in order 
to obtain jet cooled CRD rather than room temperature. YO molecules were generated by 
1064 nm laser ablation of a yttrium rod (ESPI metals) in the presence of the mixture of 
oxygen and helium gas. The signal was optimized using 8% oxygen with helium. Helium 
carrier gas provides lower vibrational temperature65. We also tried with argon carrier gas 
and different percentage of oxygen. With 8% oxygen and helium carrier gas, we observed 
the best spectrum in terms of S/N ratio.  
CRD mirrors (Los Gatos research, R> 99.995%. center wavelength at 
620nm) were mounted on the arms of the vacuum chamber to form a ring-down cavity 
and they were purged by N2 flow continuously to prevent contaminations. A similar laser 
that had been used in LIF experiment was used as a CRD laser. The transmission of the 
CRD laser was focused on a photomultiplier tube (PMT, Hamamatsu, and H10721-01). 
The signal was acquired with an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO3014). The empty cavity 
ring-down time was about 50us. Typically, the ring-down curves were averaged 64 times 
at each laser wavelength before being sent to a PC via a USB port. The averaged ring-
down curves of up to 100,000 data points were fit to a bi-exponential decay function. The 
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longer of the two fit time constants was used to calculate the absorption (in ppm/pass). 
Ring-down signal was collected at each wavelength with the ablation laser on and off. 
The exposition of the ablation laser on the rotating metal rod continuously generates 
metal vapor which contaminates the optical cavity. The on and off of the ablation laser 
was used to get rid of the excess metal vapor produced inside the chamber by increasing 
the delay time allowing the pump to suck the unreacted metal vapor before the next 
acquisition event. The LabVIEW program controlled the on/off of the ablation laser and 
the wavelength scan of the dye laser. The experimental apparatus was synchronized by a 
pulse delay generator (Stanford Research System, DG645) at a 20Hz repetition rate. With 
the pulsed pinhole expansion aforementioned the path length of the absorber where the 
ring-down laser exposed was about 1cm. To increase the length of the absorber we used 
the slit-jet expansion which increases the length to 4 cm.  
Our slit-jet laser ablation expansion is an alteration from the design of Terry 
Miller group109. Figure 7.1 representing the slit-jet nozzle. The solenoid mount and the 
slit body were made from aluminum. A 5.5 cm long aluminum poppet is actuated by two 
commercial general valve solenoids with a multi-channel nozzle driver circuit (General 
Valve Corporation, Iota one). A Viton (durometer 65A) sealing cord is trapped within the 
poppet. Pulsed laser ablation method was used to generate radicals in the free jet 
expansion. A metal holder body with the identical dimensions of the slit body placed 
after the slit body. The metal holder was designed in such a way that it can hold a metal 
of 6mm width and 50mm long.  A gear motor (spark fun) is mounted on the side of the 
metal body that can hold the yttrium metal rod on the shaft of the motor. To maintain the 
stability of the signal the metal rod was rotated steadily with 10 rpm, so each laser shot 
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ablates a fresh spot on the surface of the rod65. The rotational speed was maintained by a 
homemade simple electrical circuit with a potentiometer (100 Kῼ). The potentiometer 
was used for the variables rotation control by changing the pulse width. The slit on the 
front face of the slit body has the dimensions (50 × .5 × 1mm). The 300 µm jet width of 
the jet throat is defined by the blades jaw.  
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7.2     Results and Discussion 
7.2.1     Electronic structure of YO 
The presence of 2𝛥𝛥 state in 𝐴𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋 system makes the electronic structure of 
YO complicated. It was shown105 that the intensity of the 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transitions arose 
as a result of considerable mixing between 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 and 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱 states. The  𝐴𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋 and  𝐵𝐵 − 𝑋𝑋 
system of YO lie in the orange-red and blue-green regions respectively, and the 𝐴𝐴′ − 𝑋𝑋 
system is in the 620-747 nm region. Recently, 𝐷𝐷2𝛴𝛴+ − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ electronic transitions have 
been observed in the 400-440 nm regions. For the observation of these electronic states 
mostly fluorescence spectroscopy has been used so far. Only the 𝐵𝐵2𝛴𝛴+ − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+systems 
have been studied using cavity ring down spectroscopy. The complicated structure of YO 
with laser cooling scheme and the summery of reported vibrational constants can be 
found in figure 7.2 and table 7.1 respectively. Among all this transition 𝐴𝐴 − 𝑋𝑋 system of 
YO has been studied by several groups. Linton et al105 reported the photoluminescence 
spectra of two strong sequences of bands, starting at 597.2 nm and 613.2 nm are 
representing the 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 0 sequences originating from the 2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄  and 2𝛱𝛱5 2⁄  components 
respectively.  
The potential curves of the two-state aforementioned lie vertically above each other 
which makes the 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 1 transitions very weak. The rotational structure of the 0-0 band 
with 4-4 band head had been reported by Linton et al105.  
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7.2.2     Rotational assignment of the bands 
The bands of the 2 2 +Π ← Σ system are the most intense in the 0ν∆ =  
sequence. The system is including two series of sub bands of almost equal intensity. The 
separation between the series is 429.4690 cm-1 which corresponding to the 1/2 and 3/2 
components of the 2𝛱𝛱 state. Because of the large separation between the sub bands, it is 
clear that 2A Π state belongs to Hund’s case (a), so each sub band is comprised of six 
branches110. In the present case, as the spin-splitting constant in 2X +Σ state is very small 
so only four branches are plausible. Figure 4.3 representing the 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄ ←
𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transitions.  For the 2 23/2 +Π ← Σ sub band the branches are designated as P2, QP21 
+ Q2, RQ21 + R2, SR21 and their respective intensities are in the ratios of  1:3:3:1 for the 
same J’’ which is consistent with the reported emission spectra110. Figure 4.4 
representing the 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱1 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transitions In the similar manner for the 2 21/2 +Π ← Σ
sub band four branches OP12, PQ12 + P1, QR12 + Q1 and R1 have been observed with the 
same intensities’ ratio. Observed lines positions and branches are given in table 4.3 and 
4.4. Rotational analysis confirms that all these observed lines are to a regular 2A Π state. 
This observation is a very good agreement with the previously reported FTIR spectrum. 
The author reported room temperature spectra of both components of A X→  and B X→
. They mentioned the perturbations in the (2,2) band of the A X→  system. The dominant 
perturbations are in the Q2 branches, especially in the 
2
3/2A Π ( 0ν = ) state. The author 
claims that the perturbing state is probably the 2A′ ∆  state which lies in the vicinity (
14700eT ≈ cm
-1) of the A state. In our observed spectrum for both 1/2Π and 3/2Π  component, 
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we have some of the extra lines which cannot be assigned with fitted spectra using pure 
2A Π state. These lines might be the transitions due to the perturbation of the 2A′ ∆  state.  
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7.3     Effective Hamiltonian 
The analysis of the rotational structure of diatomic molecules 2𝛴𝛴 and 2𝛱𝛱 can be found 
elsewhere110. Here we give a brief summary of the Hamiltonians we used for the fitting. 
The effective Hamiltonian for a 2𝛴𝛴 state can be written as following: 
𝐻𝐻�2𝛴𝛴 = 𝐻𝐻�𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 
Where 𝐻𝐻�𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿 represents the rotational part of the Hamiltonian, 𝐻𝐻�𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 corresponds to the 
centrifugal distortion and 𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 is the spin-rotation part of the Hamiltonian. 
And the effective Hamiltonian for a 2𝛱𝛱 can be expressed as: 
𝐻𝐻�2𝛴𝛴 = 𝐻𝐻�𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻�2𝛬𝛬 
Where 𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 represents the spin-orbit and 𝐻𝐻�2𝛬𝛬 corresponds to the 𝛬𝛬-type doubling part of 
the Hamiltonian. 
In case diatomic molecules Rotational Hamiltonian can be written as 
𝐻𝐻�𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿 = 𝐵𝐵𝑁𝑁�2 
Where 𝑁𝑁� is the rotational angular momentum and B is the rotational constant, 𝑁𝑁 = 𝐽𝐽 −
𝐿𝐿 − 𝑆𝑆, where 𝐽𝐽 is the total angular momentum of the molecule, 𝐿𝐿 is the electron orbital 
angular momentum and 𝑆𝑆 is the electron spin angular momentum. 
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As experimentally we observed lines of very high, it is necessary to include centrifugal 
distortion effects. Centrifugal distortion term in the Hamiltonian can be expressed as 
following: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶 = 𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁�4 
where D is centrifugal distortion constant. 
A very weak spin-rotation interaction had been included in the Hamiltonian for the better 
fitting. The spin-rotation Hamiltonian can be expressed as 
𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 = 𝛾𝛾𝑁𝑁�. ?̂?𝑆 
where 𝛾𝛾 is the spin-rotation constant. 
For the 2𝛱𝛱 state as we know that it has spin-orbit (SO) splitting. In order to fit the lines 
accurately, it was necessary to add SO interaction in the Hamiltonian. The SO 
Hamiltonian can be represented as  
𝐻𝐻�𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿� . ?̂?𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴[𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧 + 1/2(𝐿𝐿+𝑆𝑆− + 𝐿𝐿−𝑆𝑆+)] 
Here A is the SO constant and (𝐿𝐿+𝑆𝑆− + 𝐿𝐿−𝑆𝑆+) term becomes zero.  
Finally, as the two SO components are separated by only about 429 cm-1 a 𝛬𝛬-type 
doubling which corresponds to the perturbation between two SO components had been 
added. The 𝛬𝛬-type doubling Hamiltonian can be expressed as  
𝐻𝐻�2𝛬𝛬 = 1/2𝜇𝜇?̂?𝑟2(𝐽𝐽+𝐿𝐿− + 𝐽𝐽−𝐿𝐿+) 
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Here, ?̂?𝑟 is the internuclear distance operator and the 𝛬𝛬-type doubling has two 
components, 1) linear component (p) 2) quadratic component (q) that has been used in 
our fitting.  
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7.4        High-temperature spectra recorded using slit-jet expansion 
The slit-jet expansion has been discussed in section-. As stated above the 
absorber length getting 4 times by using slit jet expansion, it was expected that the signal 
to noise ratio will increase by an order of magnitude. But the observed spectra show 
different scenarios. The S/N ratio was comparable with pin-hole expansion. We recorder 
the spectrum for 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transition which is representing in figure 7.5 The 
recorded spectrum if we compare with the spectrum reported by FTIR emission spectra 
we can see that it has some similarity. The 4 branches are obvious with the absence of 
band head. The band head usually occurs at a very high temperature due to the overlap of 
many rotational lines at low resolution. Band head also occurs in vibration-rotation 
spectra, but as the difference between the ground and excited-state rotational constant is 
relatively small the head often occurs at sufficiently high J that it escapes observation.  
We did a simulation for this band and found the temperature is high about 
400K65. The possible reasons for getting the high-temperature spectrum in the experiment 
using slit are the collision among the radicals and between the metal body and the 
radicals were not sufficient enough to cool down and also as ablation laser was 
continuously heating on the surface of the nozzle body it was getting hot.  
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7.5     Improvement of the resolution and sensitivity 
The molecular constants in table 7.2 compare the fitted value from our 
experiment with the literature reported value. The transition frequency and the spin-orbit 
constant are much accurate in our data as we calibrated the frequency using wavemeter. 
All other constants are limited by the resolution of the current system. 
With the current sensitivity of our system, it is almost impossible to study the 
𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 state. The current single to noise ratio is about 250 to 1. For the 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 state the 
transition intensity is expected to be about 50 times smaller than 2A Π state. In that sense, 
the current S/N ratio is not enough to detect the 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 state.  Pulsed cavity ring down 
method with narrower linewidth is a probable solution.  
To gain the narrower linewidth Pulsed-dye amplifier (100 MHz) can be used. 
Another way to improve the resolution is CW laser. A ring-dye laser with 1 MHz 
linewidth can be used. In our free jet expansion, the Doppler broadening is about 100 
MHz. To beat the Doppler broadening it is better to use pulsed –dye amplifier.  
As we know that YO is one of the diatomic molecules that have been laser 
cold and recently Jun ye group used 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 − 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transition for the cooling, it is 
important to determine the Franck-Condon factor accurately. We know that for accurate 
intensity measurement CRD is the best method but still in the CRD experiment a large 
error of intensity measurement is possible due to the fluctuations of the radical 
concentrations due to the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the ablation laser poser and its 
efficiency of ablation at different locations on the rotating yttrium metal rod.  A two-
beam experiment could a possible solution to get rid of the aforementioned problem. The 
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diagram of the two-beam experiment is given in figure 7.6. In this experiment, a CRD 
laser will be used to record one of the specific transitions at a fixed frequency and another 
CRD laser will be used to scan other transitions. So, the intensity of the overall transition 
can be normalized using the fixed frequency transition intensity.  
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7.6     Conclusion 
This work presents the jet-cooled cavity ring-down spectra of 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱1 2⁄ ←
𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ and 𝐴𝐴2𝛱𝛱3 2⁄ ← 𝑋𝑋2𝛴𝛴+ transition for the first time by our group to the best of our 
knowledge. The molecular constants determined by fitting the experimental spectra are in 
considerable accuracy. The transitions that are not predicted in the simulation might be 
due to the perturbation of the 𝐴𝐴′2𝛥𝛥 state. As we know that our data is better calibrated 
with wave meter we can assure that the transition frequency and the spin-orbit constants 
are quite accurate. All other constants are mainly limited by the resolution of the system. 






























Figure 7.2: Electronic structure of YO. Solid arrows indicate cooling and re-pump laser 







































































Figure 7.6: Schematic diagram of Two beam experiment. M: ring-down 
mirror, S1 : intensity of fixed frequency transition, S2 : Intensities of the 
transitions of scanning frequencies, I: normalized frequency 
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20741.69 765.5 0.3731897 CRDS 
20791 765.5 8 0.3722 1.8279 Emission 
𝐴𝐴2Π3 2⁄  
16746.8 820 3.38 0.3865 0.0019 Emission 
0.3868 0.0020 Photo-   
luminescence 
16742.2 822.7 3.9 0.3857 0.0023 1.7956 
𝐴𝐴2Π1 2⁄  
16315.8 823 3.45 0.3865 0.0019 
0.3868 0.0020 


















0 862 2.86 0.3892 0.0016 
0 862.1 3.025 
0 861 2.93 0.3881 0.0018 1.79 LIF 
0 861.46 
0 861 2.93 0.3881 0.0018 1.79 
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Table 7.2 : Comparison of molecular constants wit literature reported values 
1. A. Bernard, R. Bacis, and P. Luc, The Astrophys. J. 227, 338-348 (1979)
2. C. Linton, J. Mol. Spec. 69, 351-364 (1978)
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Table 7.3: Rotational line positions and branches for 𝐴𝐴2Π3/2 ← 𝑋𝑋2Σ+transition 
J' J'' Position Branch 
7.5 8.5 16710.1588 P2(8.5) 
8.5 9.5 16708.9085 P2(9.5) 
10.5 11.5 16708.8202 P2(11.5) 
11.5 12.5 16707.6581 P2(12.5) 
12.5 13.5 16706.4148 P2(13.5) 
13.5 14.5 16705.1787 P2(14.5) 
14.5 15.5 16703.9605 P2(15.5) 
1.5 2.5 16721.8386 QP21+Q2(2.5) 
2.5 3.5 16721.4572 QP21+Q2(3.5) 
3.5 4.5 16721.0358 QP21+Q2(4.5) 
4.5 5.5 16720.6184 QP21+Q2(5.5) 
5.5 6.5 16720.2235 QP21+Q2(6.5) 
6.5 7.5 16719.8028 QP21+Q2(7.5) 
7.5 8.5 16719.3736 QP21+Q2(8.5) 
8.5 9.5 16718.9545 QP21+Q2(9.5) 
9.5 10.5 16718.5357 QP21+Q2(10.5) 
10.5 11.5 16718.1108 QP21+Q2(11.5) 
11.5 12.5 16717.6728 QP21+Q2(12.5) 
12.5 13.5 16717.2384 QP21+Q2(13.5) 
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13.5 14.5 16716.7975 QP21+Q2(14.5) 
14.5 15.5 16716.3705 QP21+Q2(15.5) 
15.5 16.5 16715.9375 QP21+Q2(16.5) 
16.5 17.5 16715.4841 QP21+Q2(17.5) 
17.5 18.5 16715.0417 QP21+Q2(18.5) 
18.5 19.5 16714.5803 QP21+Q2(19.5) 
19.5 20.5 16714.1056 QP21+Q2(20.5) 
20.5 21.5 16713.6170 QP21+Q2(21.5) 
1.5 1.5 16723.4380 RQ21+R2(2.5) 
2.5 2.5 16723.8252 RQ21+R2(3.5) 
3.5 3.5 16724.2224 RQ21+R2(4.5) 
4.5 4.5 16724.5854 RQ21+R2(5.5) 
5.5 5.5 16724.9484 RQ21+R2(6.5) 
6.5 6.5 16725.3266 RQ21+R2(7.5) 
7.5 7.5 16725.6900 RQ21+R2(8.5) 
8.5 8.5 16726.0476 RQ21+R2(9.5) 
9.5 9.5 16726.4168 RQ21+R2(10.5) 
10.5 10.5 16726.7669 RQ21+R2(11.5) 
11.5 11.5 16727.1019 RQ21+R2(12.5) 
12.5 12.5 16727.4435 RQ21+R2(13.5) 
13.5 13.5 16727.7384 RQ21+R2(14.5) 
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10.5 9.5 16734.4057 SR21(9.5) 
11.5 10.5 16735.5377 SR21(10.5) 
12.5 11.5 16736.6950 SR21(11.5) 
13.5 12.5 16737.8056 SR21(12.5) 
14.5 13.5 16738.9042 SR21(13.5) 
15.5 14.5 16740.0200 SR21(14.5) 
16.5 15.5 16741.0943 SR21(15.5) 
17.5 16.5 16742.1909 SR21(16.5) 
18.5 17.5 16743.2489 SR21(17.5) 
19.5 18.5 16744.3242 SR21(18.5) 
20.5 19.5 16745.4187 SR21(19.5) 
21.5 20.5 16746.4931 SR21(20.5) 
22.5 21.5 16747.5969 SR21(21.5) 
23.5 22.5 16748.6602 SR21(22.5) 
24.5 23.5 16749.7035 SR21(23.5) 
25.5 24.5 16750.7809 SR21(24.5) 
26.5 25.5 16751.8229 SR21(25.5) 
27.5 26.5 16752.8793 SR21(26.5) 
28.5 27.5 16753.9681 SR21(27.5) 
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Table 7.4: Rotational line positions and branches for 𝐴𝐴2Π1/2 ← 𝑋𝑋2Σ+transition 
J' J'' Position Branch 
10.5 11.5 16279.21 P12(11.5) 
11.5 12.5 16277.89 P12(12.5) 
12.5 13.5 16276.38 P12(13.5) 
13.5 14.5 16275.25 P12(14.5) 
14.5 15.5 16273.91 P12(15.5) 
15.5 16.5 16273.55 P12(16.5) 
16.5 17.5 16272.57 P12(17.5) 
17.5 18.5 16271.23 P12(18.5) 
18.5 19.5 16269.91 P12(19.5) 
1.5 2.5 16293.28 PQ12+P1(2.5) 
2.5 3.5 16292.95 PQ12+P1(3.5) 
3.5 4.5 16292.62 PQ12+P1(4.5) 
4.5 5.5 16292.29 PQ12+P1(5.5) 
5.5 6.5 16291.94 PQ12+P1(6.5) 
6.5 7.5 16291.59 PQ12+P1(7.5) 
7.5 8.5 16291.24 PQ12+P1(8.5) 
8.5 9.5 16290.89 PQ12+P1(9.5) 
9.5 10.5 16290.53 PQ12+P1(10.5) 
10.5 11.5 16290.16 PQ12+P1(11.5) 
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11.5 12.5 16289.8 PQ12+P1(12.5) 
12.5 13.5 16289.42 PQ12+P1(13.5) 
13.5 14.5 16289.04 PQ12+P1(14.5) 
14.5 15.5 16288.65 PQ12+P1(15.5) 
15.5 16.5 16288.23 PQ12+P1(16.5) 
16.5 17.5 16287.83 PQ12+P1(17.5) 
17.5 18.5 16287.42 PQ12+P1(18.5) 
18.5 19.5 16286.98 PQ12+P1(19.5) 
19.5 20.5 16286.57 PQ12+P1(20.5) 
20.5 21.5 16286.15 PQ12+P1(21.5) 
21.5 22.5 16285.72 PQ12+P1(22.5) 
22.5 23.5 16285.26 PQ12+P1(23.5) 
23.5 24.5 16284.81 PQ12+P1(24.5) 
24.5 25.5 16284.34 PQ12+P1(25.5) 
25.5 26.5 16283.91 PQ12+P1(26.5) 
1.5 1.5 16294.55 QR12+Q11(1.5) 
2.5 2.5 16294.85 QR12+Q11(2.5) 
3.5 3.5 16295.14 QR12+Q11(3.5) 
4.5 4.5 16295.42 QR12+Q11(4.5) 
5.5 5.5 16295.71 QR12+Q11(5.5) 
6.5 6.5 16296 QR12+Q11(6.5) 
7.5 7.5 16296.27 QR12+Q11(7.5) 
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8.5 8.5 16296.53 QR12+Q11(8.5) 
9.5 9.5 16296.8 QR12+Q11(9.5) 
10.5 10.5 16297.04 QR12+Q11(10.5) 
11.5 11.5 16297.28 QR12+Q11(11.5) 
12.5 12.5 16297.53 QR12+Q11(12.5) 
13.5 13.5 16297.76 QR12+Q11(13.5) 
14.5 14.5 16298 QR12+Q11(14.5) 
15.5 15.5 16298.22 QR12+Q11(15.5) 
16.5 16.5 16298.43 QR12+Q11(16.5) 
17.5 17.5 16298.63 QR12+Q11(17.5) 
18.5 18.5 16298.83 QR12+Q11(18.5) 
19.5 19.5 16299.04 QR12+Q11(19.5) 
20.5 20.5 16299.24 QR12+Q11(20.5) 
21.5 21.5 16299.42 QR12+Q11(21.5) 
22.5 22.5 16299.61 QR12+Q11(22.5) 
23.5 23.5 16299.78 QR12+Q11(23.5) 
24.5 24.5 16299.93 QR12+Q11(24.5) 
25.5 25.5 16300.11 QR12+Q11(25.5) 
26.5 26.5 16300.25 QR12+Q11(26.5) 
6.5 5.5 16301.64 R1(5.5) 
7.5 6.5 16302.85 R1(6.5) 
8.5 7.5 16304.03 R1(7.5) 
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9.5 8.5 16305.21 R1(8.5) 
10.5 9.5 16306.37 R1(9.5) 
11.5 10.5 16307.55 R1(10.5) 
12.5 11.5 16308.71 R1(11.5) 
13.5 12.5 16309.88 R1(12.5) 
14.5 13.5 16311.03 R1(13.5) 
15.5 14.5 16312.15 R1(14.5) 
16.5 15.5 16313.29 R1(15.5) 
17.5 16.5 16314.4 R1(16.5) 
18.5 17.5 16315.55 R1(17.5) 
19.5 18.5 16316.67 R1(18.5) 
20.5 19.5 16317.77 R1(19.5) 
21.5 20.5 16318.87 R1(20.5) 




  The current human knowledge of macro- and micro-cosmoses is mainly based 
on (special and general) relativity, quantum mechanics, and SM. In order to verify known 
physical laws, test their applicability and limitations, and, more importantly, discover 
new physical phenomena and physical laws, it is critical for physicists to go beyond SM. 
While collider-based high-energy physics has proven to be a powerful tool for the 
development of new physics, tabletop high-precision laser spectroscopy of atoms and 
molecules provides an alternative approach that can be equally potent and more cost-
effective. Unknown physics can be uncovered in high-precision laser spectroscopy 
studies because it affects the detectable energy level structure and dynamics of atoms and 
molecules. Thanks to advent and advance of a myriad of new technologies in recent 
years, including frequency stabilization techniques that provide unprecedented laser 
linewidth and frequency accuracy, optical frequency combs, atomic and molecular 
clocks, and laser-cooling and trapping of atoms and molecules, modern high-precision 
laser spectroscopy has reached the feV level energy precision, equivalent to high-energy 
physics at the PeV level.  
One of the most important aspects of molecular spectroscopy for new physics is the 
detection of TRSV interactions,111 which leads to the electron’s electric dipole moment 
(eEDM), astringent test to SM and other CP-violating models. Recently, Hutzler et al.112 
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proposed using laser-cooled linear and symmetry polyatomic molecules containing 
alkaline-earth or alkaline-earth-like metal atoms with an ionic, monovalent chemical bond 
for detection of TRSV. The metal center of these molecules is sensitive to a wide range of 
symmetry-violating physics. In particular, alkaline-earth(-like) monohydroxides (MOHs) 
have been chosen as first candidate molecules for the TRSV measurement for the 
following reasons.  
(1) Searches for new physics with molecules typically involve measuring phases that 
accumulate as the molecule processes in electromagnetic fields. Long precession 
time or coherence time (as long as tens of seconds) is therefore needed for experimental 
sensitivity. In order to achieve long coherent time, molecules produced in supersonic 
beams or cryogenic buffer gas beams (CBGBs) need to be laser-cooled and trapped in a 
magneto-optical trap (MOT) to reach milliKelvin temperature level. Due to their unique 
chemical bonding, MOHs are amenable to laser cooling. In the ground (𝑋𝑋�2Σ+) and first-
excited (?̃?𝐴2Π) electronic states of MOH, the unpaired electron is localized on the s and pπ 
orbitals of the valence shell of the alkaline-earth metal atom. Moreover, orbital 
hybridization induced by the bond pushes the M orbitals away from the bonding region. 
Therefore, the electronic motion of MOHs is largely localized on the alkaline-earth metal 
atom and mostly decoupled from the vibrational modes of the molecule. As a result, 
laser-cooling and trapping techniques similar to those for atoms can be applied to MOHs.  
(2) Degenerate vibrational and rotational motions of these linear molecules provide 
energy-level doublets that enable full polarization and internal co-magnetometers, which 
allows for the reversal of the EDM interaction without changing any lab fields, and hence 
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provide crucial robustness to systematic effects. For instance, vibrational states of the M-
O-H bending mode with opposite parties can be easily polarized in electric fields.  
               High-precision measurements of energy level structure of relevant states and 
transition intensities are a prerequisite of future laser cooling of MOHs and detection of 
TRSV. Especially important are the fundamental and overtone levels of the 
aforementioned M-O-H bending mode (ν2). Being a degenerate vibrational mode, ν2 
levels in orbitally non-degenerate Σ electronic states are split to v+1 levels with 
|l|=0,1…v, where v is the vibrational quantum number and l is the vibrational angular 
momentum quantum number. The Coriolis interaction further splits the +l and –l levels. 
The population on the 1 2 32
1( ) (01 0)lv v v = level of the 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ state will be used for the 
proposed TRSV measurement. In orbitally doubly degenerate electronic states (Π, Δ, 
etc.), ν2 vibrational levels are split into six spin-vibronic levels by the spin-orbit (SO) and 
the Renner-Teller (RT) effects.113 
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High-precision laser-spectroscopy measurements of MOH molecules 
8.1    Measurement of spin-rovibrational structure of the ground (𝑿𝑿�𝟐𝟐𝚺𝚺+) 
and the first-excited (𝑨𝑨�𝟐𝟐𝚷𝚷) electronic states of MOHs 
  These two states are directly involved in both laser cooling and the TRSV 
measurement. Energy-level structure of the ?̃?𝐴2Π and 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ states will be mapped out in 
?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ dispersed fluorescence 
(DF) measurements, respectively, using an existing apparatus in the Liu Lab. A pulsed 
laser will be used for the LIF survey scan that provides the vibrational structure of the 
?̃?𝐴2Π state, followed by high-resolution LIF scans using a continuous-wave (cw) laser to 
reveal the rotational and fine structure. Resolution and frequency precision of the LIF 
measurement is limited by the laser linewidth, whereas those of the DF measurement is 
limited by the resolution of the spectrograph to several wavenumbers. To determine the 
𝑋𝑋�2Σ+-state energy level structure with better resolution and frequency precision, a second 
“dump” laser (cw or pulsed) will be added to the LIF experiment to carry out a stimulated 
emission pumping (SEP) measurement, whose resolution and precision is determined 
mainly by the dump laser (Fig. 1a).  
           Moreover, we will design and develop a new high-sensitivity 
spectroscopic technique for the measurement of the 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+-state energy level structure, 
namely, SEP-cavity ring-up (SEP-CRU) spectroscopy. In the SEP-CRU experiment, a cw 
laser will be used to excite (or “pump”) 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+-state population to an excited energy level, 
e.g., the vibrational ground level of the ?̃?𝐴2Π state. Like in the SEP experiment, a second
laser (cw or pulsed) will be used to stimulate (or “dump”) the excited-state population to 
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the ground state. A high-finesse Fabry–Pérot cavity will be constructed to trap the dump 
laser beam, and the leak-out photons will be detected (Fig. 1b). The decay of the dump 
laser transmission can be fit to determine the ring-down time (τ). τ increases when the 
dump laser frequency is in resonance with an ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ transition (Fig. 1c).  
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8.2     Detection of the 𝑨𝑨′� 𝟐𝟐𝜟𝜟 dark state of MOHs 
  Dark states play a critical role in the laser cooling of atoms and molecules. 
Population loss due to relaxation to dark states determines the maximum averaged a 
number of scattering events an atom or molecule can experience. In MOHs, the dark 
electronic state relevant to laser-cooling is the 𝐴𝐴′� 2Δ state that is in close proximity to the 
?̃?𝐴2Π as well as 𝐵𝐵�2Σ+ states. Since it is “dark”, the 𝐴𝐴′� 2Δ state doesn’t fluoresce 
significantly and cannot be detected by LIF spectroscopy with a high signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). 
However, it can be detected using direct-absorption techniques such as 
cavity ring-down (CRD) spectroscopy. In a proof-of-principle experiment, ?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+  
the transition of the YO molecule, one of the only three diatomic molecules that have 
been laser-cooled, was detected using a pulsed laser (Fig. 8.1d).  
The pulsed-CRD spectroscopy has a sensitivity comparable to LIF spectroscopy. A cw-
CRD spectroscopy apparatus is under construction, which is expected to increase the 
SNR by two to three orders of magnitude.  
8.3     Measurement of FCFs 
  Accurate determination of FCFs for both ?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+  and ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ 
transitions is critical to the proposed project. The efficiency of laser cooling is determined 
by FCFs, among other factors. The ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ transition FCFs also determine the 
number of re-pumping lasers required in laser cooling. Furthermore, the efficiency of 
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population transfer to the 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+(0110) level, used for the TRSV measurement, is 
determined by FCFs for the ?̃?𝐴2Π (0v20)←  𝑋𝑋�2Σ+(000) and ?̃?𝐴2Π(0v20)→  𝑋𝑋�2Σ+(0110) 
transitions. Measured FCFs will help choose the intermediate spin-ro-vibronic energy 
level for the most efficient population transfer to the 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+(0110) level.  
Traditionally, FCFs of the  ?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+  and ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ transitions of 
MOHs are determined in LIF and DF measurements, respectively. However, the accuracy 
of the FCFs so determined is limited by the interference of the scattering of the excitation 
laser. In addition, when a pulsed excitation laser is used, the FC-favored transitions may 
easily be saturated, which leads to under-evaluated FCFs for these transitions. The 
aforementioned CRD and SEP-CRU techniques can be applied to measure FCFs of the 
?̃?𝐴2Π ← 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+  and ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ transitions, respectively. In both experiments, the 
transition intensity is measured as a change in τ. Therefore, detected laser scattering, if 
any, does not affect the measured transition intensity. Because the inter-cavity field of the 
CRD or CRU laser is relatively weak, a saturation of transitions can be avoided. FCFs 
can, therefore, be determined in CRD and SEP-CRU experiments much more precisely 
than LIF/DF measurements. In the SEP-CRU experiment, the CRU signal can be 
normalized by the total detected fluorescence following excitation, which suppresses 




Figure 8.1 (a) Principle of SEP and SEP-CRU spectroscopy techniques. (b) 
Simplified experimental setups of SEP-CRU spectroscopy. When the pump 
and dump laser wavelengths are well separated, dichroic mirrors or 
(polarization) beam splitters are used to overlap them (top). When the 
wavelengths are close, a “X”-shaped  two-wavelength scheme is adopted 
(bottom). “M”=cavity ring-down mirror. “W”=window. 
PMT=photomultiplier tube. The spectrograph is used to select the 
wavelength window for fluorescence detection and to filter out laser 
scattering. (c) Ring-down curves without (τ0) and with (τ) resonance 
between the dump laser frequency and an ?̃?𝐴2Π → 𝑋𝑋�2Σ+ transition. c is the 
speed of light. R is the reflectivity of ring-down mirrors. σa and σe are cross 
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A:     Arduino Code for gear motor control of forward, backward and 
spinning motion 
The circuit diagram in figure 2.4 has represented an Arduino-Uno 
microcontroller along with an L298 dual H-Bridge motor control module. The micro-
controller can be programmed in simple Arduino language which is merely a set of 
C/C++ functions and used to control the L298 H- Bridge motor control module. For our 
setup, we are using only one channel of the L298 dual H-Bridge. The DC gear motor is 
connected to the motor B lead out of the L298 module. The positive of DC power supply 
is connected to the 12 V input of L298 (figure 2.4) and its negative to the ground of 
L298. This ground is further connected to the ground pin of Arduino Uno. The PWM of 
L298 is connected to Pin 9 of Arduino Uno. For the direction control, two enable motor 
pin (IN3 and IN4) of L298 is connected to the two drives pin (Pin7 and Pin8) of Uno. A 
High signal and a LOW signal are used to control the direction of the motor. For 
example, a high to IN3 and a low to IN4 will cause the motor to turn in one direction, 
whereas a LOW signal to IN3 and a HIGH signal to IN4 will cause it to turn in the other 
direction. Sample code has been written to drive the motor (see below) 
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// connect motor controller pins to Arduino digital pins 
void set up() 
{ 
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(8, OUTPUT); 




  digitalWrite(8. HIGH); 
  digitalWrite(7, LOW); //Set one dirction for the motor. 
  digitalWrite(9,60); //Set the speed of the motor. “60” means 60 steps per minute. 
  delay(1000); //Command that the motor move 1000 steps toward this direction. 
  digitalWrite(8, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(7, HIGH); //Set the motor in the opposite direction. 
  delay(1000); 
} 
In this new version of the motorized stage, no feedback from the motor is 
needed to change the direction of the motor. Instead, the time duration was adjusted for 
the full use of the sample rod. No micro-switches are needed for changing the direction. 
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B:     Python code for the dispersed-fluorescence (DF) spectra plot 
In our DF experiment, we are taking a scan frame by frame. For example, 
when we pumped a LIF band having a central wavelength (peak maximum) 630.3152 
nm, then in DF experiment we are scanning our spectrograph about 80 nm to the “red’’ 
region which requires scanning at least eight frames. In this way, if we have 8 bands then 
we were taking at least 64 frames. Plotting them using origin software and patching 
together is time-consuming. We developed our own code in python so that plotting, 




class to compile and process data obtained from laser scans.
"""
class DataCompiler(): 
# list to store wavelength/wavenumber and intensity data
# scanData[0] will store a list containing wavelengh/wavenumber 
data points
# scanData[1] will store a list containing intensity data points
 scanData = [] 
"""
 class constructor, does nothing
 """
 def __init__(self): 
 pass 
"""
 Read ALL text files stored in the selected directory path.
 Wavelength and intensity data points will be stored into scanDat
a
 @param fileDirectory: directory path of selected folder
 """
 def Read_And_Compile(self, fileDirectory): 
# Grabs all text files stored in the selected path
 inputFiles = glob.glob(fileDirectory + "*.txt") 
# Invalid directory path error handling
 if len(inputFiles) == 0: 
228 
     sys.exit("No text files found in this directory, check i
f the directory path is entered correctly") 
# Read and store data points into scanData
# Note that wavelength are converted to float type while int
ensity remains as str type
 waveLength = [] 
 intensity = [] 
 for fileName in inputFiles: 
 with open(fileName, 'r') as fd: 
 line = fd.readline() 
 while line: 
 lineData = line.split() 
 waveLength.append(float(lineData[0])) 
 intensity.append(lineData[2]) 
 line = fd.readline() 
 DataCompiler.scanData = [waveLength, intensity] 
"""
 Convert wavelength to wavenumber
 """
 def Nm_To_Wave_Number(self): 
 for i in range(len(DataCompiler.scanData[0])): 
 DataCompiler.scanData[0][i] = 10000000 / DataCompiler.sc
anData[0][i] 
"""
 Modify wavenumber points by subtrating central frequency from AL
L data points
 """
 def X_Axis_Modification(self): 
#Prompt the user for central frequency number in nm, needs t
o be greater than 0
 while True: 
try: 
    centralFrequency = float(input("Please enter the cen
tral frequency in nm: ")) 
 if centralFrequency <= 0: 




 except ValueError: 
 print("\nYou have entered an invalid input") 
 for i in range(len(DataCompiler.scanData[0])): 
     DataCompiler.scanData[0][i] = 10000000 / centralFrequenc
y - DataCompiler.scanData[0][i] 
"""
 Save the data into a new text file named Compiled_Data.txt
    @param fileDirectory: directory path selected to save the file, 
same as the input files
229 
 """
 def Save_File(self, fileDirectory): 
#Double check if the directory path is valid
 try: 
 with open(fileDirectory + "Compiled_Data.txt", 'w+') as 
outfile: 
 for i in range(len(DataCompiler.scanData[0])): 
     outfile.write(str(DataCompiler.scanData[0][i]) + 
'\t' + DataCompiler.scanData[1][i] + '\n') 
 except FileNotFoundError: 
 sys.exit("Directory path not found") 
data = DataCompiler() 
fileDirectory = input("Please enter the directory path of all the in






C:     Python code for mass weighted coordinate’s to dimensionless 
coordinate’s conversion 
 We did a couple of cluster calculations using Cfour program.  By default, the 
program is generating log files with mass weighted coordinates. To generate a simulated 
spectrum we use ezSpectrum and ezSpectrum cannot deal with mass-weighted 
coordinates. Below is the python code which we used to convert mass-weighted to 
dimensionless coordinates. 
import numpy as np 
import os, fnmatch 
import glob 
import sys 
#@param file: an os directory path(use the fnmatch mathods).
#@return: two lists of dimentionless coordinates, one for mass weigh
ted and one for normal coordinates.
#Has run time of O(n)
def getNewCoord(file): 
#To store changed coordinates for mass weighted coordinates, 3D 
list.
 dimlesslist = [] 
#To store changed coordinates for normal coordinates that are ma
ssweighted, 3D list
 ncdimlesslist = [] 
#Dictionary to store imaginary frequency that are choosen to be 
skipped or changed.
 freqToSkipOrChange = {} 
 freqNumber = 0 
 for m,n in enumerate (file): 
 StateF=open(n,'r') 
 Line=StateF.readline() 






 while Line: 
 Line=StateF.readline() 
 if (Line.find('%atomic masses')>=0): 
 Line=StateF.readline() 
 for m,n in enumerate (mass): 
 if m==0: 
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  mass[0]=float(Line) 
else: 
    Line=StateF.readline()
  mass[m]=float(Line) 
     Line=StateF.readline() 
 if (Line.find('% mass weighted coordinates')>=0): 
 Line=StateF.readline() 
 for m,n in enumerate (mass): 
 if m==0: 
  line = Line.split() 
  for i in range (3): 
  coord[0,i]=float(line[i]) 
else: 
    Line=StateF.readline()
  line = Line.split() 
  for i in range (3): 
  coord[m,i]=float(line[i]) 
 dimless=np.zeros([natoms,3]) 
 for m,n in enumerate (dimless): 
 for i in range (3): 
     dimless[m,i]=coord[m,i]/(mass[m]**0.5) 
 dimlesslist.append(dimless) 
     Line=StateF.readline() 
 if (Line.find('% frequency')>=0): 
 Line=StateF.readline() 
 freq=Line.split() 
     Line=StateF.readline() 
 if (Line.find('% normal coordinate (mass weighted)')>=0)
: 
 Line=StateF.readline() 
 for m,n in enumerate (ncoord): 
 if m==0: 
  line = Line.split() 
  for i in range (3): 
  ncoord[0,i]=float(line[i]) 
else: 
    Line=StateF.readline()
  line = Line.split() 
  for i in range (3): 
  ncoord[m,i]=float(line[i]) 
 ncdimless=np.zeros([natoms,3]) 
 skip = False 
#Handle with the imaginary f case
try:  
    freqNumber = float(freq[0])
 except ValueError: 
#Prompt the user to either skip the block of dat
a with imaginary frequency
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#or enter a new valid number
 while (True): 
     yorn = input("An imaginary frequency of %s w
as encountered, skip the data?\nEnter y or n: " % freq[0]) 
  if (yorn.lower() == 'y' or yorn.lower == 'n'
): 
  break 
     print("Please enter y or n") 
 if (yorn.lower() == 'y'): 
  freqToSkipOrChange[freq[0]] = None 
  skip = True 
#next line is to prevent the nested for loop
s below to be executed, you can also use if conditions to achive the 
same thing...
  continue 
else: 
    skip = False 
  while True: 
try: 
    newfreqNumber = float(input("Enter a
valid freq: ")) 
  freqToSkipOrChange[freq[0]] = newfre
qNumber 
  freqNumber = newfreqNumber 
  break 
  except ValueError: 
  print("Invalid input") 
 for m,n in enumerate (ncdimless): 
 for i in range (3): 
#changes: freq is a list containing a single 
element of type str, needs to type cast (done above).
  ncdimless[m,i]=ncoord[m,i]/(0.091135525548*(
freqNumber)**0.5) 
 if (not skip): 
 ncdimlesslist.append(ncdimless) 
 StateF.close() 
 return dimlesslist, ncdimlesslist, freqToSkipOrChange 
#Modify coordinates data (turn mass weignted to dimentionless) and s
ave all three files in to one
files = ['NORMCO-CaOC2H5-GroundState', 'NORMCO-CaOC2H5-ExcitedState1
', 'NORMCO-CaOC2H5-ExcitedState2'] 
with open('States-Data-Combined', 'w') as outfile: 
 for file in files: 
#since I'm reading line by line, I need to know when to repl
ace new data
 replaceMassCoord = False 
 replaceNormalCoord = False 
 freqNumber = 0 
 newMassCoord, newNormalCoord, freqToSkipOrChange = getNewCoo
rd(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(), file)) 
 with open(file) as infile: 
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#to keep track of the index of current block of data in 
newNormalCoord
 normalCoordBlock = 0 
#print out the title of the file, take this out if not n
eeded.
 outfile.write(file + '\n') 
 for line in infile: 
#At the mass weighted coordinates block
 if (line.find('% mass weighted coordinates')>=0): 
 replaceMassCoord = True 
 outfile.write('% mass weighted coordinates (dime
ntionless)\n') 
#going through each row of data, change 9 to len
(newMassCoord[0]) if needed
 for i in range (9): 
#to match with input file's line number
  line = infile.readline() 
  for j in range(3): 
  outfile.write('\t' + "{0:.10f}".format(n
ewMassCoord[0][i][j])) 
     outfile.write('\n') 
 continue 
#At the normal coordinates block
 if (line.find('% normal coordinate (mass weighted)')
>=0): 
 replaceNormalCoord = True 
 outfile.write('% normal coordinate (dimentionles
s)\n') 
#going through each row of data, change 9 to len
(newNormalCoord[0]) if needed
 for i in range(9): 
#to match with input file's line number
  line = infile.readline() 
  for j in range(3): 
#Use "{0:.10f}".format to trim or extend 
the number to 10 decimal places
    outfile.write('\t' + "{0:.10f}".format(n
ewNormalCoord[normalCoordBlock][i][j])) 
     outfile.write('\n') 
 normalCoordBlock += 1 
 continue 
 if (line.find('% frequency')>=0): 
#read the frequency data in the next line to see 
if skipping or changes are needed
 line = infile.readline() 
 freqLine = line.split()[0] 
#if the frequency was meant to be skipped, then 
skip the next ten lines in the file
     if (freqLine in freqToSkipOrChange and freqToSki
pOrChange[freqLine] is None): 
  for i in range(10): 
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  line = infile.readline() 
     continue 
#if the frequency was to be replaced, replace it
     elif (freqLine in freqToSkipOrChange and freqToS
kipOrChange[freqLine] is not None): 
  outfile.write('% frequency\n') 
  outfile.write('\t' + ' ' + str(freqToSkipOrC
hange[freqLine]) + '\n') 
     continue 
#otherwise, write the skipped line
else: 
    outfile.write('% frequency\n') 
 outfile.write(line) 
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D:     Cartesian coordinates to Z-matrix conversion 
 As we used to different software for ab-initio calculations that’s why 
sometimes we had to use either cartesian coordinates or Z-matrix based on the easiness 
of the reading of log file. Below is the python code we used: 
import numpy as np 
VERBOSE = True 
class Converter: 
"""A coordinate converter class"""
 def __init__(self): 
# Dictionary of the masses of elements indexed by element na
me;
# includes X for dummy atoms
     self.masses = {'X': 0, 'Ac': 227.028, 'Al': 26.981539, 'Am': 
243, 'Sb': 121.757, 'Ar': 39.948, 'As': 74.92159, 'At': 210, 'Ba': 1
37.327, 'Bk': 247, 'Be': 9.012182, 'Bi': 208.98037, 'Bh': 262, 'B': 
10.811, 'Br': 79.904, 'Cd': 112.411, 'Ca': 40.078, 'Cf': 251, 'C': 1
2.011, 'Ce': 140.115, 'Cs': 132.90543, 'Cl': 35.4527, 'Cr': 51.9961, 
'Co': 58.9332, 'Cu': 63.546, 'Cm': 247, 'Db': 262, 'Dy': 162.5, 'Es'
: 252, 'Er': 167.26, 'Eu': 151.965, 'Fm': 257, 'F': 18.9984032, 'Fr'
: 223, 'Gd': 157.25, 'Ga': 69.723, 'Ge': 72.61, 'Au': 196.96654, 'Hf
': 178.49, 'Hs': 265, 'He': 4.002602, 'Ho': 164.93032, 'H': 1.00794, 
'In': 114.82, 'I': 126.90447, 'Ir': 192.22, 'Fe': 55.847, 'Kr': 83.8
, 'La': 138.9055, 'Lr': 262, 'Pb': 207.2, 'Li': 6.941, 'Lu': 174.967
, 'Mg': 24.305, 'Mn': 54.93805, 
    'Mt': 266, 'Md': 258, 'Hg': 200.59, 'Mo': 95.
94, 'Nd': 144.24, 'Ne': 20.1797, 'Np': 237.048, 'Ni': 58.6934, 'Nb': 
92.90638, 'N': 14.00674, 'No': 259, 'Os': 190.2, 'O': 15.9994, 'Pd': 
106.42, 'P': 30.973762, 'Pt': 195.08, 'Pu': 244, 'Po': 209, 'K': 39.
0983, 'Pr': 140.90765, 'Pm': 145, 'Pa': 231.0359, 'Ra': 226.025, 'Rn
': 222, 'Re': 186.207, 'Rh': 102.9055, 'Rb': 85.4678, 'Ru': 101.07, 
'Rf': 261, 'Sm': 150.36, 'Sc': 44.95591, 'Sg': 263, 'Se': 78.96, 'Si
': 28.0855, 'Ag': 107.8682, 'Na': 22.989768, 'Sr': 87.62, 'S': 32.06
6, 'Ta': 180.9479, 'Tc': 98, 'Te': 127.6, 'Tb': 158.92534, 'Tl': 204
.3833, 'Th': 232.0381, 'Tm': 168.93421, 'Sn': 118.71, 'Ti': 47.88, '
W': 183.85, 'U': 238.0289, 'V': 50.9415, 'Xe': 131.29, 'Yb': 173.04, 
'Y': 88.90585, 'Zn': 65.39, 'Zr': 91.224} 
 self.total_mass = 0 
 self.cartesian = [] 
 self.zmatrix = [] 
 def find_distance(self, position, input_file): 
 with open(input_file, 'r') as f: 
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 line = f.readline() 
 while line: 
 if line.startswith(position): 
 return line[line.find('=') + 1:].strip() 
     line = f.readline() 
#return 0
 def read_zmatrix(self, input_file='zmatrix.dat'): 
"""
 Read the input zmatrix file (assumes no errors and no variab
les)
 The zmatrix is a list with each element formatted as follows
   [ name, [[ atom1, distance ], [ atom2, angle ], [ atom3, dih
edral ]], mass ]
 The first three atoms have blank lists for the undefined coo
rdinates
 """
 self.zmatrix = [] 
 with open(input_file, 'r') as f: 
f.readline()
f.readline()
 name = f.readline().strip('*').split()[0].strip('*') 
 self.zmatrix.append([name, [], self.masses[name]]) 
 name, atom1, distance = f.readline().strip('*').split()[
:3] 
 distance = self.find_distance(distance, input_file) 
 self.zmatrix.append([name, 
 [[int(atom1) - 1, float(distance)], 
[], []], 
 self.masses[name]]) 
     name, atom1, distance, atom2, angle = f.readline().strip
('*').split()[:5] 
 distance = self.find_distance(distance, input_file) 
 angle = self.find_distance(angle, input_file) 
 self.zmatrix.append([name, 
 [[int(atom1) - 1, float(distance)], 
  [int(atom2) - 1, np.radians(float(
angle))], []], 
 self.masses[name]]) 
 for line in f.readlines(): 
# Get the components of each line, dropping anything 
extra
 if line.isspace() or len(line.split()) < 7: 
 continue 
 line = line.strip('*') 
     name, atom1, distance, atom2, angle, atom3, dihedral 
= line.split()[:7] 
 distance = self.find_distance(distance, input_file) 
 angle = self.find_distance(angle, input_file) 
 dihedral = self.find_distance(dihedral, input_file) 
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# convert to a base 0 indexing system and use radian
s
 atom = [name, 
  [[int(atom1) - 1, float(distance)], 
 [int(atom2) - 1, np.radians(float(angle))], 
 [int(atom3) - 1, np.radians(float(dihedral)
)]], 
     self.masses[name]] 
 self.zmatrix.append(atom) 
 return self.zmatrix 
 def read_cartesian(self, input_file='cartesian.dat'): 
"""
 Read the cartesian coordinates file (assumes no errors)
   The cartesian coordiantes consist of a list of atoms formatt
ed as follows
 [ name, np.array( [ x, y, z ] ), mass ]
 """
 self.cartesian = [] 
 with open(input_file, 'r') as f: 
# Throw away the first two lines
f.readline()
f.readline()
 for line in f.readlines(): 
 name, x, y, z = line.split() 
 self.cartesian.append( 
 [name, 
  np.array([x, y, z], dtype='f8'), 
  self.masses[name]]) 
 return self.cartesian 
 def rotation_matrix(self, axis, angle): 
"""
 Euler-Rodrigues formula for rotation matrix
 """
# Normalize the axis
 axis = axis / np.sqrt(np.dot(axis, axis)) 
 a = np.cos(angle / 2) 
 b, c, d = -axis * np.sin(angle / 2) 
 return np.array([[a * a + b * b - c * c - d * d, 2 * (b * c 
- a * d), 2 * (b * d + a * c)], 
   [2 * (b * c + a * d), a * a + c * c - b * b 
- d * d, 2 * (c * d - a * b)], 
   [2 * (b * d - a * c), 2 * (c * d + a * b), 
a * a + d * d - b * b - c * c]]) 
 def add_first_three_to_cartesian(self): 
"""





 name, coords, mass = self.zmatrix[0] 
 self.cartesian = [[name, np.array([0., 0., 0.]), mass]] 
# Second atom
 name, coords, mass = self.zmatrix[1] 
 distance = coords[0][1] 
 self.cartesian.append( 
 [name, np.array([distance, 0., 0.]), self.masses[name]]) 
# Third atom
 name, coords, mass = self.zmatrix[2] 
 atom1, atom2 = coords[:2] 
 atom1, distance = atom1 
 atom2, angle = atom2 
     q = np.array(self.cartesian[atom1][1], dtype='f8')  # positi
on of atom 1
     r = np.array(self.cartesian[atom2][1], dtype='f8')  # positi
on of atom 2
# Vector pointing from q to r
 a = r - q 
# Vector of length distance pointing along the x-axis
 d = distance * a / np.sqrt(np.dot(a, a)) 
# Rotate d by the angle around the z-axis
 d = np.dot(self.rotation_matrix([0, 0, 1], angle), d) 
# Add d to the position of q to get the new coordinates of t
he atom
 p = q + d 
 atom = [name, p, self.masses[name]] 
 self.cartesian.append(atom) 
 def add_atom_to_cartesian(self, coords): 
"""Find the cartesian coordinates of the atom"""
 name, coords, mass = coords 
 atom1, distance = coords[0] 
 atom2, angle = coords[1] 
 atom3, dihedral = coords[2] 
 q = self.cartesian[atom1][1]  # atom 1 
 r = self.cartesian[atom2][1]  # atom 2 
 s = self.cartesian[atom3][1]  # atom 3 
# Vector pointing from q to r
 a = r - q 
# Vector pointing from s to r
 b = r - s 
# Vector of length distance pointing from q to r
 d = distance * a / np.sqrt(np.dot(a, a)) 
# Vector normal to plane defined by q, r, s
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 normal = np.cross(a, b) 
# Rotate d by the angle around the normal to the plane defin
ed by q, r, s
 d = np.dot(self.rotation_matrix(normal, angle), d) 
# Rotate d around a by the dihedral
 d = np.dot(self.rotation_matrix(a, dihedral), d) 
# Add d to the position of q to get the new coordinates of t
he atom
 p = q + d 
 atom = [name, p, mass] 
 self.cartesian.append(atom) 
 def zmatrix_to_cartesian(self): 
"""
 Convert the zmartix to cartesian coordinates
 """
# Deal with first three line separately
 self.add_first_three_to_cartesian() 




 return self.cartesian 
 def add_first_three_to_zmatrix(self): 
"""The first three atoms need to be treated differently"""
# First atom
 self.zmatrix = [] 
 name, position, mass = self.cartesian[0] 
 self.zmatrix.append([name, [[], [], []], mass]) 
# Second atom
 if len(self.cartesian) > 1: 
 name, position, mass = self.cartesian[1] 
 atom1 = self.cartesian[0] 
 pos1 = atom1[1] 
 q = pos1 - position 
 distance = np.sqrt(np.dot(q, q)) 
 self.zmatrix.append([name, [[0, distance], [], []], mass
]) 
# Third atom
 if len(self.cartesian) > 2: 
 name, position, mass = self.cartesian[2] 
 atom1, atom2 = self.cartesian[:2] 
 pos1, pos2 = atom1[1], atom2[1] 
 q = pos1 - position 
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 r = pos2 - pos1 
 q_u = q / np.sqrt(np.dot(q, q)) 
 r_u = r / np.sqrt(np.dot(r, r)) 
 distance = np.sqrt(np.dot(q, q)) 
# Angle between a and b = acos(dot(a, b)) / (|a| |b|))
 angle = np.arccos(np.dot(-q_u, r_u)) 
 self.zmatrix.append( 
 [name, [[0, distance], [1, np.degrees(angle)], []], 
mass]) 
 def add_atom_to_zmatrix(self, i, line): 
"""Generates an atom for the zmatrix
 (assumes that three previous atoms have been placed in the c
artesian coordiantes)"""
 name, position, mass = line 
 atom1, atom2, atom3 = self.cartesian[:3] 
 pos1, pos2, pos3 = atom1[1], atom2[1], atom3[1] 
# Create vectors pointing from one atom to the next
 q = pos1 - position 
 r = pos2 - pos1 
 s = pos3 - pos2 
 position_u = position / np.sqrt(np.dot(position, position)) 
# Create unit vectors
 q_u = q / np.sqrt(np.dot(q, q)) 
 r_u = r / np.sqrt(np.dot(r, r)) 
 s_u = s / np.sqrt(np.dot(s, s)) 
 distance = np.sqrt(np.dot(q, q)) 
# Angle between a and b = acos(dot(a, b)) / (|a| |b|))
 angle = np.arccos(np.dot(-q_u, r_u)) 
 angle_123 = np.arccos(np.dot(-r_u, s_u)) 
# Dihedral angle =
#   acos(dot(normal_vec1, normal_vec2)) / (|normal_vec1| |no
rmal_vec2|))
 plane1 = np.cross(q, r) 
 plane2 = np.cross(r, s) 
 dihedral = np.arccos(np.dot( 
     plane1, plane2) / (np.sqrt(np.dot(plane1, plane1)) * np.
sqrt(np.dot(plane2, plane2)))) 
# Convert to signed dihedral angle
 if np.dot(np.cross(plane1, plane2), r_u) < 0: 
 dihedral = -dihedral 
 coords = [[0, distance], [1, np.degrees(angle)], [ 
     2, np.degrees(dihedral)]] 
 atom = [name, coords, mass] 
 self.zmatrix.append(atom) 
 def cartesian_to_zmatrix(self): 
"""Convert the cartesian coordinates to a zmatrix"""
 self.add_first_three_to_zmatrix() 
 for i, atom in enumerate(self.cartesian[3:], start=3): 
 self.add_atom_to_zmatrix(i, atom) 
 return self.zmatrix 
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 def remove_dummy_atoms(self): 
"""Delete any dummy atoms that may have been placed in the c
alculated cartesian coordinates"""
 new_cartesian = [] 
 for atom, xyz, mass in self.cartesian: 
 if not atom == 'X': 
     new_cartesian.append((atom, xyz, mass)) 
 self.cartesian = new_cartesian 
 def center_cartesian(self): 
"""Find the center of mass and move it to the origin"""
 self.total_mass = 0.0 
 center_of_mass = np.array([0.0, 0.0, 0.0]) 
 for atom, xyz, mass in self.cartesian: 
 self.total_mass += mass 
     center_of_mass += xyz * mass 
 center_of_mass = center_of_mass / self.total_mass 
# Translate each atom by the center of mass
 for atom, xyz, mass in self.cartesian: 
 xyz -= center_of_mass 
 def cartesian_radians_to_degrees(self): 
 for atom in self.cartesian: 
 atom[1][1][1] = np.degrees(atom[1][1][1]) 
 atom[1][2][1] = np.degrees(atom[1][2][1]) 
 def output_cartesian(self, output_file='cartesian.dat'): 
"""Output the cartesian coordinates of the file"""
 with open(output_file, 'w+') as f: 
f.write(f'{len(self.cartesian)}\n\n')
f.write(self.str_cartesian())
 def str_cartesian(self): 
"""Print the cartesian coordinates"""
 out = '' 
 for atom, (x, y, z), masses in self.cartesian: 
 out += f'{atom:<2s} {x:>15.10f} {y:>15.10f} {z:>15.10f}\
n' 
 return out 
 def output_zmatrix(self, output_file='zmatrix.dat'): 
"""Output the zmatrix to the file"""
 with open(output_file, 'w+') as f: 
f.write('#ZMATRIX\n#\n')
f.write(self.str_zmatrix())
 def str_zmatrix(self): 
"""Print the zmatrix"""
 out = f'{self.zmatrix[0][0]}\n' 
 for atom, position, mass in self.zmatrix[1:]: 
 out += f'{atom:<2s}' 
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 for i in position: 
 for j in range(0, len(i), 2): 
     out += f' {i[j] + 1:>3d} {i[j + 1]:>15.10f}' 
 out += '\n' 
 return out 
    def run_zmatrix(self, input_file='zmatrix.dat', output_file='car
tesian.dat'): 
"""Read in the zmatrix, converts it to cartesian, and output




    def run_cartesian(self, input_file='cartesian.dat', output_file=
'zmatrix.dat'): 
"""Read in the cartesian coordinates, convert to cartesian, 
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